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Purpose led,
future fit
Bangladesh has come a long way in the fifty years since its
liberation. From building a country from the ground up to
becoming a model of development for the world, the
progress has been nothing less than remarkable and
Unilever is proud to be in the journey every step of the way.
Although tackling hunger and fighting poverty were the
initial challenges of a newly liberated nation, the vision for
the future has evolved. In our pursuit to make sustainable
living commonplace, and ensuring a prosperous future, we
want to invest in Bangladesh’s biggest asset—the people.
Thus, ensuring the nutritional wellbeing of all in a sustainable
and lasting way is at the heart of everything we do.
To build a future-fit enterprise, we're integrating technology
into all of our processes. To satisfy changing consumer
needs, we are continually innovating across the purpose-led
portfolio. We are focusing on building our capabilities in
channels of the future that are growing fast and driving
profitability for the business. We manage our business with
agility and resilience to deliver consistent, competitive,
profitable and responsible growth.

Our Story
Unilever Consumer Care Limited (formerly
GlaxoSmithKline Bangladesh Limited) has been
operating in Bangladesh since 1974. Throughout
its remarkable journey of over four decades in
this country, the company has made a lasting
impression on the people of the country by
introducing high-quality, international standard
products, creating lovable brands, and fostering
a positive corporate image.
Unilever Consumer Care Limited (UCL) stands strongly and
maintains a leading position in the Health Food Drink
Category
of
Bangladesh.
Our
portfolio
includes
international brands Horlicks, Maltova, Boost and Glaxose D.
We are proud of our brands which touch the lives of our
consumers, including Horlicks, which is one of the top
brands of the country, among all categories.
With our recent integration with Unilever, one of the largest
global players in the Fast-Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG)
industry, we now dream of reaching newer heights, creating
sustainable value for our stakeholders, and achieving a
better future for us all. As the most admired player in the
health and nutrition industry of Bangladesh, we aspire to
dedicate ourselves in fighting malnutrition of all sorts in
Bangladesh, in line with Unilever's global sustainability
agenda.

Our StancePositive Nutrition
As a part of the greater Unilever family, Unilever Consumer
Care Limited (UCL) is committed to ensuring ‘Positive
Nutrition’ and achieving the Sustainable Development Goals
(SDG) of Zero Hunger and Good Health and Wellbeing. We
believe in creating meaningful changes in the business
process to create a lasting impact for our stakeholders while
achieving superior business results. At Unilever, we believe
that everyone deserves the right to nutrition. With the vision
of ensuring wellbeing for all, our nutrition brands aspire to
be the best in delivering superior value, and, in doing so,
creating a world built on possibilities and potential.
Nutritious, attainable, and convenient food is the aim of our
Food and Refreshments portfolio, which includes a variety of
brands that provide customers with affordable and healthy

options. As a company, we are proud to take a stand and
advocate for ‘Positive Nutrition’ as our commitment towards
the planet and society.
Through the wide range of products, we are empowering
people to choose more nutritious foods and drinks. We are
also taking action to encourage people to make better food
choices, for example through our evidence-based,
behaviour-change
programmes
and
responsible
marketing. We also believe advocacy is important in
promoting wider changes, so we are looking at the bigger
picture too, and working with others to make our food
behaviour more sustainable.

Growing with Purpose
With a population of over 160 million with over 2000 USD per
capita income and 6%+ GDP growth, Bangladesh is one of
the most lucrative growth drivers due to the scale and
proximity of the market. Unilever, as a company, believes in
long-term development and is working with the ambition to
become the global champion of sustainable growth.
Extending the global strategy in Bangladesh, Unilever
identified nutrition integrable into its high growth portfolio
diversification strategy. The Company’s main focus is to
build a profitable and sustainable nutrition business in
Bangladesh and support the government’s national

agenda to combat malnutrition in all its forms. UCL has been
the undisputed leader in the Health Food and Drinks
category, with iconic brands such as Horlicks and Boost, and
a product portfolio supported by strong nutritional claims.
Our strategy to empower people all over the world, including
Bangladesh, to develop healthy habits and choose more
nutritious diets will include incorporating the following
aspects into our actions-

Convenience
We want to make it easier for people to live well by eating delicious, better-for-you food. Our health drinks
are all fortified with critical micro nutrients – the much-loved Horlicks Classic, for instance, contains 23
vital nutrients. These are scientifically proven to support an individual's growth and development and to
help reduce micronutrient insufficiency in the diet. Horlicks continues to be one of the top brands in
Bangladesh across all categories, due to the brand’s consistent delivery of its promise of nutrition to the
consumers. The Horlicks range caters to the nutrition needs of different consumers, from children to
adults. In addition, we provide our products across a full range of price and pack sizes, from small sachets
to larger family packs. The convenience of introducing variation in packaging, such as sachets, allow us to
continue to provide consumers to buy quality products in small amounts.

Affordable and
Accessible options
For many people in Bangladesh, proper nutrition is still out of reach. Cheaper food products are often
associated with less healthy offerings. We want to break this paradigm and ensure all have access to
affordable, tasty and nutritious food. This is critical as incomes become more and more polarised and
inequalities still exist in terms of accessibility. Using our insight-driven, region-specific go-to-market
strategy, we aim to make our products more accessible, for all.

Reaching the ‘last mile’
Conflicting and contradictory health issues like malnourishment on one hand, and social and
environmental issues like food poverty on the other – are part of a complex, interdependent system. And
they’re all issues that need to be addressed. We are working with governments, NGOs and others to
improve the situation and advocating transformational change. To reach people in remote areas, we use
innovative ‘last mile’ distribution channels to get our products into consumers’ hands where we develop a
network of small-scale retailers (Pollydut) to help us improve access to quality, affordable products.

Responsible Marketing
We are creating innovative routes to market through accelerating eCommerce and developing new eB2B
platforms, such as Ushop and driving leadership through applying shopper insight and intelligence. We
engage with bodies such as the Bangladesh Food Safety Authority (BFSA) and Bangladesh Standards and
Testing Institution (BSTI) on issues like nutrition labelling, product reformulation and responsible
advertising.

Our Strategy
Our Company has a clear and compelling strategy (the
Compass) that is driven by purpose and focuses on
achieving consistent, competitive, profitable and
responsible growth. Everything we do helps us create value

for all our stakeholders. We have six groups of stakeholders,
each one as important as the next. The way we do business
creates value for them all.

Improve people’s
health, confidence and
well-being

Deliver long-term,
superior value

With brands that combine
superior experiences, bold
innovation and a strong
sustainable living purpose
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With brands that regenerate
nature, fight climate change,
and conserve resources for
future generations

By reshaping our portfolio, and
being a fast, low cost and fully
digitised Company
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the planet
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Serve people
everywhere
Through data-driven
relationships and
channel availability
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By building trust through
transparency and new
purpose-led business models
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Contribute to a fairer
and more socially
inclusive world
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With brands that champion
human rights, stand
up for equality and
distribute value fairly
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Create capability through
lifelong learning

Unlock capacity
for growth

Deepen our culture
of pioneering

By inspiring and enabling people to
never stop growing and take charge of
their well-being

By being truly agile, always
simplifying and leading for an
inclusive future of work

By driving performance through
leadership and innovation
in all we do

Underpinned by our values
Integrity

Respect

We do the right thing in every
decision we make, supporting
Unilever’s long-term success

We treat people with
dignity, honesty and
fairness, and celebrate the
diversity of people

Responsibility

Pioneering

We take care of the people,
we serve and the world in
which we operate

We have a passion for
leading our industry,
winning in the market, and
intelligent risk-taking

For the benefit of our stakeholders

Consumers

Our people

Society

Planet

Customers

Shareholders

Growth
Mindset

Consumer
& Customer
Focus

Accountability
&
Responsibility

Bias for
Action

Building
Talent
& Teams

Our People
Unilever has built itself as one of the most respected
companies in the world with the help of the people who
make the company. We are a community shaped and led by
its people, who operate creatively within a framework of
shared values and business goals.
Hence it gives great priority to the professional fulfilment
and development of the people in this community. Through
this, Unilever has established itself as a school where
business leaders are upskilling on specific skills that include
quality, manufacturing process, sales and marketing
process, new ages skills including digital and data analytics
as well leadership ethos in line with Unilever Standards of
Leadership (SOL). With our focus on unlocking capacity
through agility and digital transformation, UCL will
contribute to building a purpose-led, future-fit organization
and growth culture.

Notice of 48th Annual General Meeting
Notice is hereby given that the 48th Annual General Meeting (“AGM”) of Unilever Consumer Care Limited (“Company”) will be
held on Thursday, 29th April 2021 at 11:00 a.m. The AGM will be conducted virtually by using Digital Platform through the
following link https://unilevercl.bdvirtualagm.com (in pursuance to the Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission’s
Directive BSEC/CMRRCD/2009-193/12 dated March 23, 2021) to transact the following businesses:
1.

To receive, consider and adopt the Audited Financial Statements for the year ended 31st December 2020
together with the Directors’ Report and the Auditors’ Report thereon.

2.

To approve dividend for the year ended 31st December 2020.

3.

To elect/re-elect Directors in the vacancies caused under Article 85 and 89 of the Articles of Association of the
Company.

4.

To appoint Statutory Auditors for the year 2021 and to fix their remuneration.

5.

To appoint Corporate Governance Compliance Auditor for the year 2021 and to fix their remuneration.

6.

To approve the re-appointment of an Independent Director.

7.

To approve the “Inter-Company Supply Agreement” with Unilever India Exports Limited (related party) for
purchase of products amounting to 10% or above of the revenue for the immediately preceding financial year.
By order of the Board

Md. Naharul Islam Molla
Company Secretary

Dhaka, 07 April 2021

Notes:
1.

The Shareholders whose names appeared on the Member or Depository Register as on “Record Date” i.e. 23rd
March 2021 are eligible to participate in the 48th AGM and receive dividend.

2.

Pursuance to Article 71 of Articles of Association of the Company, a Shareholder entitled to attend and vote at
the AGM may appoint a Proxy to attend and vote in his/her stead. The “Proxy Form”, duly filled, signed and
stamped at BDT 20 must be sent through email at UCL.Bangladesh-info@unilever.com not later than 48 hours
before commencement of the AGM.

3.

Pursuance to Article 70 of Articles of Association of the Company, Corporate Shareholder of the Company, by
resolution of its Directors or other governing body authorize such person as is thinks fit, to act as its
representative at the AGM.

4.

The Shareholders will be able to submit their questions/comments and also vote electronically 24 hours before
commencement of the AGM and during the AGM. For logging in to the system, the Shareholders need to put
their

16-digit

Beneficial

Owner

(“BO”)

account

number

or

Folio

number

by

visiting

the

link

https://unilevercl.bdvirtualagm.com
5.

The detailed procedures to participate in the virtual AGM along with link will be emailed to the Shareholders’
email address as available in their BO account maintained with the Depository and also be available in
Company’s website at www.unilever.com/UCL-bd.html

6.

For any technical difficulties may experience in joining the virtual AGM, Shareholders may contact cell number
+8801678006132.

7.

The Annual Report 2020 containing necessary statements and reports will be emailed to the Shareholders’
email address in soft form and also be available in Company’s website.

47th Annual General Meeting Moments

Glimpses of Extraordinary General Meeting

Message from the Chairman
Dear Shareholders,
On behalf of the Board, I am very happy to present you

Since the announcement of the general holiday by the

the performance summary of the company in 2020.

Government and even before that, our priority was to

2020 was an eventful year for us; both as a company and
society at large. The COVID-19 pandemic had left a
lasting mark in all our lives and impacted the livelihood
of people. As a result of the pandemic, our economy
experienced a major slowdown, which had an adverse
impact on the disposable income of our customer
groups, resulting in lower consumer demand. Moreover,
due to global trade disruption, we could not import DMI
(Dry Mix Ingredient) and other materials for our Health
Food Drinks in sufficient quantities, resulting in lower
production. As an overall impact, our revenue saw a 14%
decline.
Our most popular product, Horlicks is traditionally
considered as a nutritional booster during any illness.
While making price correction decisions, we felt that
increasing the price of such products would limit the
reach of our products to low-income groups. Rather, we
introduced Horlicks in 500g value pack at an affordable
price so that even the low-income group can have access
to high-quality nutrition products during this challenging
time. Despite our best efforts to drive growth through
more coverage and cost cutting measures, our profit for

ensure safety of all our employees and stakeholders
while keeping our operation running. We were amongst
the first organizations in Bangladesh to adopt Work from
Home

(WFH)

arrangement

even

before

the

announcement of the general holiday. Throughout the
year, we prioritized safety and wellbeing of our
employees

through

different

initiatives.

We

also

extended our support to communities through our
different

social

commitment

initiatives

including

donating safety equipment to the Ministry of Health and
Family Welfare and supporting the income-affected
marginalized people through partnership with different
organizations including hospitals and nationally reputed
social organizations.
2020 was also a significant year for us as we have not only
changed the name of the company but also have
associated ourselves with one of the biggest global
names in the FMCG space, Unilever. You all are aware
that our company has been operating in Bangladesh for
over four decades and have become one of the key
players in the consumer healthcare industry through our
powerful brands.

the year was reduced by 51%. Demand drop during the

However, since the discontinuation of pharmaceutical

first half of the year, increase in DMI import duty from 15%

business, our ambition was to grow our consumer

to 25%, price inflation of key imported raw materials and

healthcare product business in a profitable and

production disruption due to DMI shortage during the

sustainable manner. Bangladesh has 160 million people

second half of the year were the key reasons behind profit

with an increasing awareness level on health and

decline. However, on behalf of the board, we are

nutrition with growing per capita income, the growth

proposing a 440% cash dividend for the year 2020.

opportunity of this market is enormous. As the leading

and environmental preservation, which is net carbon

player in the consumer healthcare business, we have

neutrality by 2039. Through these initiatives, we are

strong brands and local expertise whereas Unilever has

looking to build an organization that is driven by purpose

strong manufacturing and distribution footprint, which

and ready for the future.

would

complement

our

growth

aspiration.

Our

association with Unilever has helped us to utilize our
channels effectively and increase market coverage and
penetration along with having a newly re-defined
purpose

-

support

national

agenda

to

combat

malnutrition in all its forms. As UCL, we will continue to
drive business with our consumer healthcare brandsHorlicks, Boost, Maltova, and Glaxcose D. Only the oral
care brand Sensodyne is no longer part of our portfolio.

I am thankful to all our customers, business partners,
regulators, the Government, and, most importantly, you,
our shareholders, for trusting us during 2020. 2021 will be
an even more important year as we are experiencing an
economic turnaround. 2021 is also the 50th year of
Bangladesh as an independent nation. As a company, we
are committed to the people of Bangladesh. According to
UNICEF, 1 out of every 4 children in Bangladesh is
suffering from nutrition related complications, specially

Despite the pandemic, we have continued to expand

stunting. Together, we want to change the nutrition

and strengthen our business. Through Packaging

situation of Bangladesh by ensuring accessibility and

Innovation, Price Correction, Higher Coverage, and

affordability of quality nutritional products, for everyone.

Market

successfully

That will be the pledge of your company during the

managed to increase our household penetration by

landmark golden jubilee year of Bangladesh. We hope

1.5%. The growth was ensured through carefully

that we will be able to achieve it together with your

designed Band Building campaigns, especially in digital

support.

Development

initiatives,

we

media. To make your company future-fit, we have
invested in technology and digitalization. This year, we
started to collaborate with different e-commerce
platforms and provided our consumers more options to
avail

our

products.

We

started

a

new

market

development initiative from Horlicks with the objective
to increase nutritional awareness. As part of that
initiative, we started visiting rural households and

Masud Khan, FCA

educating people about improved nutrition. We have

Chairman

invested behind green technology at production level to

Unilever Consumer Care Limited

reduce our carbon footprint and we would continue to
invest behind innovations and initiatives that would
help us fulfill our commitment towards sustainability

েচয়ার�ান মেহাদেয়র িববৃিত
ি�য় েশয়ারেহা�ার,
২০২০ সােল েকা�ািনর কাযৰ্�েমর একিট সংি�� িববরণী পিরচালনা
পষৰ্েদর প� েথেক আপনােদর সামেন উপ�াপন করেত েপের আিম
আনি�ত।
২০২০ সাল েকা�ািন এবং সািবৰ্ক ভােব আমােদর সকেলর জ� অতয্�
ঘটনাবহুল একিট বছর। েকািভড-১৯ মহামারী আমােদর জীবেন িকছু দীঘ ৰ্
েময়ািদ �ভাব েফেলেছ এবং মানুেষর জীিবকা িনবৰ্াহেক কিঠন কের
তুেলেছ। মহামারীর ফল�রূপ আমােদর েদেশর অথৰ্নীিত গত বছর একিট
ম�া পার কেরেছ, যা আমােদর েভা�ােদর আেয়র উপর িবরূপ �ভাব
েফেলিছল। আয় কেম যাওয়ার ফেল েভা�ােদর মে� আমােদর পে�র
চািহদা �াস পায়। মহামারীর কারেণ িবে�র বািনজয্ �ব�া �াহত হয়, যার
কারেণ আমরা আমােদর েহলথ ফুড ি�� উৎপাদেনর জ� পযৰ্া� পিরমােণ
িডএমআই (�াই িম� ইনি�িডেয়�) এবং অ�া� উপকরণ আমদািন করেত
পািরিন। ফল�রূপ মহামািরর সািবৰ্ক �ভাব িহেসেব আমােদর আয় ১৪%
�াস েপেয়েছ।
আমােদর সবেচেয় জনি�য় প� "হরিল�" ঐিত�গতভােবই অসু�তার
সময় একিট ইিমউন বু�ার বা েরাগ �িতেরাধ �মতােক বৃি�কারী িহেসেব
িবেবিচত হয়। মূ� সংেশাধেনর িস�া� েনওয়ার ে�ে� গত বছর আমােদর
একিট মূল িবেবচনা িছল েয, এই ে�ণীর পে�র দাম বাড়ােনা হেল
আমােদর প�গুিল �� আেয়র মানুেষর �য় �মতার মে� থাকেব না।
অিধক� আমরা গত বছর অতয্� সা�য়ী মূে�র ৫০০ �াম ভয্ালু �াক
হরিল� বাজাের িনেয় আিস। অিধক কভােরজ এবং �য় সংেকাচেনর
মা�েম �বৃি� বজায় রাখার সবৰ্া�ক �েচ�া সে�ও আমেদর মুনাফা এই
বছের ৫১% �াস েপেয়েছ। বছেরর �থমােধৰ্র েভা�া চািহদা �াস এবং
বছেরর ি�তীয়ােধৰ্ িডএমআই এর শু� ১৫% েথেক ২৫% বৃি�, মূ��ীিত
এবং িব� বািনজয্ �ব�া �াহত হওয়ার কারেণ সিঠক পিরমােন িডএমআই
আমাদািন করেত না পারার কারেণ উৎপাদন �াহত হওয়া আমােদর মুনাফা
�ােসর মূল কারণ িছল। তেব আমরা �য় কমান এবং দ�তা বৃি�র মা�েম
�বসা চলমান রাখেত কেঠার পির�ম কেরিছ। সািবৰ্ক পিরি�িত িবেবচনায়,
পিরচালনা পষৰ্েদর প� েথেক আমরা ২০২০ সােলর জ� ৪৪০% নগদ
লভয্াংেশর ��াব িদি�।
িবগত বছের সরকার কতৃৰ্ ক সাধারণ ছুিট েঘাষণার আেগ েথেকই আমােদর
অ�ািধকার িছল আমােদর সকল কমৰ্ী এবং অংশীদারেদর িনরাপ�া িনি�ত
কের আমােদর অপােরশন চলমান রাখা। বাংলােদেশর েয কেয়কিট
�িত�ান সরকার কতৃৰ্ ক সাধারণ ছুিট েঘাষণার পূেবৰ্ই ওয়াকৰ্ ফরম েহাম
কাঠােমা �হণ কেরিছল, আমরা তােদর মে� একিট �িত�ান। বছরজুেড়
িবিভ�ভােব আমরা আমােদর কমৰ্ীেদর সুর�া এবং িনরাপ�ােক �াধা�
িদেয়িছ। এছাড়া আমরা সরকােরর �া�য্ ও পিরবার ক�াণ ম�ণালয়েক
অিত �েয়াজনীয় িনরাপ�া সর�াম �দান এবং হাসপাতাল সহ িবিভ�
সামািজক সংগঠেনর সে� অংশীদািরে�র মা�েম েদেশর কিমউিনিটর জ�
কাজ কেরিছ।
২০২০ সাল আমােদর জ� আরও একিট কারেণ উে�খেযা� িছল । এবছর
আমরা আমােদর েকা�ািনর নাম পিরবতৰ্েনর সােথ আমরা ফা� মুিভং
কনজুমার গুডস (এফএমিসিজ) খােতর অ�তম শীষৰ্ ৈবি�ক েকা�ািন
ইউিনিলভােরর সােথ যু� হেয়িছ। আপনারা জােনন আমােদর েকা�ািন
চার দশেকরও েবিশ সময় ধের বাংলােদেশ কাযৰ্�ম পিরচালনা কের
আসেছ। আমােদর ফামৰ্ািসউিটকয্াল �বসা ব� হওয়ার পর েথেকই আমরা
আমােদর কনজুমার েহলথেকয়ার �বসা েটকসই ও লাভজনক করার
সবৰ্া�ক েচ�া করিছলাম। বাংলােদশ ১৬ েকািটর ও েবিশ মানুেষর একিট
�ত বধৰ্নশীল অথৰ্নীিতর েদশ এবং এেদেশর মানুেষর মে� সু�া�য্ ও পুি�
িনেয় সেচতনতা �মা�েয় বৃি� পাে� যা আমােদর িবে�ষণ অনুযায়ী একিট
�ত বধৰ্নশীল, িবশাল স�াবনাময় বাজার।

আমােদর চার দশেকর অিভ�তা এবং িব�মােনর জনি�য় �য্াে�র সােথ
ইউিনিলভােরর উৎপাদন ও িবতরণ স�মতার সংযুি� েকবল আমােদর
চয্ােনলগুিলেক কাযৰ্করভােব �বহার করেত এবং কভােরজ বািড়েয়
তুলেতই সহায়তা কেরিন, একই সােথ আমােদর সবার জ� একিট নতুন
ল�য্ও সামেন িনেয় এেসেছ - তা হে� , সকল ধরেনর অপুি� সং�া�
সম�ার িবরুে� চলমান জাতীর �েচ�ায় অবদান রাখা। ইউিসএল িহসােব
আমরা আমােদর কনজুমার েহলথেকয়ার �য্া�গুিল - হরিল�, বু�,
মালেটাভা এবং �য্া�েকাস িড িদেয় �বসা চািলেয় যাব। েকবল ওরাল
েকয়ার �য্া� েসে�ােডন আর আমােদর েপাটৰ্েফািলওর অংশ নয়।
২০২০ সােল মহামারী সে�ও, আমরা আমােদর �বসা �সািরত এবং
েজারদার করার েচ�া কেরিছ। উ�াবনী �ােকিজং, মূ� সংেশাধন,
অিধক িব�ত কভােরজ এবং বাজার সৃি�র মা�েম আমরা সফলভােব
আমােদর হাউজেহা� েপিনে�শন ১.৫% বৃি� করেত েপেরিছ। িবেশষত
িডিজটাল িমিডয়া �াবহার কের িডজাইন করা আকষৰ্ণীয় �য্া� িবি�ং
কয্াে�ইনর মা�েম এই বৃি� �রাি�ত করা হেয়েছ। েকা�ািনেক ভিব�ত
উপেযাগী কের গেড় তুলেত আমরা �যুি� এবং িডিজটালাইেজশেন
িবিনেয়াগ কেরিছ। এই বছর, আমরা িবিভ� ই-কমাসৰ্ �য্াটফেমৰ্র সােথ
কাজ করেত শুরু কেরিছ এবং আমােদর প�গুিল েভা�ােদর িনকট েপৗঁেছ
েদওয়ার িবক� িহেসেব িবিভ� নতুন চয্ােনল ৈতির করিছ। আমরা
হরিল� েথেক একিট নতুন বাজােরর উ�য়েনর অংশ িহেসেব �াি�ক
অ�েলর মানুেষর বািড়েত িগেয় তােদরেক খাে�র পুি�গুণ স�েকৰ্
অবগত কের েতালার কাযৰ্�ম হােত িনেয়িছ।
আমরা আমােদর কাবৰ্ন ফুটি�� �াস করেত উৎপাদন �ি�য়ায় ি�ন
েটকেনালিজ বা সবুজ �যুি�র িপছেন িবিনেয়াগ কেরিছ এবং আমরা
ভিব�েত নতুন উ�াবন এবং এ জাতীয় উে�ােগর িপছেন িবিনেয়াগ
করেবা যা েটকসই উ�য়ন এবং পিরেবশ সংর�েণর �িত আমােদর
�িত�িত পূরেণ ভূিমকা রাখেব, যা হে� ২০৩৯ সােলর মে� েনট িজেরা
কাবৰ্ন । এই উে�াগগুিলর মা�েম আমরা এমন একিট েকা�ািন ৈতির
করেত চাইিছ যা উে�� ও ল�য্ �ারা পিরচািলত এবং ভিব�েতর জ�
��ত।
আিম আমােদর সম� �াহক, �বসািয়ক অংশীদার, িনয়�ক, সরকার এবং
সবেচেয় গুরু�পূণৰ্ভােব আপনারা, আমােদর েশয়ারেহা�ারেদর �িত
২০২০ সােলর এই দুেযৰ্াগময় সমেয় আমােদর ওপর িব�াস রাখার জ�
ধ�বাদ �াপন করিছ। ২০২১ সাল আমােদর জ� আরও েবিশ গুরু�বহ
বছর হেব কারণ, বাংলােদশ ২০২১ সােল একিট �াধীন েদশ িহেসেব
৫০তম বছের পদাপৰ্ণ করেছ। আমরা েকা�ািন িহসােব সবসময়ই
বাংলােদেশর জনগেণর কােছ �িত�িতব�। ইউিনেসেফর মেত,
বাংলােদেশ �িত চার জন িশশুর মে� একজন খবৰ্াকৃিত সহ নানা ধরেনর
পুি� স�িকৰ্ত জিটলতায় ভুগেছ । আমরা একসােথ, সবার �য়�মতার
নাগােল, সরবরাহ ও গুণগত মান িনি�তকরেণর মা�েম, বাংলােদেশর
পুি�র অব�া পিরবতৰ্ন করেত চাই। বাংলােদেশর সুবণৰ্জয়�ীর বছের এটা
হেব আপনার েকা�ানীর অ�ীকার। আশা কির আপনার সমথৰ্েন আমরা
একসােথ এই লে�য্ েপৗঁছােত স�ম হব।

মাসুদ খান, এফ িস এ
েচয়ার�ান

ইউিনিলভার কনজুমার েকয়ার িলিমেটড

Improving
nutritional
wellbeing
Despite many achievements in social development,
malnutrition remains one of the most pressing
issues nationally. Therefore, we strive to ensure that
nutritional wellbeing is at the front and centre of
everything we do. We are committed to work
towards building a sustainable future and
contribute in the endeavor of achieving SDG goals
of eradicating hunger and ensuring good health
and wellbeing as part of our core global
commitment.
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Marketing
Horlicks: Creating Accessible
Nutrition for All
Horlicks continues its endeavor to ensure accessible and
affordable nutrition choice for everyone across Bangladesh.
The BDT 10 sachet is available across Bangladesh, ensuring
affordable nutrition for all. Along with the BDT 10 sachet, a
new pack – the 500g Super Value Pack at BDT 295 was
launched in June 2020.

Launch of Horlicks New Price
Campaign
Horlicks launched a mega campaign which included
offering lower prices across all key packs. During the sudden
unforeseen situation which the whole country started to
experience in 2020, to help provide higher value to
customers and make Horlicks more affordable, prices were
revised for all core Horlicks packs. The awareness of this
initiative was generated through 360-degree marketing
initiatives – TVC, Digital and Trade Visibility.

Horlicks Immunity Campaign
Everyone has been concerned about their health. One key
aspect has been the endeavor towards developing good
immunity. Various nutrients help with immunity, such as
Vitamin C, Vitamin D and Zinc. Horlicks is enriched with 23
vital nutrients, including Vitamin C, Vitamin D and Zinc which
help with immunity. The awareness for this campaign was
undertaken through comprehensive digital engagement as
well as a TVC.
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Horlicks New Pack Design Launch
Horlicks launches its new pack design in 2020. The new pack has hit the markets –
with a sleeker and bolder pack design.

Junior Horlicks
Junior Horlicks had a successful 2020 in spite of a major
external shock brought by the pandemic. The brand grew
sustainably where Household Penetration grew to a
three-year high. This was driven by increased consumption
as consumers continued to put their trust in Junior Horlicks
when it comes to ensuring nutrition for their family.

Deployment of the right marketing mix was the growth driver
in 2020. A price correction was taken which improved the
price-value equation for consumers and a thoroughly
consumer tested campaign was launched which also
resonated with them and helped build brand salience.
Digital presence was ramped up disproportionately in line
with rapidly changing consumer media habits this year. The
product packaging was also changed in late 2020 where an
attractive and refreshing pack design was adopted. Lastly,
we were able to build top visibility and distribution in the
latter part of the year in key channels nationally. We are
more confident than ever for a very promising 2021 based on
the right brand investment choices outlined in our annual
plan.
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Mother’s Horlicks
Mother’s Horlicks observed and celebrated Mother’s Day 2020 by releasing a key visual video urging everyone to support
pregnant women with nutrition and care during these unprecedented times of global pandemic and also partnered with
Daraz Bangladesh, a leading e-commerce website in arranging a Mother’s Day Brand Week. Also, the brand celebrated World
Breastfeeding Week 2020, in partnership with the leading national daily, Prothom Alo to host digital webinars and web articles
featuring expert Key Opinion Leaders to build awareness on nutrition during pregnancy and breastfeeding period. It helped to
create an interactive platform for consumers to connect with the brand in a meaningful way and also gave the consumers the
opportunity to ask direct questions to experts.

Webinar named “Sneher Matritto” presented by Mother’s Horlicks with Prothom Alo

Glaxose D Sponsored Dhaka Half Marathon’20
The Annual Dhaka Half Marathon (DHM) is a signature running event of Bangladesh for people of all experience levels and
walks of life who want to embrace a healthy and fit lifestyle. Glaxose D sponsored the 2020 Edition where 2000+ enthusiastic
marathoners brought alive the brand essence.

Glaxose D Sponsored Dhaka Half Marathon’20
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Supply Chain & Manufacturing
The year 2020 has been a year of challenge, resilience,
courage, and agility for UCL Supply Chain. In this year, UCL
Supply Chain executed the biggest business integration of
all time in the history of Bangladesh. In doing so, the
function excelled in following –
• Implemented new SAP platform for Manufacturing, Supply
Chain and S&D bringing in tighter control on resource
management and reporting.

• While the formidable COVID-19 pandemic hit the country
to force countrywide general holiday eventually impacting
millions’ economic and financial capacity to ensure proper
daily nutrition especially in low-income groups, UCL Supply
Chain displayed the right capability and tremendous agility
to increase distribution of 18g value pack and ensured
successful launch of 500g super value pack to the market
which went hand in hand to serve the nation in midst of the
pandemic making everyday essential nutrition more
affordable and available to all socio-economic groups.

• With the Supply Chain business integration , UCL Supply
Chain successfully implemented a more efficient and faster
distribution model which enabled a rapid increase of retail
outlet coverage with faster servicing time contributing directly
to the vision of making everyday nutrition more available and
affordable.
• Implemented new Customer Service function which resulted
in significantly more efficient, faster, and agile market
servicing operations maximizing consumer and organization
value.
• Executed numerous Value Engineering projects that
contributed to the Organizational Sustainability Agenda,
making UCL Supply Chain a trusted machine for value
generation and delivery.
While doing the above, UCL Supply Chain ensured the right
quality product meeting 100% compliance and consumer
satisfaction resulting in the function continuing to maintain its
track record of zero product recall from the market in 2020 as well.
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Human Resources
With our people being an integral part in achieving our organisation’s vision and strategy, in 2020, the Human Resources
function focused its efforts to foster an unconditional performance culture and support the employees on their journey of
continuous development.

Unilever Integration

Health & Wellbeing

One of the major achievements of the year 2020 was the
successful and seamless integration of the people and
process with Unilever’s way of working. The priority
considered during this transition was uninterrupted
business continuity and ensuring that our people remain
secured and unimpacted by the transformation process. This
transition was embraced by the employees with excitement
and enthusiasm.

2020 also had a significant mark left on the entire world due
to the global pandemic. This took the need to have even
more emphasis put on employee Health & Wellbeing to new
heights. The Country level Incident Management Team
regularly followed up on the status of COVID-19 spread,
testing capabilities and provided support to infected
employees with hospitalisation, at home-care and
consultation. In addition, multiple awareness sessions were
arranged on managing employees’ health and mental
wellbeing. We are proud to be among the earliest
companies to adopt an effective Work From Home (WFH)
policy across the country, with agreement put in place with
one of the leading healthcare providers to ensure privileged
access to testing and treatment for our employees during
COVID-19. Besides the healthcare partners, in-house
physicians provided constant support to all employees on
COVID-19 safety guidance, prevention and treatment
consultation.

Welcome Aboard
Integration was not the end, rather just the beginning of a
journey that set everyone towards the path of growth. To
better prepare for the new way of working, multiple
induction and trainings were arranged for all UCL
employees, designed to help them know, understand the
processes and align themselves with Unilever culture and
practices. This was ensured through sessions conducted on
Living Your Purpose Everyday, Art of Storytelling, Managing
Your Wellbeing Amidst Chaos, Leading Through Uncertain
Times, Feedback for Growth, HR Foundation, Business
Integrity, Be Safe-Intro to Unilever Safety, Basic & Product
Knowledge, Discover Your Purpose Workshop, Net Revenue
Management (NRM) Certification Preparation to name a few.
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Emphasizing on Skill Development

Empowering Women

In our effort towards continuous development, all
employees were onboarded into Unilever’s online learning
platform offering thousands of courses and learning
material on different functional and organisation skills. The
ease of use and accessibility of this platform has enabled
our colleagues to take their development into their own
hand. The learning options provided by the platform are not
limited to training and courses but also engaging contents
such as TedTalks, articles, videos and books to dive into.

We always have the ambition to go beyond supporting
colleagues on the grounds of performance and
development. This fueled us to endeavor into making
contributions to Women Empowerment for our female
workforce. The company celebrated women’s day in 2020
and pledged UCL’s support on the equality campaign.
She4She, a Unilever employee group, works to help the
women employees feel more appreciated and supports their
development through counseling and networking.
Moreover, She4She actively contributes to organisations
who work for empowering women such as Ujjwala.

Engagement and Team Building
Before the outbreak of COVID- 19 in Bangladesh, UCL organized and facilitated various team building initiatives for the
functional teams to reflect on the achievements of the previous year and align on the priorities for the year to come. Various
engagement activities such – Rendezvous with LTs, CEOs Report Back, U-Fit (physical fitness session) continued throughout the
year leveraging the virtual telecommunication technologies to keep the employees engaged with business and boost morale.
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Customer Development (CD)
Drive Visibility
Nutrition Store (NS)- in shop visibility, is one of our key
business drivers. During Q3’20, Customer Development
team brought few changes in NS business modality, which
included “pay for performance.” These initiatives brought
significant impact on our business upliftment. Those are:

• Increased number of Nutrition Stores: We expanded
Nutrition Store from
9,000 to 16,000. Our business
contribution under visibility programme rose from 26% to
33%, which ensured higher off-takes from shelf.

• Single window displays: Introduced one shelf displays to
bring more outlets within our display programme.

• Pay for Performance: Introduced newly designed “Pay for
Performance” modality along with the visibility
programme which encouraged the traders to
recommend our products to consumers.

• SKU placement norms: Introduced Stock Keeping Unit
(SKU) wise placement norms to ensure that the high
business contributing SKUs get the maximum visibility.

Customer Development Initiatives to Overcome the COVID-19 Crisis
When the general holiday was announced in March 2020, our field team experienced lots of challenges to serve the market. To
ensure the safety of our workforce, we provided safety kits to everyone. Moreover, we trained them on how to manage
COVID-19 through awareness programs. The Customer Development team rose up to the occasion and came up with
innovative solutions to manage the “new normal” scenario.
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Provide Safety Kits
for each Distributors’ Filed Force (DFF)

Ensured Required Vehicle Support
For Territory Manager’s and DFF’s movement

Distributor’s Engagement
and Delivery Vehicle arrangement

Standard Horlicks Pouch to Provide “Value for Money” to Consumers
We launched Standard Horlicks Super Value Pack during the time of COVID-19 against all odds. We crossed the
milestone of 53,000 outlets within 90 days of launch by taking the following initiatives:
•
•
•
•

Higher visibility
Competitive pricing
Customer upgradation (250g pack to 500g pack)
Increased penetration in Wet Market Grocery outlets
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Finance
The year 2020 was unprecedented due to COVID-19
pandemic. Despite the challenges, Finance team continued
to support the business during the year. Key activities and
engagements were as follows:

Successful SAP Integration
Finance team ensured the ERP migration of financial data on
Unilever platform in Q3 2020 with zero adverse impact in
business. We also ensured business readiness and continuity
of our business legacy in Bangladesh.

Business Partnering in Critical Time
Despite of WFH policy since 17th March 2020 and limited
access in corporate office, Finance team ensured smooth
business partnering by maintaining 100% on-time supplier
payment, 100% achievement on cash and credit collection
and implemented flexible working times with efficient
resource management. Despite having work from home and
country wide general holiday, Finance team efficiently
maintained all regulatory compliances in due time.

Support in Business Transformation
Through all collective efforts, finance team delivered the
Business Model change from 2P to 3P with a seamless
collaboration with supply chain, 3P manufacturer and other
externals. Distribution Re-modeling was another business

milestone where Finance team efficiently collaborated with
CD team and drove settlement of outgoing distributors and
onboarding of new distributors with full compliance.
Adoption of IFRS 16 was another big milestone that the
Finance team achieved in Q4 2020. Implementation of eVAT
system was another milestone of Finance team achieved in
Q3 2020.

Team Engagement
At Unilever, we place great importance on people
engagement, and we focused even more on this as part of
our wellbeing drive amid Work from Home. Working on a
virtual team can be isolating and due to the pandemic, we
could take a little preparation to start the work from home,
staying connected has always been a priority.
Finance team organized a virtual engagement session and
proved that people’s desire to make work fun cannot be fully
taken by a pandemic. Besides the strategic and directional
conversations led by the Finance Leadership Team, the
entire team participated in multiple icebreaking and team
building sessions.

During the session, 2020 Finance Priorities and Unilever Standards of
Leadership were discussed in detail with an active participation of the team.
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Product Details

Horlicks
Horlicks is the largest brand in the Health Food Drinks category in Bangladesh.
It is enriched with 23 vital nutrients. It is clinically proven that Horlicks help with
the signs of growth; helps support children’s immunity, helps with healthy
weight gain, healthy blood, better concentration, more muscles and more
bone area. Horlicks Classic Malt is a tasty malt flavor which children love.
There is also a tasty chocolate variant: Chocolate Horlicks.

Junior Horlicks
Junior Horlicks contain Vitamins, Iron, Protein, Calcium and other
required minerals which along with regular diet helps in completing
A-Z nutrition of growing children. It is also fortified with DHA –which is
known to help in brain development and function.

Horlicks Lite
As a Health Food Drink, Horlicks Lite is a specially designed
nourishment for active adults. It contains the goodness of malted
barley and zero cholesterol, high protein and no added sugar. Enriched
with a wide range of vital nutrients and minerals, including 6
antioxidant nutrients, it is a complete drink that will keep you going.

Women’s Horlicks
Women’s Horlicks is a brand which aims to bring a solution for women in their 30s
having issues with nutrition for good bone health. It is a nourishing beverage that is
specially formulated for women to provide 100% daily Calcium and Vitamin D,
along with no added sugar, to support women’s good bone health with the creative
ideation of inspiring women to stand strong. It maintained a digital marketing
approach to communicate with its target audience throughout the year.
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Mother’s Horlicks
Mother’s Horlicks, a scientifically designed nutrition solution for expecting
and lactating mothers, is helping mothers across the country to have the right
nutrition from the beginning of their pregnancy journey. The brand’s
proposition is to ensure that through its nutritional values, it will help mothers
to support their unborn child’s healthy birth weight and brain development.

Maltova
Maltova is a brand that prides itself on the heritage of being in
Bangladesh households for decades. This chocolate variant
Health Food Drink is unique with its choco-caramel taste profile
that makes children enjoy their daily glass of nutrition.

Boost
Boost combines yummy chocolatey taste with the goodness of
Malt. The key nutrients in Boost are essential to increase stamina,
and help the child prepare to go that extra mile. Boost is
scientifically proven to provide 3 times more stamina in 120 days.

Glaxose D
Glaxose D, the No. 1 Glucose brand in the country contains
Dextrose Monohydrate that directly mixes with bloodstream
to provide instant energy. The heritage brand has been
energizing Bangladesh for past 50+ years.
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Our Responsibilities for Sustainable Bangladesh
UCL, as a company has a long-term legacy of supporting the
community to improve their wellbeing, skill development of
healthcare
professionals,
support
marginalised
communities and Ready Made Garments (RMG) workers to
access better healthcare facilities, and nutritional
awareness.

2020 was an extraordinary year and the community support
activities this year were more than essential. We believed
that it was our responsibility to reach out to as many people
as possible and help them in their fight against COVID-19.
Considering the scale of the challenge and in order to
address it at multiple levels, UCL collaborated with the
Government, health institutions, implementation partners,
and civil society. Our first priority was to ensure the safety of
our employees and stakeholders. The company not only
considered the health and wellbeing of their employees but
also considered the wellbeing of the outer core employees
at different production and distribution sites. UCL ensured
the safety and wellbeing of its employees and their families.
Supply Chain and Sales Safety Protocols complying with
World Health Organization (WHO) standards and best
practices in safety management were incorporated for our
operations.

We also collaborated with different public and not-for-profit
stakeholders to support communities during the COVID-19
pandemic. During the first phase of the COVID-19 outbreak
in Bangladesh, there was an acute shortage of safety
equipment, especially among frontline healthcare
professionals. During that period, UCL collected around
36,000 units of high-quality safety equipment for healthcare
professionals. The safety equipment was donated to the
Ministry of Health and Family Planning Welfare and was
distributed among frontline healthcare professionals across
the country.

Another important effort of our fight against COVID-19 was
through partner organizations. In the lower-income group,
most people living on daily wages or below were severely
impacted during the pandemic and these people required
help. We collaborated with reputed organizations including
Bidyanando Foundation and CRP (Centre for the
Rehabilitation of the Paralysed) to support such valuable
communities by providing food and other necessary items.
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However, we found another effective way to support a large
number of people from vulnerable communities during
COVID-19. One of our most popular products, Horlicks is
traditionally considered as a Immune booster during any
illness. While making price correction decisions in 2020, it
was decided by the management that the affordability of
the people was more important. Hence, the price of Horlicks
was not increased. Rather, an affordable value pack was
introduced so that even the people belonging to the lowest
income group can access high-quality nutrition products at
their will. The sachet offtake during that period also
indicated that the intervention was required. Supporting this
type of special need is a part of our global commitment to
positive nutrition. In alignment with our global commitment,
we’re aiming to provide more than 200 billion meals globally
with at least one of the five key micronutrients, vitamin A, D,
iodine, iron and zinc by 2020 and UCL is committed to
contributing in the cause.
As per the company's commitment to contribute to the
national nutrition agenda, we have initiated a massive
project to increase nutritional awareness and change the
attitude towards nutrition-related issues. According to
UNICEF research in 2019, around 28% of children aged 5-15
years in Bangladesh are still suffering from moderate and
severe stunting while 22% of children in Bangladesh are still
underweight. As per our pledge, we have initiated an
awareness programme where our representatives visit rural
households and educate them about the importance of

balanced
and
proper
nutrition
using
different
communication materials. The initiative also provides a
nutritional assessment of the household members and
educate them as per their need to change the nutrition
behaviour and food habit of the people, and we plan to
expand the programme in the coming years.
UCL also partnered with CARe to support RMG workers
through CARe’s Health Access and Linkage Opportunities for
Readymade Garment Workers Plus (HALOW+) project. The
vast majority of the 4.5 million RMG workers of Bangladesh,
key drivers of the sector that contribute over 80% of export
earnings of Bangladesh are rural migrated women and are
adversely affected by poor health and nutrition. Due to the
lack of adequate on-site health services at RMG factories,
the workers depend largely on public and private facilities

COVID 19 RAPID RESPONSE

Community
Mobilization

Safety Equipment
Donation

Price
Stabilization
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and providers. To support and address these issues, the
HALOW+ initiative was taken in 2015, to establish a
comprehensive health and nutrition programme delivery
model for the RMG workers and their families. The initiative
aimed to reach out to 50,000 RMG workers and their 200,000
family members and the project was successfully completed
in September 2020.
We also collaborated with ICDDR,B to contribute to the
capacity development initiatives for healthcare workers in
Sylhet under the Health System Strengthening Programme.
The year-long programme provided free training to 1250
healthcare workers.

transforming our own operations and supporting systemic
change beyond our business. In 2020, we have taken a new
initiative to reduce plastic wastes. Under this initiative, we
identified waste plastic jars and caps during our production
process and initiated a reusing method. This initiative has
helped us save over 150 tonnes of plastic alone in 2020. We
also have started to invest behind green technology and
convert our production facility into an energy-efficient one.
In the coming years, we will gradually increase our focus on
sustainability initiatives so that we can contribute more in
terms of environmental conservation.

As part of our global commitment to sustainability, we have
taken a few aggressively ambitious targets to reduce the
negative impact caused by our production process on the
planet and the society and we have started to reengineer
our processes accordingly. As part of that, we're
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Safety, Health & Environment (SHE)
Safety, Health & Environment (SHE) remained as a priority to the company despite 2020 being a challenging year due to COVID19. SHE team ensured compliance and regulatory expectation for employee wellbeing as manufacturing and supply
operations continued to be stringently maintained.
UCL is committed to ensuring ‘Zero Accident’ by providing
healthy, risk-free environment,
and mental wellbeing
support for its employees, service providers, and partners at
the contract manufacturing site. This is achieved through
adopting regular safety practices, promoting safe
behaviour, closing unsafe conditions and regular review of
safety status.

To ensure proper SHE risk awareness amongst the
employees, more signage and posters were deployed and
risk perception training and awareness programmes on the
mendatory use of PPEs to reduce risk behaviour were
commissioned. Fire Safety and First Aid training by external
authorities were conducted and First Aid and Fire Fighting
teams were prepared to respond to any untoward situation.
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Making
ourselves ready
for the future
through
digitalisation
The future is digital. Artificial Intelligence (AI), the Internet of
Things (IoT), and social media are redefining how consumers
interact with our brands and products. New technology is
making the production lines more efficient and cost-effective,
and digital channels are strengthening the bond between
consumers, the company, and its products through precision
target marketing. Hence, it is more important than ever before
to equip ourselves with the right tools and mindset to excel in
the digital era.
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Directors Report to the Shareholders
for the year ended 2020
Dear Shareholders,
The Board of Directors has the pleasure of presenting the
Directors’ Report and Auditor’s Report together with the
audited financial statements of Unilever Consumer Care
Limited (“Company”) for the year ended 31 December 2020.
The Directors’ Report has been prepared in accordance with
Corporate Governance Code issued by Bangladesh
Securities & Exchange Commission (“BSEC”) vide its
Notification No. BSEC/CMRRCD/2006-158/207/Admin/80
dated 3rd June 2018 and Section 184 of the Companies Act
1994. This report is being presented to the Shareholders at
the Forty-Eight Annual General Meeting of the Company
scheduled on 29 April 2021.

Our Business and Activities
Unilever Consumer Care Limited (previously known as
GlaxoSmithKline Bangladesh Limited) was incorporated on
25 February 1974 as a public limited Company and is listed
with Dhaka Stock Exchange Limited since 1976. On 30 June
2020, 81.98% of shares of the Company were acquired by
Unilever Overseas Holdings B.V., UK as part of the Share
Purchase Agreement signed between SETFIRST Limited and
Unilever NV (Unilever NV nominated Unilever Overseas
Holdings B.V., UK as the buyer of the shares). Consequently,
the Company became a subsidiary of Unilever Overseas
Holdings B.V., UK and the name of the Company changed to
Unilever Consumer Care Limited upon securing necessary
approvals from relevant regulatory bodies of the Country.
The principal activities of the Company include
manufacturing and marketing of consumer healthcare
products under the brands’ names Horlicks, Boost, Maltova,
and Glaxose D. Majority of the products are manufactured in
Bangladesh
through
third-party
manufacturing
arrangements.
Oral Healthcare (“OHC”) brand Sensodyne is no longer part
of the Company’s portfolio as the brand owner withdrew the
authorization of marketing and distribution of this brand by
the Company.

Industry Outlook and Possible Future
Developments
Overall, Fast Moving Consumer Goods (“FMCG”) market,
grew by 6% in 2020 in value. Major contributions came from
Non-food Category which grew by 14%, while Food Category
grew by only 2%. Non-food Category growth was fueled by
the increase in demand for home and personal care
products during the pandemic.
At Unilever, operating principle throughout the world is
focused around sustainable value creation while delivering
superior business results. The Company will continue to
focus on serving top-quality nutrition products through its
numerous iconic brands while adopting changes in
packaging, product,pricing, and communication to be more
relevant to its consumers. This will ensure consistent,
competitive, profitable and responsible growth for the
Company.
With rising income and increasing health awareness, there is
a sustained opportunity to increase the penetration level of

the Health Food Drink (“HFD”) and Glucose category in the
future, by offering a range of relevant solutions at affordable
price points. A key area of focus would be leveraging the
strength of distribution channels in reaching consumers
effectively with impactful innovations to meet new and
evolving consumer needs.

Business Performance through
Sustainable Value Creation
The Company focused heavily on its consumer healthcare
business throughout 2019 and 2020 after discontinuing the
pharmaceuticals business in Bangladesh since October
2018. In 2020, driving affordability through the right
pack-price introduction, generating demand through brand
building interventions were rolled out along with a strong
focus on commercial excellence.
The Company, through in-depth market analysis, identified
availability and affordability as key intervention areas to
address. Thus, the focus was to reach more consumers
through targeted, stronger, and deeper product distribution
strategy along with convenient smaller packs at attractive
price points. To complement customer development and
channel strategy, it also came up with consumer-focused
brand-building campaigns for Horlicks. Mother’s Horlicks
and Junior Horlicks campaigns thereby ensuring that the
consumers are aware of its innovations which is relevant for
them. The Company also invested heavily in innovative
digital communication and distribution channels to ensure a
superior consumer experience at an optimized cost. As an
outcome, the flagship brand Horlicks managed to increase
its penetration to 13.9% in 2020 vs 12.4% in 2019, led by
double-digit growth in small packs consumption.
However, due to the unprecedented COVID-19 outbreak, the
Company’s operation was severely impacted by raw
materials shortages, especially the Dry Mix Ingredients
(“DMI”), which is a core ingredient of the HFD segment
resulting in a short supply of finished goods in the market.
Moreover, sales of Glaxose D also suffered mainly as the
consumption triggers were missing during peak session. As a
result, overall revenue in 2020 has declined by 14%.

Financial Performance
Based on the business performance in a challenging year,
the Directors are pleased to report the financial results of the
Company for the year ended 31 December 2020
BDT crore

Particulars

2020

2019 vs 2019

Revenue

346.9

404.2

-14%

Cost of Sales

187.6

181.1

4%

Gross Profit

159.3

223.1

-29%

Gross Margin

45.9%

55.2%

-9%

Profit from Operations

53.5

107.1

-50%

Profit before Tax

66.7

117.9

-43%

Income Tax Expenses

17.0

16.2

5%

Profit/(loss) from Discontinued Operations 3.2

-3.1

Profit after Tax

52.9

98.6

-46%

% to Turnover

15.3%

24.4%

-9%
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Cost of Goods Sold
The cost of goods sold increased by 28.6% during 2020 due to DMI price inflation at 11%, DMI duty increased from 15% to 25%
together with one-off release in 2019.

Gross Profit Margin
Gross profit declined by 29% mainly due to sales loss caused by COVID impact and increased Cost of Goods Sold.

Net Profit Margin
Profit after tax has declined by 46% due to lower gross profit, one-off write-off of ERP system, new Royalty, and Technical fees
partly offset by cost savings from marketing and operating expenses.

Contribution to National Exchequer
Since its incorporation in Bangladesh, the Company has always made a significant contribution to the National Exchequer in
the form of duties and taxes. During the year 2020, the Company contributed a sum of BDT 109.4 Crore which is a 5% increase
in 2020 vs prior year.

173
29

199
37

170

50

25

104

44

41

109

1
28

09
32

Customs Duty, Supplementary Duty & Regulatory Duty
Value Added Tax

Income Tax

103

112

101

75
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2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

BDT crore

Distribution to Equity Shareholders
In consideration of the above business and financial performance, the Board of Directors recommended a final dividend of
440% i.e., BDT 44 per share of BDT 10 each for the year 2020. The recommended dividend, if approved by the Shareholders at the
Annual General Meeting, will involve a cash outflow of BDT 53 Crore.

550.0%

500.0%

550.0%

530.0%

530.0%
440.0%

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Key Operating and Financial Data
The summarized key operating and financial data for the five years (2016-2020) is presented below: (The detail version is
presented in Annexure-II).

BDT crore

Particulars

2020

2019

2018

2017

2016
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Board of Directors
As of 31st December 2020, there were nine members on the Board. The Board comprises of Executive and Non-Executive
Directors. The Non-Executive Directors bring independent judgment in the Board’s deliberations and decisions. Two Directors,
including the Managing Director, are Executive Directors. There are seven Non-Executive Directors, out of which two are
Independent Directors.

Board of Directors Meeting and Attendance
During the year 2020, 08 (Eight) meetings were held. The following table shows the composition of the Board and members
attendance at the Board meetings :

Name of
Directors

Mr. Masud Khan
(Chairman)

Mr. Khan Salahuddin
Mohammad Minhaj
(Managing Director)

Number of
Meetings

Meetings
Attended

Remarks

08

08

Among the eight meetings, he participated
in five meetings as a nominated Director of
Setfirst Limited. On 30 June 2020, he resigned
and then has been appointed as a
nominated Director of Unilever Overseas
Holdings B.V.

03

03

Appointed with effect from 30th June 2020,
as nominated by Unilever Overseas Holdings
B.V.

Mr. Hasnain Thoufiq Ahmed
(Finance Director)

08

08

Among the eight meetings, he participated
in five meetings as a nominated Director of
Setfirst Limited. On 30 June 2020, he resigned
and then has been appointed as a
nominated Director of Unilever Overseas
Holdings B.V.

Mr. Kedar Lele
(Non-Executive Director)

03

03

Appointed with effect from 30th June 2020,
as nominated by Unilever Overseas Holdings
B.V.

Mr. Md. Zahidul Islam Malita
(Non-Executive Director)

03

03

Appointed with effect from 30th June
2020, as nominated by Unilever Overseas
Holdings B.V.

Mr. S.O.M. Rashedul Quayum
(Non-Executive Director)

03

03

Appointed with effect from 30th June
2020, as nominated by Unilever Overseas
Holdings B.V.

Mr. Md. Abul Hossain
(Non-Executive Director)

08

08

Existing

Mr. Mohsin Uddin Ahmed
(Independent Director)

08

08

Existing

Mr. Reazul Haque Chowdhury
(Independent Director)

08

07

Existing

Mr. Prashant Pandey

05

05

Mr. Zahedur Rahman

05

05

Mr. Mohammad Naharul
Islam Molla

05

05

Mr. Nitin Mathur

02

02

Resigned with effect from 30th June 2020
(Appointed with effect from 10th June
2020).

Mr. Devashish Dasgupta

02

00

Resigned with effect from 1st April 2020.

Resigned with effect from 30th June 2020.
Resigned with effect from 30th June 2020.
Resigned with effect from 30th June 2020.

The members who could not attend the meeting were granted leave of absence.
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Appointment/Reappointment
of Directors
According to section 91(2) of the Companies Act, 1994 and
Article 85 of The Articles of Association of the Company,
one-third of the Directors excluding the Managing Director
shall be retiring by rotation at every Annual General Meeting
and if eligible, qualify for re-election.
Accordingly, the Director retiring by rotation is Mr. Abul
Hossain who being eligible, offers himself for re-election.
According to the Article 89 of The Articles of Association of
the Company, Directors appointed at Casual Vacancy or as
Additional Directors shall be retiring in the ensuing Annual
General Meeting and if eligible, qualify for re-election.
Accordingly, Mr. Masud Khan, Mr. Hasnain Thoufiq Ahmed,
Mr. Kedar Lele, Mr. Md. Zahidul Islam Malita and Mr. S.O.M.
Rashedul Quayum having been appointed to the Board
since the last Annual General Meeting, shall retire and being
eligible, offer themselves for re-election.
As per the stipulation of the BSEC’s Corporate Governance
Code, the tenure of Mr. Mohsin Uddin Ahmed as
Independent Director was completed on 31 January 2021.
The Board, subject to Shareholders’ approval in the ensuing
Annual General Meeting, has been re-appointed Mr. Mohsin
Uddin Ahmed as Independent Director of the Company for
another tenure of three years effective from 01 February
2021.
The brief resumes of re-electing / re-appointing Directors are
given below:

Masud Khan
A brief resume of Mr. Masud Khan has been presented on
Page No. 48

Hasnain Thoufiq Ahmed
A brief resume of Mr. Hasnain Thoufiq Ahmed has been
presented on Page No. 48

Kedar Lele
A brief resume of Mr. Kedar Lele has been presented on Page
No. 49

Md. Zahidul Islam Malita
A brief resume of Mr. Md. Zahidul Islam Malita has been
presented on Page No. 49

S.O.M. Rashedul Quayum
A brief resume of Mr. S.O.M. Rashedul Quayum has been
presented on Page No. 49

Md. Abul Hossain
A brief resume of Mr. Md. Abul Hossain has been presented
on Page No. 50

Mohsin Uddin Ahmed
A brief resume of Mr. Mohsin Uddin Ahmed has been
presented on Page No. 50

Remuneration of Directors, Including
Independent Directors
During the year, the Company has paid a total of Tk.
11,00,000 as Board meeting attendance fees including AIT
and VAT to the Independent and Non-Executive Directors
excluding Directors who are in the employment of the
Unilever Group Companies. The remuneration of the
Directors has been disclosed in note 34 of the Financial
Statements.

Code of Conduct
The Board of Directors of the Company based on the
recommendation of the Nomination and Remuneration
Committee has laid down a “Code of Business Conduct and
Ethics” for the members of the Board of Directors of the
Company which is also readily available at Company’s
website www.unilever.com/UCL-bd.html
All Directors
signed an annual declaration for the year 2020, confirming
their compliances with this Code.

Directors' Declaration on
Financial Reporting
The full financial statements are presented in a later section
of the annual report, along with the full notes of disclosures.
The Directors confirms the following in accordance with the
requirements of Corporate Governance Code 2018 issued by
BSEC dated June 03, 2018:
• The financial statement prepared by the management of
the Company presents fairly its state of affairs, the result
of its operations, cash flows, and changes in equity;
• Proper books of accounts of the Company have been
maintained;
• Appropriate accounting policies have been consistently
applied in the preparation of the financial statements
and that the accounting estimates are based on
reasonable and prudent judgment;
• International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”)
have been followed in the preparation of the financial
statements and any departure there-from has been
adequately disclosed;
• There is no significant variance between Quarterly
Financial Performance and Annual Financial Statements;
• All deviations from the last year’s operating results of the
Company have been highlighted under the above point
(Financial Performance);

Certification by Managing Director
and Finance Director
Certification by the Managing Director and Finance Director
on the financial statements is presented in Annexure-V.

Other Regulatory Declaration by Directors
• Utilization of proceeds from public issues is not
applicable;
• Explanation of financial results after IPO is not applicable;
Explanation for not declaring the dividend for the year is
• not applicable;
No bonus share or stock dividend has been declared as
• interim dividend during the year;
Minority shareholders have been protected from abusive
• actions by, or in the interest of, controlling shareholders
acting either directly or indirectly and have effective
means of redress;
During the year under review, the Company has not
• received any reportable complaints from its Shareholders.
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Management’s Discussion and Analysis

challenges and made commendable progress.

In accordance with condition no. 5(XXV) of Corporate
Governance Code as issued by BSEC, Management’s
Discussion and Analysis reviewed by Audit Committee has
been duly signed by the Managing Director and Finance
Director of the company and is set out in Annexure-I.

The Human Resources team relentlessly supported the
continuity of business momentum through business
transformation. After the integration announcement of the
Nutrition business in Bangladesh, the Company seamlessly
aligned business processes and successfully onboarded all
employees into Unilever’s ways of working.Relentless efforts
were made to ensure that the employees are provided with
the best possible learning experience, career development
opportunities and are made part of initiatives for their
overall physical and mental wellbeing.

Shareholding Pattern
The shareholding information as of 31 December 2020 and
other related information are set out in Annexure-III.

Related Party Transaction
All related party commercial transactions were made on the
basis of “Arm’s Length Transactions”. Related party
transactions have been presented in note 36 of the Financial
Statements.

Going Concern
The Directors believe that the company is a going concern
and there are no significant doubts upon the company’s
ability to continue as a going concern. Accordingly, Financial
statements are prepared on a going concern basis.

Risks and Concerns
The company aims at ensuring business integrity through
rigorous processes and systems. The company observes
group mandated control Governance Framework for
financial processes, called Global Financial Control
Framework (’GFCF’), which monitors and addresses financial
process risks, tested both locally and globally. The Risk
Management Framework is detailed out in the Corporate
Governance chapter on page 43.

Internal Control
The company maintains a sound internal control approach
in line with group mandated Governance Framework for
financial processes, which allows to establish, assess and
enhance its internal controls for more accurate financial
reporting, prevention of fraud, and the protection of
company assets. Besides, Control Frameworks for access to
our systems and other IT-based operations are also in place
to address data security risks.
The Audit Committee, on behalf of the Board of Directors,
appraises the Internal Control Framework of the company.
The outcomes from both internal and external audit findings
are considered to assess the state of key controls. The audit
observations and necessary corrective actions have been
presented and reviewed by the Audit Committee on a
quarterly basis. Internal audit function, as per the annual
plan approved by the committee, conducted periodic
process audits throughout the year to assess the
effectiveness of controls. Based on the internal audit reports,
process owners undertake necessary action in their
respective areas and thereby strengthen the controls. This
annual report further encloses a detailed discussion on the
Internal Control Framework as well as activities of the Audit
Committee under the Corporate Governance section.

Due to the global pandemic, the Company put more
emphasis on employee’s Health and well-being more than
ever.
The Country-level Incident Management Team (“IMT”)
regularly followed up on the status of COVID-19 spread,
provided 100% testing facilities, and required medical
support to the employees. The Company adopted work from
home for all employees across the Country from the
beginning of the pandemic.
Safety, Health & Environment (“SHE”) remained as one of the
Company’s priorities in 2020. The Company remained
committed to ensuring a ‘Zero Accident’ record throughout
the year and provided wellbeing support for a safe and
risk-free environment for its employees.
As a result of all these initiatives, the overall employee
engagement score for the Company has reached an all-time high.

Business Integrity
At Unilever, we believe in growing responsibly and
sustainably. Our Code of Business Principles and 24 Codes
define non-negotiables for all our employees. It codifies our
values, making clear what is expected from our people.
Through living our Code, we bring our values and purpose to
life, every day in everything we do.
Unilever also requires its third-party business partners and
their employees to adhere to business principles consistent
with its own. As a purpose-led company, our values are the
foundation of our success and essential to achieving our
ambition of making sustainable living commonplace. Living
the Code means putting our values into practice and
reiterate our commitment to doing good, this helps us to
deliver value with values.
The Code of Business Principles and Code Policies have been
implemented at Unilever Consumer Care Ltd. The Code of
Business Principles is the guidebook for putting our values
into practice. It sets out a clear standard of conduct to
ensure that we always make the right choice, providing a
framework of simple “musts” and “must not”. It’s a document
which not only protects Unilever, and every one of us but will
help us to have a meaningful impact on the lives of millions
of people across our value chain.

People Update

Employees have demonstrated a very positive approach
towards living the Unilever Codes and they have also
adopted the new expectations of accountability, courage,
development, and teamwork in their ways of work.

2020 was a critical year for the Company from the people
aspect due to the integration and also the COVID-19
outbreak. However, with resilience, perseverance, and a
growth mindset, the Company managed to overcome the

Breaching the Code or Code Policies could have very serious
consequences for Unilever and for the individuals involved.
As such, the Company has in place reporting channels
through which employees can promptly raise concerns of
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possible misconduct, potential conflicts, or known breaches
of the Code of Conduct, company policies, and procedures.
The process is maintained with the utmost confidentiality. It
entails options of remaining partially or anonymous. There is
zero tolerance for retaliation. At Unilever, we ensure
employees can raise such concerns without risking any kind
of reprisal.

Compliance Auditors

Our Responsibilities for
Sustainable Bangladesh

Acknowledgement

Since its inception, the Company is known for being a
responsible and committed organization. After the
integration with Unilever, the Company is now part of the
greater global commitments of Unilever as per their guiding
philosophy, Compass. With the renewed focus, the Company
is in the process of incorporating purpose-led business
principles at all levels.
Unilever, as a Company, wants to be a partner of
sustainable growth, opportunity creation, and community
empowerment. In alignment with the global commitment,
the Company has leveraged its long-term partnership with
CARE to support community health workers during the
COVID-19 outbreak. Along with numerous other community
support activities such as food distribution, the Company
has supported the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare by
providing 20,000 pcs of N-95 masks, 10,000 pcs of FFP2
masks and 16,000 pairs of gloves for use by front-line
healthcare professionals in their fight against COVID-19.
Details of these initiatives are provided on page 34-36.

Corporate Governance Compliance
Report

As per stipulation of the BSEC’s Corporate Governance Code,
Board has recommended the re-appointment of Mabs & J
Partners, Chartered Accountants as Compliance Auditors for
the year 2021 subject to the approval of Shareholders in
ensuing Annual General Meeting.

The Board of Directors would like to thank all employees of
the Company who have been championing Unilever's
purpose of making sustainable living commonplace and
demonstrated the values of the Company every day.
We are deeply grateful for the trust and confidence in your
Company from consumers and business partners who
continue to inspire us. We are honor-bound to continue to
uphold this trust that we hold so dear.
Unilever Consumer Care would like to express its heartfelt
thanks to all its stakeholders, including The Prime Minister’s
Office, Ministry of Home Affairs, Ministry of Public
Administration, The Bangladesh Securities and Exchange
Commission, The Dhaka Stock Exchange Limited, the
Bangladesh Investment Development Authority, the Ministry
of Health and Family Welfare, the Ministry of Labour, the
Ministry of Food, Bangladesh Food Safety Authority (“BFSA”),
Bangladesh Standard & Testing Institute (“BSTI”), the Central
Depository Bangladesh Limited, Financial Institutions,
Insurance Companies, National Board of Revenue (“NBR”),
Utility Providers, various Government authorities and other
individuals and agencies for their support during the
integration process and the COVID-19 pandemic.

As part of its corporate policy, the Company always strives to
maintain high standards of compliance in corporate
governance. The Company’s Corporate Governance Charter,
outlined in the Corporate Governance section, defines how
the Company will be operated and managed, and the
process in place to ensure high standards of transparency,
accountability, and integrity.

On behalf of the Board

We are pleased to confirm that the Company has complied
with all necessary guidelines in accordance with the
requirements of Corporate Governance Code. The Status of
Compliance on Corporate Governance Code for the year
2020 is attached in Annexure-IV of this report, along with the
Certificate of Compliance required under the said code.

14th March 2021

_____________________
Chairman

Statutory Auditors
The present auditors, Hoda Vasi Chowdhury & Co., Chartered
Accountants, shall retire from their office in ensuing Annual
General Meeting and shall have passed a consecutive
period of three years as Statutory Auditors of the Company.
As per law, they are not eligible for re-appointment as
Statutory Auditors of the Company. The Board has
recommended the appointment of Rahman Rahman Huq &
Co., Chartered Accountants as the Statutory Auditors of the
Company for the year 2021 subject to the approval of
Shareholders in the ensuing Annual General Meeting.
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েশয়ার েহা�ােরর জ� পিরচালনা পষেৰ্ দর �িতেবদন - ২০২০
ি�য় েশয়ারেহা�ার,

পিরচালনা পষৰ্দ অতয্� আনে�র সােথ ২০২০ সােলর ৩১ িডেস�র সমা� বছেরর
জ� ইউিনিলভার কনিজউমার েকয়ার িলিমেটড (েকা�ািনর) িনরীি�ত আিথৰ্ক
িববরণীর সােথ পিরচালকেদর �িতেবদন এবং িনরী�েকর িরেপাটৰ্ উপ�াপন করেছ।
�িতেবদনিট বাংলােদশ িসিকউিরিটজ অয্া� এ�েচ� কিমশন ("িবএসইিস") �ারা
জাির করা কেপৰ্ােরট গভেনৰ্� েকাড (েনািটিফেকশন নং িবএসইিস/িসএমআরআরিসিড/
২০০৬-১৫৮/২০৭/অয্াডিমন/৮০, ৩ জুন ২০১৮) এবং েকা�ািনর আইন-১৯৯৪
সােলর ১৮৪ ধারা অনুসাের ��ত হেয়েছ। �িতেবদনিট ২৯ এি�ল ২০২১ তািরেখ
অনুি�ত েকা�ািনর আটচি�শতম বািষৰ্ক সাধারণ সভায় েশয়ারেহা�ারেদর িনকট
উপ�াপন করা হে�।

আমােদর �বসািয়ক কাযৰ্�ম

ইউিনিলভার কনজুমার েকয়ার িলিমেটড (পূেবৰ্ �য্াে�াি�থ�াইন বাংলােদশ
িলিমেটড) ১৯৭৪ সােলর ২৫ েফ�য়াির একিট পাবিলক িলিমেটড েকা�ািন িহেসেব
যা�া শুরু কের। পরবতৰ্ীেত ১৯৭৬ সােল েকা�ািন ঢাকা �ক এ�েচ� িলিমেটেড
তািলকাভু� হয়। েসটফা� িলিমেটড এবং ইউিনিলভার এনিভ (ইউিনিলভার
ওভারিসজ েহাি�ংস িব.িভ ইউেক মেনানীত ে�তা) মে� স�ািদত েশয়ার �য় চুি�র
অংশ িহসােব ৩০ জুন ২০২০ তািরখ েকা�ািনর ৮১.৯৮% েশয়ার ইউিনিলভার
ওভারিসজ েহাি�ংস িব.িভ, ইউেক �য় কের। এর ফল�রূপ, েকা�ািনিট ইউিনিলভার
ওভারিসজ েহাি�ংস িব.িভ., এর একিট সাবিসিডয়ািরেত পিরণত হয় এবং িনয়�ক
সং�াগুিল েথেক �েয়াজনীয় অনুেমাদেনর �াি�র পের এই েকা�ািনর নাম
ইউিনিলভার কনজুমার েকয়ার িলিমেটড করা হয়।
আমােদর েকা�ািন হরিল�, বু�, মালেটাভা এবং �য্াে�াজ িড �য্া�গুেলার অধীেন
েহলথ ফুড ি�ংক (এইচএফিড) উৎপাদন ও িবপণন কের থােক। এই �য্া�গুেলার
অিধকাংশ প� থাডৰ্ পািটৰ্ উৎপাদন চুি�র মা�েম বাংলােদেশ উৎপাদন করা হয়।
ওরাল েহলথ েকয়ার ("ওএইচিস") �য্া� "েসে�ােডন" এর লাইেসি�ং সং�া কতৃৰ্ক
িবপণন ও িবতরেণর অনুেমাদন �তয্াহার কের েনওয়ায় �য্া�িট বতৰ্মােন েকা�ািনর
েপাটৰ্েফািলওর অংশ নয়।

�বসার বতৰ্মান পিরি�িত এবং স�া� ভিব�ত উ�য়ন
সামি�কভােব, িনতয্ �বহাযৰ্ ও েভা�প� (এফএমিসিজ) - এর বাজার ২০২০ সােল
৬% বৃি� পায়। ৈবি�ক মহামািরর কারেণ নন ফুড কয্াটাগিরর পােসৰ্ানাল এবং েহাম
েকয়ার ে�াডা� এর চািহদা বৃি� এফএমিসিজ পে�র বাজার বৃি�র অ�তম কারণ।
এই সমেয়, নন ফুড কয্াটাগিরর পে�র বাজার ১৪% বৃি� পায়, যখন ফুড
কয্াটাগিরেত বৃি�র হার িছল মা� ২%।

িব� জুেড় ইউিনিলভার �বসািয়ক সফলতা অজৰ্ েনর পাশাপিশ েটকসই উ�য়েন
ভূিমকা রাখেত ব�পিরকর। িনকট ভিব�েত �াহক চািহদা পূরেণ, েকা�ািনিট
িনেজর িব�াত �য্া�সমূেহর মা�েম উ�ত প� সরবরােহর পাশাপিশ �ােকিজং,
মূ� িনধৰ্ারণ ও েভা�ােদর সােথ েযাগােযােগর চয্ােনেল পিরবতৰ্ন আনেব।এরই
মা�েম েকা�ািন �ায়ী, �িতেযািগতামূলক, লাভজনক উ�িত িনি�ত করেব।
বাংলােদেশর জনগেণর �মবধৰ্মান মাথািপছু আয় ও �া�য্ সেচতনতা বৃি�র কারেণ
েহলথ ফুড ি�ংক বা এইচএফিড ও �েকাজ কয্াটাগিরর পে�র বাজাের সা�য়ী মূে�
ভাল মােনর প� সরবরােহর মা�েম বাজার বৃি�র সুেযাগ রেয়েছ। এ ে�ে�
েকা�ািনর অ�তম ল�য্ থাকেব িব�য় এবং িবপণন �ব�ার শি� �বহার কের
েভা�ােদর কােছ কাযৰ্করীভােব সিঠক প� েপৗঁছােনা ও উ�াবেনর মা�েম েভা�ােদর
নতুন ও পিরবতৰ্নশীল চািহদা েমটােনা।

েটকসই উ�য়েনর মা�েম �বসা বৃি�

অে�াবর ২০১৮ েত বাংলােদেশ ফামৰ্ািসউিটকয্াল �বসা ব� করার পর েকা�ািন
২০১৯ ও ২০২০ সাল জুেড় �া�য্ েসবা খােত কমৰ্কা� পিরচালনা কেরেছ। ২০২০
সােল �বসািয়ক উৎকষৰ্ িনি�ত করার পাশাপািশ "রাইট �াইস �াক" লে�র মা�েম
আরও েবিশ েভা�া ে�িণর কােছ েপৗঁছানর �েচ�া েনওয়া হয় ও �য্া� িবি�ং
কাযৰ্�েমর মা�েম পে�র চািহদা ৈতির করা হয়। এর পাশাপািশ কমািশৰ্য়াল
এি�েল� ৈতিরেত েজারােলা পদে�প েনওয়া হয়।
েকা�ািনর করা িবপণন সমী�ায় পে�র দাম ও পে�র �া�তােক মূল েভা�া চািহদা
িহেসেব িচি�ত করা হয়। ফলাফল�রূপ, অিধক �াহেকর কােছ েপৗঁছােনার উে�ে�
আেরা িনিদ ৰ্� ল�য্ব� সহ , শি�শালী প� িবতরেণর েকৗশল �হণ করা হয় ও সা�য়ী
মূে�র েছাট �ােকর �বতৰ্ন করা হয়। �াহক বৃি� ও চয্ােনল েকৗশেলর পাশাপািশ
হরিলে�র জে� �াহক �য্া� িবি�ং কয্াে�ইন শুরু করা হয়। মাদাসৰ্ হরিল� ও
জুিনয়র হরিল� এর কাে�ইন েভা�ােদর �াসি�ক উ�াবন স�েকৰ্ অবগত কের।
েকা�ািন সা�য়ী মূে� উ�ত �াহক অিভ�তার লে� অিভনব আধুিনক েযাগােযাগ
এবং িবতরণ চয্ােনেল িবপুল িবিনেয়াগ কের। এরই ফল�রূপ, অ�তম �য্া�
হরিলে�র েছাট �ােকর সফলতার উপের িভি� কের ২০২০ সােলর হাউসেহা�
েপিনে�শন ১৩.৯% হয় যা ২০১৯ সােল ১২.৪% িছল।
িক� েকািভড - ১৯ এর ফেল �াই িম� ইনে�িডেয়� (িড এম আই), যা এইচএফিড
প� উৎপাদেনর অ�তম উপাদান, সহ অ�া� কাঁচামােলর ঘাটিতর কারেণ
েকা�ািনর উৎপাদন কাযৰ্�ম �াপকভােব �াহত হয়। এছাড়া �ী�কালীন সমেয়
যথাযথ চািহদা ৈতির না হওয়ায় �য্াে�াজ িডএর িবি� �িত�� হয়। সািবৰ্কভােব
২০২০ সােল েকা�ািনর আয় ১৪% কেম যায়।

আিথৰ্ক ফলাফল
পিরচালকবৃ� অতয্� আনে�র সােথ, ৩১ িডেস�র ২০২০ তািরেখ সমা� চয্ােলি�ং একিট বছেরর আিথৰ্ক ফলাফল উপ�াপন করেছ-িববরন

২০২০

২০১৯

রাজ�

৩৪৬.৯

৪০৪.২

-১৪%

িব�য়ল� আয়

১৮৭.৬

১৮১.১

৪%

েমাট মুনাফা

১৫৯.৩

২২৩.১

-২৯%

েমাট মািজৰ্ ন

৪৫.৯%

৫২.২%

-৯%

চলমান কাযৰ্�ম েথেক মুনাফা

৫৩.৫

১০৭.১

-৫০%

কর পূবৰ্বতৰ্ী মুনাফা

৬৬.৭

১১৭.৯

-৪৩%

আয়কর খরচ

১৭.০

১৬.২

৫%

ব� কাযৰ্�ম েথেক লাভ/েলাকসান

৩.২

-৩.১

-

৫২.৯

৯৮.৬

-৪৬%

১৫.৩%

২৪.৪%

-৯%

কর পরবতৰ্ী মুনাফা
% টানৰ্ওভার

বনাম

২০১৯
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েমাট �াি�ক মুনাফা
মূলত কেরানা মহামাির এবং িবি�ত পে�র �য় বৃি� পাওয়ার ফেল েমাট মুনাফা ২৯% �াস েপেয়েছ।

িনট �াি�ক মুনাফা
�াি�ক মুনাফা �াস, ইআরিপ িসে�েমর এককালীন খরচ, নতুন রয়য্ালিট এবং েটকিনকাল খরচ (িবপণন ও অ�া� খরচ �ােসর কারেণ �ায় সমি�ত) এর কারেণ েকা�ািনর
কর পরবতৰ্ী মুনাফা ৪৬% �াস েপেয়েছ।

জাতীয় রাজে� অবদান
�িত�া লােভর পর েথেক েকা�ািন সবৰ্দা শু� এবং কর পিরেশােধর মা�েম জাতীয় রাজে� গুরু�পূণ ৰ্ অবদান েরেখ চেলেছ। ২০২০ সােল জাতীয় রাজে� েকা�ািন ১০৯.৪
েকািট টাকার অবদান েরেখেছ, যা পূবৰ্বতৰ্ী বছর েথেক ৫% েবিশ।
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েভা�া, িনয়�ক এবং পিরপূরক শু�
আয়কর
মূ� সংেযাজন কর
েকািট টাকা

েশয়ারেহা�ারেদর লভয্াংশ

উপযুৰ্ � বিণ ৰ্ত �বসািয়ক কাযৰ্�ম ও আিথৰ্ক অব�া িবেবচনায়, পিরচালনা পষৰ্দ ২০২০ সােলর জ� ৪৪০% চূড়া� নগদ লভয্াংশ ��াব কেরেছ অথৰ্াৎ, ১০ টাকা মূে�র
�িতিট েশয়ােরর জ� েশয়ারেহা�ারগণ ৪৪ টাকা লভয্াংশ পােবন। ��ািবত লভয্াংশ েকা�ািনর বািষৰ্ক সাধারণ সভায় েশয়ারেহা�ারেদর �ারা অনুেমািদত হেল ৫৩ েকািট
টাকার কয্াশ আউটে�া হেব।

550.0%

2015

550.0%

500.0%

530.0%

530.0%
440.0%

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

অপােরিটং এবং আিথৰ্ক ত�

পাঁচ বছেরর (২০১৬-২০২০) �ধান অপােরিটং এবং আিথৰ্ক তে�র সংি�� িববরণী নীেচ উপ�াপন করা হেয়েছ
(িব�ািরত সংযুি�-২ েত উপ�ািপত হেয়েছ)
িববরন

*েকািট টাকা

২০২০

২০১৯

২০১৮

২০১৭

২০১৬

রাজ�

৩৪৬.৯

৪০৪.২

৪৮১.৭

৪৬৫.৭

৬২৮.৪

িবি�ত পে�র �য়

১৮৭.৬

১৮১.১

২৫৬.৭

২৪৩.৩

৩৮২.৪

েমাট মুনাফা

১৫৯.৩

২২৩.১

২২৪.৯

২২২.৪

২৪৫.০

অপােরিটং খরচ

১০৫.৭

১১৬.০

১০৬.৬

১১৪.১

১৬১.৯

অপােরিটং মুনাফা

৫৩.৫

১০৭.১

১১৮.৩

১০৮.৩

৮৩.১

আিথৰ্ক রাজ�

১৭.৫

১৬.৯

১১.৭

৬.৪

৬.১

আিথৰ্ক খরচ

০.৭

-

০.১

০.১

০.২

৭০.৩

১২৩.৯

১৩০.০

১১৪.৬

৮৯.০

৩.৭

৬.০

-

৫.০

৪.৫

কর ও সুদ পূবৰ্বতৰ্ী মুনাফা
ডি�উ িপিপএফ খরচ
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িববরন

২০২০

২০১৯

২০১৮

২০১৭

২০১৬

১৩০.০

১০৯.৬

৮৪.৬

(৯.৭)

২৭.৮

২০.১

(২০৩.২)

(১৪.৮)

-

(৬৩.৫)

৬৬.৯

৬৪.৫

কর পূবৰ্বতৰ্ী মুনাফা

৬৬.৭

১১৭.৯

আয়কর

১৭.০

১৬.২

িবি�� কাযৰ্�েমর মুনাফা/ (�িত)

৩.২

(৩.১)

কর পরবতৰ্ী মুনাফা

৫২.৯

৯৮.৬

পিরচালনা পষৰ্দ

৩১ িডেস�র ২০২০ তািরেখ পিরচালনা পষৰ্েদর সদ� সং�া ৯ জন। পষৰ্দ িনবৰ্াহী এবং অ-িনবৰ্াহী পিরচালকেদর সম�েয় গিঠত। অ-িনবৰ্াহী পিরচালকরা পষৰ্েদর আেলাচনায়
�াধীন মতামত �ধান কেরন। �ব�াপনা পিরচালকসহ ২ জন পিরচালক িনবৰ্াহী পিরচালেকর ভূিমকা পালন কেরন। পষৰ্েদর বািক ৭ জন সদ� অ-িনবৰ্াহী পিরচালেকর ভূিমকা
পালন কেরন, এেদর মে� ২ জন �ত� পিরচালক রেয়েছন।

পিরচালনা পষৰ্েদর সভা এবং উপি�িত

২০২০ সােল পিরচালনা পষৰ্েদর েমাট ৮ িট সভা অনুি�ত হেয়েছ। িনে�া� েটিবেল পষৰ্েদর গঠন এবং স�সে�র উপি�িতর ত� েদয়া হেয়েছ।
পিরচালেকর নাম

অনুি�ত সভা

সভায় উপি�িত

ম��

০৮

০৮

আটিট সভার মে� িতিন েসটফা�ৰ্ িলিমেটেডর মেনানীত
পিরচালক িহসােব পাঁচিট সভায় েযাগদান কেরিছেলন। ২০২০
সােলর ৩০ জুন িতিন এই পদ েথেক পদতয্াগ কেরন এবং
ইউিনিলভার ওভারিসজ েহাি�ংস িব.িভ. এর মেনানীত পিরচালক
িহেসেব েযাগদান কেরন।

০৩

০৩

২০২০ সােলর ৩০ জুন ইউিনিলভার ওভারিসজ েহাি�ংস িব.িভ.
পিরচালক িহেসেব িনেয়াগ েদয়।

০৮

০৮

আটিট সভার মে� িতিন েসটফা�ৰ্ িলিমেটেডর মেনানীত
পিরচালক িহসােব পাঁচিট সভায় েযাগদান কেরিছেলন। ২০২০
সােলর ৩০ জুন িতিন এই পদ েথেক পদতয্াগ কেরন এবং
ইউিনিলভার ওভারিসজ েহাি�ংস িব.িভ. এর মেনানীত পিরচালক
িহেসেব েযাগদান কেরন।

০৩

০৩

২০২০ সােলর ৩০ জুন ইউিনিলভার ওভারিসজ েহাি�ংস িব.িভ.
পিরচালক িহেসেব িনেয়াগ েদয়।

০৩

০৩

২০২০ সােলর ৩০ জুন ইউিনিলভার ওভারিসজ েহাি�ংস িব.িভ.
পিরচালক িহেসেব িনেয়াগ েদয়।

০৩

০৩

২০২০ সােলর ৩০ জুন ইউিনিলভার ওভারিসজ েহাি�ংস িব.িভ.
পিরচালক িহেসেব িনেয়াগ েদয়।

০৮

০৮

িব�মান

০৮

০৮

িব�মান

০৮

০৭

িব�মান

�শা� পাে�

০৫

০৫

২০২০ সােলর ৩০ েশ জুন পদতয্াগ কেরেছন।

জােহদুর রহমান

০৫

০৫

২০২০ সােলর ৩০ েশ জুন পদতয্াগ কেরেছন।

েমাহা�দ নাহারুল ইসলাম েমা�া

০৫

০৫

২০২০ সােলর ৩০ েশ জুন পদতয্াগ কেরেছন।

িনিতন মাথুর

০২

০২

২০২০ সােলর ৩০ েশ জুন পদতয্াগ কেরেছন।

েদবাশীষ দাশগু�

০২

০২

২০২০ সােলর ১ এি�ল পদতয্াগ কেরেছন।

মাসুদ খান

(েচয়ার�ান)

খান সালাহউি�ন
েমাহা�দ িমনহাজ
(�ব�াপনা পিরচালক)

হাসনাইন েতৗিফক আহেমদ
(পিরচালক, অথৰ্)

েকদার েলেল
(অ িনবৰ্াহী পিরচালক)

েমাঃ জািহদুল ইসলাম মািলতা
(অ িনবৰ্াহী পিরচালক)

এস.ও.এম. রােশদুল কাইয়ুম
(অ িনবৰ্াহী পিরচালক)

েমাঃ আবুল েহােসন
(অ িনবৰ্াহী পিরচালক)

মহিসন উি�ন আহেমদ
(�ত� পিরচালক)

েরয়াজুল হক েচৗধুরী
(�ত� পিরচালক)

সদ�রা যারা সভায় উপি�ত িছেলন না, তােদর ছুিট অনুেমাদন করা হেয়িছল।
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পিরচালকেদর িনেয়াগ অথবা পুনিনৰ্েয়াগ

েকা�ািন আইন, ১৯৯৪ এর ধারা ৯১ (২) এবং েকা�ািনর আিটৰ্েকল
অয্ােসািসেয়শেনর আিটৰ্েকল ৮৫ অনুসাের �ব�াপনা পিরচালক �তীত এক
তৃতীয়াংশ পিরচালক �িতিট বািষৰ্ক সাধারণ সভায় আবতৰ্েনর মা�েম অবসর �হণ
করেবন এবং পুনরায় িনবৰ্াচেনর েযা� হেল অংশ�হণ করেবন। তদনুসাের,
আবতৰ্েনর মা�েম অবসর �হণকারী পিরচালক জনাব আবুল েহােসন িনেজেক
পুনিনৰ্বাৰ্ চন করার জ� ��াব েদন। েকা�ািনর আিটৰ্েকল অয্ােসািসেয়শেনর
অনুে�দ ৮৯ অনুসাের, ৈনিমি�ক শূ�পেদ বা অিতির� পিরচালক পেদ িনযু�
পিরচালকগণ পরবতৰ্ী বািষৰ্ক সাধারণ সভায় অবসর �হণ করেবন এবং পুনরায়
িনবৰ্াচেনর েযা� হেল অংশ�হণ করেবন। তদনুসাের, জনাব মাসুদ খান, জনাব
হাসনাইন েতৗিফক আহেমদ, জনাব েকদার েলেল, জনাব েমাঃ জািহদুল ইসলাম
মািলতা এবং জনাব এস.ও.এম. রােশদুল কাইয়ুম যারা গত বািষৰ্ক সাধারণ সভায়
িনযু� হেয়িছেলন, তারা অবসর �হণ করেবন এবং েযা�তার িভি�েত পুনরায়
িনবৰ্াচেনর জ� িনেজেক উপ�াপন করেবন। িবএসইিসর কেপৰ্ােরট গভেনৰ্�
েকােডর শতৰ্ অনুসাের �ত� পিরচালক িহসােব জনাব মহিসন উি�ন আহেমেদর
েময়াদকাল ৩১ জানুয়ারী ২০২১ তািরেখ েশষ হেয়িছল। বািষৰ্ক সাধারণ সভায়
েশয়ারেহা�ারেদর অনুেমাদেনর লােভর ম�েম েবাডৰ্েক ২০২১ সােলর ১
েফ�য়াির েথেক কাযৰ্করভােব আরও িতন বছেরর েময়ােদ জনাব মহিসন উি�ন
আহেমদেক েকা�ািনর �ত� পিরচালক িহসােব পুনরায় িনেয়াগ িদেয়েছ।

• আিথৰ্ক িববরণী ��ত করার ে�ে� আ�জৰ্ািতক আিথৰ্ক �িতেবদেনর মানদ�
("আইএফআরএস") অনুসরণ করা হেয়েছ এবং এর েথেক েয েকানও �তয্য়
যথাযথভােব �কাশ করা হেয়েছ;
• ৈ�মািসক আিথৰ্ক পারফর�া� এবং বািষৰ্ক আিথৰ্ক িববরণীর মে� েকানও
উে�খেযা� পাথৰ্কয্ েনই;
• গত বছেরর অপােরিটং ফলাফল েথেক সম� িবচুয্িত হাইলাইট করা হেয়েছ(
ফাইনাি�য়াল পারফরেম�);

�ব�াপনা পিরচালক ও অথৰ্ পিরচালেকর �তয্য়ন

�ব�াপনা পিরচালক ও অথৰ্ পিরচালেকর, আিথৰ্ক িববরণীর �তয্য়ন সংযুি� - ৫ এ
উপ�ািপত হেয়েছ।

পিরচালকেদর করা অ�া� িনয়�ক েঘাষণা
•
•
•
•

মাসুদ খান

•

হাসনাইন েতৗিফক আহেমদ

•

মাসুদ খােনর সংি�� বৃ�া� পৃ�া নং ৪৮ এ উপ�াপন করা হেয়েছ।
হাসনাইন েতৗিফক আহেমেদর সংি�� বৃ�া� পৃ�া নং ৪৮ এ উপ�াপন করা হেয়েছ।

েকদার েলেল

েকদার েলেলর সংি�� বৃ�া� পৃ�া নং ৪৯ এ উপ�াপন করা হেয়েছ।

পাবিলক ইসুয্ েথেক �া� �িসড �েযাজয্ নয়;
আইিপও পরবতৰ্ী আিথৰ্ক �া�া �েযাজয্ নয়;
বছেরর জ� লভয্াংশ না েঘাষণার �া�া �েযাজয্ নয় ;
অ�বৰ্তীৰ্ কালীন লভয্াংশ িহেসেব েকান েবানাস েশয়ার বা �ক িডিভেড� েঘাষণা
েদওয়া হয়িন;
েমজিরিট েশয়ারেহা�ারেদর �ারা বা তােদর �ােথৰ্ মাইনিরিট েশয়ারেহা�ারেদর
�ােথৰ্র েকান �িত হয়িন এবং েকা�ািনেত একিট কাযৰ্কর শু�াচার �ব�া রেয়েছ;
িরেপাটৰ্ �কাশ করার সময় েকা�ািনর িবরুে� েশয়ারেহা�ারেদর েথেক েকান
উে�খেযা� অিভেযাগ আেসিন;

�ব�াপনা পযৰ্ােলাচনা ও িবে�ষণ

েমাঃ জািহদুল ইসলাম মািলতা

িবএসইিসর ইসুয্ করা কেপৰ্ােরট গভেনৰ্� েকাড এর শতৰ্ নং ৫(২৫) অনুসাের, িনরী�া
কিমিটর পযৰ্ােলাচনা করা �ব�াপনা পযৰ্ােলাচনা ও িবে�ষণ �ব�াপনা পিরচালক ও
অথৰ্ পিরচালক �ারা �া�িরত হবার পর সংযুি� - ১ এ যু� করা হেয়েছ।

এস.ও.এম. রােশদুল কাইয়ুম

েশয়ারেহাি�ং �াটানৰ্

েমাঃ জািহদুল ইসলাম মািলতার সংি�� বৃ�া� পৃ�া নং ৪৯ এ উপ�াপন করা হেয়ছ।

এস.ও.এম. রােশদুল কাইয়েমর সংি�� বৃ�া� পৃ�া নং ৪৯ এ উপ�াপন করা হেয়েছ।

আবুল েহােসন

আবুদ েহােসেনর সংি�� বৃ�া� পৃ�া নং ৫০ এ উপ�াপন করা হেয়েছ।

মহিসন উ�ীন আহেমদ

৩১ িডেস�র ২০২০ এর জ� �েযাজয্ েশয়ারেহা�ার িবষয়ক ও সংি�� ত� সংযুি�
- ৩ এ যু� করা হেয়েছ।

সংি�� প� েলনেদন

মহিসন উ�ীন আহেমেদর সংি�� বৃ�া� পৃ�া নং ৫০ এ উপ�াপন করা হেয়েছ।

সকল সংি�� প� বািণিজয্ক েলনেদন "আমৰ্স েলংথ েলনেদন" এর িভি�েত করা
হয়। সংি�� পািটৰ্ েলনেদন আিথৰ্ক িববরণীর ৩৬ নং েনােট উপ�ািপত হেয়েছ।

পিরচালকেদর স�ানী (�ত� পিরচালক সহ)

েগািয়ং কনসানৰ্

ইউিনিলভার �প েকা�ািনেত কমৰ্রত পিরচালকগণেক বাদ িদেয় �ত� ও অ-িনবৰ্াহী
পিরচালকেদর অি�ম আয়কর এবং ভয্াটসহ েবােডৰ্র সভায় উপি�িত িফ িহসােব
এগােরা ল� টাকা খরচ হেয়েছ। আিথৰ্ক িববরণীর ৩৪ নং েনােট পিরচালকেদর
স�ানী উে�িখত হেয়েছ।

সব পিরচালক িব�াস কের েকা�ািনিট একিট েগািয়ং কনসানৰ্ এবং এর েগািয়ং
কনসানৰ্ িহেসেব এিগেয় যাবার �মতা িনেয়ও েকান সে�হ েনই। তাই আিথৰ্ক িববরণী
েগািয়ং কনসানৰ্ এর িভি�েত করা হেয়েছ।

আচরণিবিধ

েকা�ািনর উে�� কেঠার �ি�য়া ও প�িতর মা�েম �বসািয়ক অখ�তা িনি�ত
করা।আিথৰ্ক �ি�য়ায় েকা�ািন �েপর �াে�ট করা কে�াল গভ�ৰ্া� ে�মওয়াকৰ্
বা ে�াবাল ফাই�াি�য়াল কে�াল ে�মওয়াকৰ্ (িজএফসএফ) পালন কের, যা
েলাকয্াল ও ে�াবাল পযৰ্ােয় আিথৰ্ক �ি�য়ার ঝুঁিক িনরী�ণ ও েমাকািবলা কের।
কেপৰ্ােরট গভ�ৰ্া� চয্া�ােরর ৪৩ নং পৃ�ায় ির� �ােনজেম� ে�মওয়াকৰ্ িনেয়
িব�ািরত আেলাচনা করা হয়েছ।

মেনানয়ন �দান ও স�ানী কিমিটর সুপািরেশর িভি�েত েকা�ািনর পিরচালনা পষৰ্দ
েকা�ািনর পিরচালনা পষৰ্েদর সদ�েদর জ� একিট "�বসািয়ক আচরণ ও নীিতমালা"
েরেখিছল যা েকা�ািনর ওেয়বসাইট www.unilever.com/UCL-bd.html এ
সহেজই পাওয়া যায়। সম� পিরচালকগণ ২০২০ সােলর জ� একিট বািষৰ্ক েঘাষণায়
�া�র করার মা�েম এই আচরণিবিধর সােথ তােদর স�িত িনি�ত কেরেছন।

আিথৰ্ক �িতেবদন সং�া� পিরচালকেদর েঘাষণা

�িতেবদেনর পরবতৰ্ী অংেশ েনাটসহ স�ণ ৰ্ আিথৰ্ক িববরণী উপ�াপন করা হেয়েছ। ৩
জুন, ২০১৮ তািরেখ, িবএসিস ইসুয্কৃত কেপৰ্ােরট গভেনৰ্� েকাড ২০১৮ অনুযায়ী
পিরচালকবৃ� িন�িলিখত িবষয়গুেলা িনি�ত করেছ:
• েকা�ািনর �ােনজেম� �ারা ��তকৃত আিথৰ্ক িববরণীেত তার কাযৰ্কািরতা, এিটর
কাযৰ্�ম, নগদ �বাহ এবং ইকুয্ইিটর পিরবতৰ্েনর ফলাফল স�ণ ৰ্ িনরেপ�তার সােথ
উপ�াপন করা হেয়েছ;
• েকা�ািনর অয্াকাউ�গুিলর সকল েরকডৰ্ সংর�ণ করা হেয়েছ;
• আিথৰ্ক িববরণী ��ত করার ে�ে� উপযু� িহসাবিব�ােনর নীিতগুেলা
ধারাবািহকভােব �েয়াগ করা হেয়েছ এবং অয্াকাউি�ংেয়র অনুমান সমূহ যুি�স�ত
এবং িবচ�ণতার িভি�েত করা হেয়েছ;

ঝুঁিক এবং উে�গ

অভয্�রীণ িনয়�ণ

আিথৰ্ক �ি�য়ার গভ�ৰ্া� ে�মওয়াকৰ্ অনুযায়ী েকা�ািন দ� অভয্�রীণ িনয়�ণ
পি�য়া পিরচালনা কের, যার মা�েম এমন সব �ি�য়ার বা�বায়ন ও উ�য়ন হয়
যার মা�েম যথাযথ আিথৰ্ক �িতেবদন গঠন, জািলয়ািত �িতেরাধ ও েকা�ািনর
স�দ সংর�ণ স�ব হয়। এছাড়া েডটা িনরাপ�া ঝুঁিক েমাকািবলা করেত আমােদর
িসে�ম ও আইিট িভি�ক অপােরশেনর �েবশািধকার িনয়ি�ত। পিরচালনা েবােডৰ্র
প� েথেক অিডট কিমিট িনয়�ণ কাঠােমােক িনরূপণ কের। অভয্�রীণ ও বিহরাগত
অিডট ফলাফেলর সাহাে� মূল িবষয়গুেলার অব�া িবচার করা হয়। অিডট কিমিট
ৈ�মািসক িভি�েত অিডট পযৰ্েব�ণ ও �েয়াজনীয় সংেশাধনী পদে�প উপ�াপন ও
পযৰ্ােলাচনা কের। কিমিটর বািষৰ্ক পিরক�না অনুযায়ী অভয্�রীণ অিডট ফাংশন
িনয়�েণর কাযৰ্কািরতা িবচার করেত বছরজুেড় িপিরয়িডক �েসস অিডট পিরচালনা
কের। অভয্�রীন অিডেটর িভি�েত �েসেসর অিধকারীরা িনয়�ণ শি�শালী করেত
িনেজেদর ে�ে� �েয়াজনীয় পদে�প েনয়। এই বািষৰ্ক িরেপােটৰ্র কেপৰ্ােরট গভ�ৰ্া�
েসকশেনর মে� অভয্�রীন কে�াল ে�মওয়াকৰ্ ও অিডট কিমিটর কাযৰ্�ম িনেয়
িব�ািরত আেলাচনা করা হেয়েছ।
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কমৰ্ীেদর সািবৰ্ক অব�া

২০২০ েকা�ািনিটর জে� একিট গুরু�পূণ ৰ্ বছর িছল ইি�ে�শন এবং েকািভড ১৯ মহামারীর কারেণ। িক� দৃঢ়তা, অ�বসায় ও এিগেয় যাওয়ার মেনাভােবর
কারেণ েকা�ািন সকল বাঁধা েপিরেয় �শংসনীয় সাফ� অজৰ্ ন কেরছ। িবজেনস
�া�ফরেমশন এর মা�েম িহউ�ান িরেসাসৰ্ িটম িনর�রভােব �বসা চািলেয় িনেত
সাহা� কেরেছ। এইচ আর েথেক েকা�ািনর �বসািয়ক �ি�য়া ও কমৰ্ীেদর কােজর
ধরণ ইউিনিলভার এর ধাঁেচ গেড় তুলেত সবৰ্া�ক সহেযািগতা করা হয়। কমৰ্ীেদর
েশখার অিভ�তা উ�ত করা ও কয্ািরয়ার েডেভলপেম� সুেযাগ িনি�ত করার
পাশাপািশ তােদর শারীিরক ও মানিসক �াে�য্র উ�য়েনর লে�য্ িবিভ� কাযৰ্�ম �হণ
করা হয়। মহামারীর কারেণ কমৰ্ীেদর �া�য্ ও সু�তার িদেক েকা�ািন িবেশষ নজর
েদয়। জাতীয় পযৰ্ােয়র ইনিসেড� �ােনজেম� িটম (আইএমিট) িনয়িমতভােব
েকািভড - ১৯ এর আপেডট ল�য্ কের কমৰ্ীেদর জে� শতভাগ েটি�ং সুিবধা ও
�েয়াজনীয় �া�য্েসবা িনি�ত কের। মহামারীর শুরু েথেকই েকা�ািন ওয়াকৰ্ �ম
েহাম কাঠােমা �হণ কের। ২০২০ এ েকা�ািনর অ�তম অ�ািধকার িছল েহলথ,
েসফিট ও এনভায়রনেম� (এস এইচ ই) । বছরজুেড় েকা�ািন "িজেরা
অয্াকিসেড�" েরকডৰ্ িনি�ত কের এবং িনরাপদ ও ঝুঁিকমু� পিরেবশ িনি�ত করেত
কমৰ্ীেদর ওেয়লিবইং সহেযািগতা �দান কেরেছ। এই সকল উে�ােগর ফেল
েকা�ািনর সামি�ক জনবেলর এনেগজেম� ে�ার পূেবৰ্র েযেকােনা সমেয়র েচেয়
েবিশ হয়।

�ায়পরায়ণতা

ইউিনিলভার দািয়�শীল এবং েটকসই উ�য়েন িব�াস কের। আমােদর �বসািয়ক
নীিতমালা এবং ২৪িট নন েনগিশেয়বল েকাডগুিল আমােদর সম� কমৰ্ীেদর জ�
�েযাজয্। এিট আমােদর মূ�েবাধগুেলােক িবিধব� কের এবং আমােদর কমৰ্ীেদর
কােছ আমােদর �তয্াশা তুেল ধের। এই মূ�েবাধগুেলার চচ ৰ্া আমােদর িনজ� এবং
পািরপাি�ৰ্ক জীবনমান উ�য়েন ভূিমকা রােখ।
ইউিনিলভার এর তৃতীয় প�- �বসািয়ক অংশীদার এবং তােদর কমৰ্ীেদর জ�
িনেজেদর �বসা নীিতগুিল েমেন চলার পাশাপািশ ইউিনিলভােরর নীিতগুিল েমেন চলা
আব�ক। একিট পারপাস েলড বা ল�য্ �ারা পিরচািলত েকা�ািন িহসােব, আমােদর
মূ�েবাধগুেলা আমােদর সাফে�র িভি� এবং একিট েটকসই জীবন যাপেনর
পিরেবশ ৈতির কের েতালার জ� �েয়াজনীয়। মূ�েবাধ গুেলা েমেন চলার অথৰ্
আমােদর কােজর মে� এগুেলার চচ ৰ্া এবং ভােলা কােজর �িত�িত এর মা�েম
আমােদর ভয্ালু ৈতির কির। এই �বসািয়ক নীিতমালাসমূহ ইউিনিলভার কনিজউমার
েকয়ার িলিমেটেড �েয়াগ করা হেয়েছ। �া েকাড অফ িবজেনস ি�ি��াল আমােদর
মূ�েবাধগুেলা কােজ �েয়ােগর একিট গাইড বইেয়র মত। এিট আমােদর কােজর
কাঠােমার একিট পির�ার মান িনি�ত কের, যা সিঠক িস�া� �হেণ আমােদর সাহা�
কের। এিট আমােদর "আব�ক" এবং "অনাব�ক" কােজর একিট ে�মওয়াকৰ্ �দান
কের। এই ডকুেম�িট শুধুমা� ইউিনিলভারেক বাঁিচেয় রােখ তা নয়, এিট সারা
িব�জুেড় কেয়ক িমিলয়ন মানুেষর জীবেন অথৰ্বহ পিরবতৰ্ন আনেত সাহা� কেরেছ।
আমােদর কমৰ্ীরা ইউিনিলভােরর নীিতগুেলা চচ ৰ্ার জ� অতয্� ইিতবাচক দৃি�ভি�
�দশৰ্ন কেরেছ এবং তারা তােদর কােজর ে�ে� নতুন �তয্াশা, জবাবিদিহতা, সাহস,
িবকাশ এবং দলব�তা বুেঝ িনেয়েছ। এই নীিতগুেলা ভ� করা হেল তা ইউিনিলভার
এবং এর সােথ জিড়ত �ি�েদর জ� কিঠন পিরণাম আনেত পাের। েকা�ািন এই
সং�া� অিভেযাগ বা িরেপাটৰ্ �দােনর জ� সুরি�ত ও েগাপনীয় চয্ােনল রেয়েছ যার
মা�েম কমৰ্ীরা তাৎ�িণকভােব আচরণিবিধ, েকা�ািনর নীিতমালা এবং প�িতগুিলর
ল�ন স�িকৰ্ত উে�গ উপ�াপন করেত পাের এবং এই �ি�য়ািট অতয্�
েগাপনীয়তার সােথ স�� করা হেয় থােক। এে�ে�, কমৰ্ীরা আংিশক বা স�ণ ৰ্ভােব
িনেজেদর পিরচয় েগাপন রাখেত পাের। ইউিনিলভাের আমরা িনি�ত কির এই
�ি�য়ায় অিভেযাগকারী কমৰ্ীরা েযন েকান ধরেনর �িত না হয়।

কেপৰ্ােরট গভ�ৰ্া� কম�ােয়� িরেপাটৰ্

কেপৰ্ােরট নীিতর অংশ িহেসেব, কেপৰ্ােরট গভ�ৰ্াে�র ে�ে� েকা�ািন সবসময়
উ�মােনর কম�ােয়� বজায় েরেখেছ। কেপৰ্ােরট গভ�ৰ্া� িবভােগ বিণ ৰ্ত
েকা�ািনর কেপৰ্ােরট গভ�ৰ্া� সনদ েকা�ািন িকভােব পিরচািলত হেব, তার উে�খ
কের এবং ��তা, জবাবিদিহতা ও সততা িনি�ত কের। আমরা অতয্� আনে�র
সােথ জানাি� েয, েকা�ািনর কেপৰ্ােরট গভ�ৰ্া� নীিতমালার সম� �েয়াজনীয়
িনেদ ৰ্িশকাগুিল েমেন চেলেছ। ২০২০ সােলর জ� কেপৰ্ােরট গভ�ৰ্া� নীিতমালার
সািবৰ্ক কম�ােয়� পিরি�িত এই �িতেবদেনর সংেযাজন -৪-এ সংযু� রেয়েছ।

িনরী�ক

বতৰ্মান িনরী�ক (অিডটর), হুদা ভািস েচৗধুরী এ� েকা, চাটৰ্াডৰ্ অয্াকাউ�য্া�স,
সাধারণ সভা সমাি� সােপে� অবসর িনেবন এবং সংিবিধব� িনরী�ক িহসােব টানা
িতন বছর সময়কাল পার করেবন। আইন অনুযায়ী, তােদর পুনরায় িনেয়াগ লােভর
সুেযাগ েনই। সাধারণ সভায় েশয়ারেহা�ারেদর স�িত সােপে�, রহমান রহমান হক
এ� েকা, চাটৰ্াডৰ্ অয্াকাউ�য্া�সেক ২০২১ সােলর জ� সংিবিধব� িনরী�ক িহেসেব
িনেয়াগ েদওয়া হেব।

কম�ােয়� অিডটর

সাধারণ সভায় েশয়ারেহা�ারেদর স�িত সােপে�, িবএসইিস কেপৰ্ােরট গভরেন�
েকাড অনুযায়ী �াবস এ� েজ পাটৰ্নারস, চাটৰ্াডৰ্ অয্াকাউ�য্া�সেক ২০২১ সােলর
জ� কম�ােয়� অিডটর িহেসেব িনেয়াগ েদওয়া হেব।

�ীকৃিত

পিরচালনা পষৰ্দ েকা�ািনর সম� কমৰ্ীেদর ধ�বাদ জানােত চায় যারা েকা�ািনর
মূ�েবাধগুিলর চচ ৰ্া বজায় েরেখ, েটকসই জীবনযা�ােক সবার মােঝ ছিড়েয়
েদওয়ার ল�য্ অজৰ্ েন িনর�র কাজ কের চেলেছ। �াহক এবং �বসািয়ক
অংশীদারগেণর েকা�ািনর উপর অ�হত আ�া ও িব�াস আমােদর অনু�ািণত
কেরেছ। এর জ� আমরা তােদর িনকট কৃত�। আমরা েকািভড-১৯ মহামারীর
সমেয় ইউিনিলভার কনজুমার েকয়ার িলিমেটেডর কাযৰ্�ম পিরচালনায় সদয় ও
অকৃি�ম সহেযািগতার জ� মাননীয় �ধানম�ীর কাযৰ্ালয়, �রা� ম�ণালয়,
জন�শাসন ম�ণালয়, িসিকউিরিটজ এ� এ�েচ� কিমশন, ঢাকা �ক এ�েচ�,
বাংলােদশ িবিনেয়াগ উ�য়ন কতৃৰ্প�, �া�য্ ও পিরবার ক�াণ ম�ণালয়, �ম
ম�ণালয়, খা� ম�ণালয়, বাংলােদশ িনরাপদ খা� অিধদ�র, বাংলােদশ �য্া�াডৰ্ ও
েটি�ং ই�িটিটউট, জাতীয় রাজ� েবাডৰ্, েস�াল িডেপািজটাির বাংলােদশ, �াংক,
িবমা ও আিথৰ্ক �িত�ান , ইউিটিলিট েসবাদানকারী �িত�ান, অ�া� সরকাির
�িত�ান সহ েকা�ািনর সম� কমৰ্ীেদর ধ�বাদ জানােত চাইেব।
পিরচালনা পষৰ্েদর প� েথেক

_____________________
েচয়ার�ান
২০ মাচ ৰ্, ২০২১

েটকসই সমাজ গঠেন কেপৰ্ােরট িহেসেব আমােদর দািয়�সমূহ

সৃি�ল� েথেকই একিট দািয়�শীল এবং �িত�াব� েকা�ািন িহেসেব ইউিনিলভার
ৈবি�ক ভােব পিরিচিত লাভ কেরেছ । ইউিনিলভােরর সােথ সংেযাজেনর পর েথেক
েকা�ািন গাইিডং িচ�াধারা অনুযায়ী এিট বৃহ�র ৈবি�ক �িত�ায় আব�। নতুন
উ�েমর সােথ �বসােয়র সকল �ের উে��-িভি�ক নীিতগুিল সংহত করার �ি�য়া
চলমান রেয়েছ। ইউিনিলভার একিট েকা�ািন িহসােব েটকসই উ�য়ন, সুেযাগ সৃি�
এবং সামািজক �মতায়েনর অংশীদার হেত চায়। ৈবি�ক �িত�িত অনুসাের, সং�ািট
েকািভড-১৯ মহামারীর সময় কিমউিনিট �া�য্কমৰ্ীেদর সহায়তার জ� েকয়ােরর
সােথ দীঘ ৰ্েময়াদী অংশীদাির� বজায় েরেখেছ। খা� িবতরেণর মেতা আরও অেনক
সামািজক কমৰ্কাে�র পাশাপািশ, সং�ািট �া�য্ ও পিরবার ক�াণ ম�ণালয়েক
২০,০০০ এন-৯৫ মা�, ১০,০০০ এফএফিপ ২ মা� এবং ১৬,০০০ েজাড়া �াভস
সামেনর সািরর �া�য্েসবা �দানকারীেদর েকািভড-১৯ এর িবরুে� তােদর লড়াইেয়
সহয়তা করার উে�ে� �দান কেরেছ। আমােদর কাযৰ্�েমর িব�ািরত িববরণ
৩৪-৩৬ নং পৃ�ায় েদওয়া হেয়েছ।
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Management Discussion and Analysis
Annexure I
Pursuant to condition no. 1 (5) (xxv) of the Corporate Governance Code 2018 issued by Bangladesh Securities and Exchange
Commission, the Management’s Discussion & Analysis for the year ended 31 December 2020 is as follows:

Accounting Policies and Estimation Used for Preparation of Financial Statements
The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”); the
Companies Act, 1994; the Securities and Exchange Rules, 1987 and other applicable laws and regulations in Bangladesh. Cash
flow from operating activities are prepared under direct method, as prescribed by the Securities and Exchange Rules, 1987.
Details on accounting policies and estimates used as basis for preparation are disclosed in Note 3 of the financial statements.

Changes in Accounting Policies and Estimations
The Company implemented IFRS 16 in 2020 which will help to better represent the leased assets and liabilities and will bring
greater transparency of financial obligations. Investors will be benefitted by estimating the amount of off-balance sheet
obligations and will also be able to compare companies that lease assets with those that buy assets. The nature and effect of
the changes due to the adoption of this new accounting standard is provided in Note 3.18 of the financial statements.

Comparison of Financial Performance, Financial Position and Cash Flows
Detailed comparison of financial performance, financial position and cash flows are presented as part of the financial
statements including notes. The Directors’ Report section also provides an in-depth analysis of business performance for the
year 2020. Key performance indicators for last 5 years are given below:

Key Performance Indicators

2019

2018

3,468,984
3,731,560

4,041,780
4,474,898

4,816,557
6,336,472

4,657,200
6,796,559

N/A
6,284,015

Operating Profit (Taka '000)
-continuing operation
Operating Profit (Taka '000)
-company

498,561
531,007

1,010,267
979,205

1,183,204
(848,698)

1,033,262
884,892

N/A
786,807

Earnings before Interest,
Tax and Depreciation
(Taka’000)-continuing operation

515,318

1,032,005

1,211,910

1,076,956

N/A

547,764

1,169,366

(254,023)

1,011,002

908,568

41.25

84.41

115.92

67.88

N/A

43.94

81.83

(52.75)

55.56

53.51

46.36

82.78

44.67

117.75

71.87

Revenues (Taka '000)-continuing
operation
Revenues (Taka '000)-company

Earnings before Interest,
Tax and Depreciation
(Taka’000)-company
Earnings per Share (EPS)
(Taka)- continuing operation
Earnings per Share
(EPS)(Taka)-company
Net Operating Cash Flow
per Share-company (Taka)

2017

2016

2020

Revenue
Revenue from continuing operations declined by 14.2% resulted from sales loss of Glaxose D in the first half as the consumption
triggers were missed during peak session due to COVID-19 and lower Horlicks sales due to DMI supply shortages in second half
of the year caused by COVID-19.

Operating Profit
Reduction in Profit from continuing operations resulted from increase in cost of goods sold due to 11% DMI inflation, 10% duty
increase for DMI and one-off reversal in 2019 offset by savings from packaging materials and operating model changes.
Operating expenses reduced by 9% contributed by optimization and cost savings initiatives in marketing and administrative
expenses.

Net Operating Cash Flow Per Share
NOCFPS reduced due to lower profit and higher tax payment partially offset by higher interest received.
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Financial and Economic Scenario of the Country and the Global Context
The year 2020 started with great disruption unleashed by the COVID-19 pandemic. Uncertainties and panic paralysed most
economic activities in both developed and developing economies for several months. Gross product across the world fell by an
estimated 4.3 per cent in 2020 (source: UN website).
Bangladesh felt the heat of a looming global crisis after few months as the virus hit the country. On March 8, the authorities
confirmed the maiden case of COVID-19 infection in the country and soon the country's economy came almost to a halt as the
government imposed countrywide lockdown to contain the spread of the virus. During the nationwide lockdown, millions lost
jobs, poverty rate doubled and many businesses folded up. Income of the vast majority of the population shrank. Exports hit
rock bottom as the importing countries themselves were finding it difficult to keep their economies afloat. The country was
staring at an unprecedented three-pronged crisis: health, economic and food.
To protect the people and the economy, the government rolled out a massive BDT 120,000 crore stimulus package, one of the
largest in the world. Bank interest rates have been capped below single digit to help firms and businesses borrow at a record
low rate. But the biggest support came from farmers who continue to feed the country and from the migrant workers who sent
a record amount of remittances back home. The robust flow of remittance lifted the country's foreign exchange reserves to
record highs and put the country on a firm footing.
The food production, remittance, the stimulus package, the reopening, and the uptick in domestic demand and exports put
the country on the path of recovery.

Comparison of Financial Performance with Peer Industry
The Company is the only listed Company in Nutrition Food business category in Bangladesh and hence it is not possible to
compare the financial and cash flow position with peer Companies.

Risks and Concerns Related to the Financial Statements
The Company has put in place a series of policies, processes and controls in relation to the financial reporting and
consolidation process, which are designed to address key financial reporting risks, including risks arising from changes in the
business or accounting standards. The Finance Director ensures that all information relevant to the Company audit has been
provided to the Board of Directors through the Audit Committee and that reasonable steps have been taken to ensure full
disclosure in response to requests for information from the external auditor.
At Unilever, a global risk and controls framework titled “Global Financial Controls Framework (GFCF)” defined to address risks
related to financial reporting. GFCF outlines financial reporting controls that operate across the core processes of our
business. After the business integration, the Company has adopted the GFCF framework in July 2020 and local implementation
and testing of key controls has been conducted in Q4 of 2020. From 2021, an annual assessment of the design and operating
efficiency of GFCF controls will be carried out comprehensively through the Financial Control Assessment (“FCA”) process
coordinated by global controls forum.
Further details of risk management and controls governance is provided within separate sections titled “Risk Management at
Unilever” and “Internal Control Framework” in this annual report. Description of specific financial risks such as credit, liquidity,
interest etc. including the approach to manage them are disclosed within Note 47 of the financial statements.

Future Plans or Projections or Forecasts
As consumers, businesses and brands evolve to a VUCA environment (Volatile, Uncertain, Changing and Ambiguous), it is
imperative for businesses and brands to show high agility and adaptability while rooted in the core fundamentals which has
been successful so far. The Company will continue to focus on need of top quality nutrition food products to the consumers
through its numerous international brands, while adopting changes on packaging, product, pricing, communication to be
more relevant to the needs of its consumers. This would ensure a 4G Growth model for the Company (Consistent, Competitive,
Profitable, and Responsible).
This would be driven by activating key levers:

Purposeful Brands: The brands that our consumers love have to meaningfully solve real consumer problems and

represent a cause in society. All of Unilever’s brands are committed to this journey and this would be a key area of focus.

Improved Penetration: As we make the portfolio more accessible by launching lower priced SKUs, reducing prices on
core and conducting nationwide sampling, the plan is to single-mindedly have a large number of households try and
experience our brands. This would be ensured by building strong mental and physical reach.
Impactful Innovations: Continued focus on improving product delivery, ensuring new-age consumer needs are met and
delivering the best in-class quality will be a key enabler for driving consumer preference and growth.
Design for Channel: A key area of focus would be leveraging the strength of our channels in reaching our consumer
effectively. This would be through strong partner programs, leveraging portfolio and deploying customized communication.
Fuel for Growth: All the above growth levers would be accompanied with a strong savings plan. To ensure the optimal
health of our business shape, inefficiencies in buying, make, marketing and distribution would be continuously acted upon
while ensuring all investments are made for sustainable growth of the business.
With the above strategic thrusts, we are confident of delivering a strong 4G growth for the Company and its brands thus
creating more value for our shareholders.

KSM Minhaj
Managing Director
Unilever Consumer Care Limited

Hasnain Thoufiq Ahmed
Finance Director
Unilever Consumer Care Limited
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Key Operating and Financial Data
Annexure II

Assets Employed
Property, Plant and Equipment

2020

2019

2018

2017

2016

83,509

100,707

114,128

694,252

701,867

Intangible Assets

-

14,028

16,617

51,638

23,911

Right-of-use Asset

287,777

-

-

-

-

29,466

40,451

150,625

-

6,235

174,445

158,650

297,597

762,112

744,366

Deferred Tax Asset
Net Non-Current Asset
Net Current Asset

1,308,269

1,433,195

956,490

1,868,237

1,841,437

Total Assets Employed

1,709,021

1,747,031

1,535,457

3,376,240

3,317,816

120,465

120,465

120,465

120,465

120,465

Share Capital
Reserves and Surplus

1,362,249

1,471,380

1,133,620

2,509,885

2,465,338

Shareholders’ Equity

1,482,714

1,591,845

1,254,085

2,630,350

2,585,803

Retirement Benefit Obligations

-

-

-

-

-

Obligation under finance lease

294,964

-

3,113

6,402

9,600

Deferred Tax Liabilities
Total Capital Employed

-

-

-

17,129

-

1,709,021

1,591,845

1,254,087

2,650,592

2,592,118

Turnover and Profit
Sales -net of VAT and Trade Discount

3,468,984

4,041,780

4,816,557

4,657,200

6,284,015

Profit /(Loss) from Operation

498,561

1,010,267

1,183,204

1,033,262

786,808

Profit before Int.,Dep. & Tax

515,318

1,032,005

1,211,910

1,076,956

908,568

Profit /(Loss) for the year for Continuing Operation

496,886

1,016,797

1,396,421

817,674

644,554

Profit /(Loss) for the year for company

529,332

985,735

(635,480)

669,304

644,554

Gross profit ratio -%

45.9%

55.2%

46.7%

47.8%

39.0%

Earning per share (EPS) - BDT(Continuing)

41.25

84.41

115.92

55.56

53.51

Earning per share (EPS)- BDT (Company)

43.94

81.83

(52.75)

55.56

53.51

Price/Earning (P/E) ratio-Times (Continuing
Operation)
Price/Earning (P/E) ratio -Times (Company)

68.11

20.81

12.51

22.85

28.65

63.93

21.46

(27.49)

27.92

28.65

281

175.63

145

155

153

Ratios

Price/Equity Ratio -Times
Dividend per Share (DPS)-BDT
Dividend Payout - %
Dividend Yield - %
Net Assets Value per Share-BDT
Net Operating Cash Flow per Share

44.00

53.00

53.00

55.00

50.00

100.13%

65.40%

-89.46%

102.42%

93.45%

1.57%

3.02%

3.65%

3.55%

3.26%

123.08

132.14

104.10

218.35

214.65

46.36

82.78

44.67

117.74

71.86

Return on Shareholders Equity - %
(Continuing Operation)
Return on Shareholders Equity-% (Company)

33.51%

63.88%

111.35%

31.09%

24.93%

35.70%

61.92%

-50.67%

25.45%

24.93%

Return on Capital Employed -%

29.17%

65.31%

-67.67%

33.34%

30.32%

1.45

1.49

1.29

1.52

1.67

2,809.20

1,756.30

1,450.20

1,551.00

1,532.90

33,841

21,157

17,470

18,684

18,466

145

210

771

967

940

Current Ratio-Times
Market Price per Share at 31 December - BDT
Market Capitalisation at 31 December(Mil. BDT)
Average number of Employees
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Key Performance Indicators
Earnings Per Share (EPS)Continuing Operation (BDT)
2015

68.99

2016

53.51

2017

55.56

2018

Net Assets Value Per Share - BDT

115.92

2019

2015

84.41

2020

41.25

216.15
214.65

2016
2017
2018

Market Price Per Share - BDT

104.10

2019

132.14

2020

2015

123.8

1,799.80
1,532.90

2016
2017
2018

218.35

1,551.00

Sales - Net of Vat and Trade Discount BDT Crore

1,450.20

2019

1756.30

2020

2,809.20

669.88

2015

628.40

2016
2017

Profit/(Loss) from Operation - BDT Crore

2019

404.18
346.90

78.68

2016
2017

103.33

EBITDA - BDT Crore

118.32

2018

101.03

2019
2020

481.66

2018

2020

104.6

2015

465.72

49.86

92.13

2015

90.86

2016
2017

107.70
121.19

2018
2019
2020

103.20
51.53

Market Share Information of Major
Categories of Products - in %
2020

2019

Health Food Drink

93.20%

93.30%

Glucosxe Powder

52.90%

56.90%

Category
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Analysis of Revenue
2020

Sales

2019
3,468,984

4,041,780

Cost of Sales

54%

1,876,375

45%

1,810,943

Salary, Wages & Benefits

11%

376,286

9%

381,751

Depreciation

1%

22,507

0%

16,808

Advertisement and Promotion

16%

547,938

16%

660,234

Other Expenses

3%

110,526

3%

101,376

Profit from Operation

15%

535,352

26%

1,070,668

Total

100%

100%

Note: Salary, wages & benefits, Depreciation and Other expenses are apportioned to continued operation

2020

15%

3%

Cost of Sales
Profit from Operation

16%

Other Expenses

54%

Advertisement and Promotion
Depereciation

1%

Salary, Wages and Benefits

11%

2019

Cost of Sales

26%

Profit from Operation

45%

Other Expenses
Advertisement and Promotion
Depereciation
Salary, Wages and Benefits

3%
16%
9%
0%
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Value Added Statement
The value added statement provides a detailed account of total value addition and the distribution of the value created
by the company.

2020

2019

Value Added :

Amount

%

Turnover

4,291,294

5,146,133

Less Bought in Materials & Services

1,825,033

2,150,468

2,466,261

93.49

Amount

%

2,995,665

93.52

Other income

3,637

0.14

38,991

1.22

Financial Income

168,027

6.37

168,422

5.26

2,637,925

100

3,203,078

100

2020

2019

Applied to:

Amount

Government Revenue & Taxes

1,094,524

41.49

1,038,302

32.42

Employees Remuneration & Benefits

402,270

15.25

587,020

18.33

Dividends

569,731

21.60

2,195,605

68.55

2,637,925

78.34

2,195,605

68.55

571,400

21.66

1,007,474

31.45

100

3,203,079

100

Depreciation & Retained Profit

2,637,925

%

Amount

%
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Distribution of Value Addition
2020

21.7%
41.5%
21.7%

Government Revenue
& Taxes
Depreciation & Retained
Profit
Dividends
Employees Remuneration
& Benefits

15.2%
2019

Government Revenue
& Taxes

31.5%

32.4%

Depreciation & Retained
Profit
Dividends
Employees Remuneration
& Benefits

17.8%

18.3%

Unilever Consumer Care Limited contributes positively to socio-economic development by empowering employees through
the payment of salaries and allowances; by paying attractive and consistent dividend to the shareholders; by assisting the
regulatory authorities through paying taxes & duties.

Economic Value Added (EVA)
EVA provides a measurement of of a company's economic success over a period of time. It shows how well a company has
added value for its investors and it can be compared against company's peers for an analysis of how well the company is
operating well in its industry.

Calculation of EVA

Net Operating Profit After Tax (NPAT)
Total Capital Employed
Cost of Capital in %
Cost of Capital (COC)
EVA = NPAT-COC

2020

2019

529,332

93.30%

1,709,021

1,591,845

37%

40%

638,463

638,463

(109,131)

347,272
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Shareholding Information
Annexure III

Pattern of Shareholding
a) Parent/Subsidiary/Associated Companies and other related parties:

Position

No. of shares

Parent Company

9,875,144

Name
Unilever Overseas
Holdings B.V.

b) Directors, Chief Executive Officer, Company Secretary, Chief Financial Officer, Head of Internal Audit and
their spouses and minor children:

No. of shares

Position

Self/Spouse/Minor Children

Directors, Chief Executive Officer, Company Secretary,
Chief Financial Officer, Head of Internal Audit

Nill

c) Executives (top five salaried employees other than the Directors, Chief Executive Officer, Company Secretary,
Chief Financial Officer, Head of Internal Audit):

Name
Md. Asifur Rouf
Mohammed Saiful Islam

Position

No. of shares

Marketing Head

05

HR Lead

03

(d) Shareholders holding ten per cent (10%) or more voting interest in the Company:

No. of shares

% of Holding

Unilever Overseas Holdings B.V.

9,875,144

81.98%

Investment Corporation of
Bangladesh (ICB) and ICB Units
and Mutual Funds

1,373,917

11.41%

Name

(e) Shareholders holding less than ten per cent (10%) voting interest in the Company:

No. of shares

% of Holding

Local Financial Institutions &
other Companies

259,050

2.14%

Foreign Shareholders

35,114

0.29%

General Public

503,224

4.18%

Name

0.29%
2.14%

4.18%

Unilever Overseas Holdings B.V.
Investment Corporation of
Bangladesh (ICB) and ICB Units
and Mutual Funds

11.41%

Local Financial Institutions &
other Companies
Foreign Shareholders
General Public

81.98%
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Certificate of Compliance
Annexure IV
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Corporate Governance Compliance Status
[As Per Condition No. 1(5)(XXVII)]
Status of compliance with the conditions imposed by the Commission’s Notification No. SEC/CMRRCD/2006-158/207/Admin/80
dated 3 June 2018 issued under section 2CC of the Securities and Exchange Ordinance, 1969:

(Report under Condition No. 9)

Condition No.

Title

1.0

Board of Directors

1(1)

Size of the Board of Directors:
The total number of members of a
company’s Board of Directors (hereinafter
referred to as “Board”) shall not be less
than 5 (five) and more than 20 (twenty).

1.2

Independent Directors

1(2)(a)

1(2)(b)(i)

Compliance Status
(Put √ in the appropriate column)
Complied

Not Complied

Remarks
(if any)

At least one-fifth (1/5) of the total number
of directors in the company’s Board shall
be independent directors; any fraction
shall be considered to the next integer or
whole number for calculating number of
independent director(s);
“Independent Director” means a directorwho either does not hold any share in the
company or holds less than one percent
(1%) shares of the total paid-up shares of
the company;

1(2)(b)(ii)

who is not a sponsor of the company or is
not connected with the company’s any
sponsor or director or nominated director
or shareholder of the company or any of its
associates, sister concerns, subsidiaries
and parents or holding entities who holds
one percent (1%) or more shares of the
total paid-up shares of the company on
the basis of family relationship and his or
her family members also shall not hold
above mentioned shares in the company:
Provided that spouse, son, daughter,
father, mother, brother, sister, son-in-law
and daughter-in-law shall be considered
as family members;

1(2)(b)(iii)

who has not been an executive of the
company in immediately preceding 2 (two)
financial years;

1(2)(b)(iv)

who does not have any other relationship,
whether pecuniary or otherwise, with the
company or its subsidiary or associated
companies;

1(2)(b)(v)

who is not a member or TREC (Trading Right
Entitlement Certificate) holder, director or
officer of any stock exchange;

1(2)(b)(vi)

who is not a shareholder, director
excepting independent director or officer
of any member or TREC holder of stock
exchange or an intermediary of the capital
market;
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Condition No.

1(2)(b)(vii)

Title

Complied

Not Complied

Remarks
(if any)

who is not a partner or an executive or was
not a partner or an executive during the
preceding 3 (three) years of the concerned
company’s statutory audit firm or audit
firm engaged in internal audit services or
audit firm conducting special audit or
professional certifying compliance of this
Code;

1(2)(b)(viii)

who is not independent director in more
than 5 (five) listed companies;

1(2)(b)(ix)

who has not been convicted by a court of
competent jurisdiction as a defaulter in
payment of any loan or any advance to a
bank or a Non-Bank Financial Institution
(NBFI); and

1(2)(b)(x)

who has not been convicted for a criminal
offence involving moral turpitude;

1(2)(c)

The independent director(s) shall be
appointed by the Board and approved by
the shareholders in the Annual General
Meeting (AGM);

1(2)(d)

The post of independent director(s) cannot
remain vacant for more than 90 (ninety)
days; and

1(2)(e)

The tenure of office of an independent
director shall be for a period of 3 (three)
years, which may be extended for 1 (one)
tenure only:
Provided that a former independent
director
may
be
considered
for
reappointment for another tenure after a
time gap of one tenure, i.e., three years
from his or her completion of consecutive
two tenures [i.e. six years]:
Provided further that the independent
director shall not be subject to retirement
by rotation as per Companies Act, 1994.

1.3

Compliance Status
(Put √ in the appropriate column)

Qualification of Independent Director

1(3)(a)

Independent
director
shall
be
a
knowledgeable individual with integrity
who is able to ensure compliance with
financial laws, regulatory requirements
and corporate laws and can make
meaningful contribution to the business;

1(3)(b)(i)

Independent director shall have following
qualifications:
Business Leader who is or was a promoter
or director of an unlisted company having
minimum paid-up capital of Tk. 100.00
million or any listed company or a member
of any national or international chamber
of commerce or business association; or
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Condition No.

Title

Compliance Status
(Put √ in the appropriate column)
Complied

Not Complied

Remarks
(if any)

1(3)(b)(ii)

Corporate Leader who is or was a top level
executive not lower than Chief Executive
Officer or Managing Director or Deputy
Managing Director or Chief Financial
Officer or Head of Finance or Accounts or
Company Secretary or Head of Internal
Audit and Compliance or Head of Legal
Service or a candidate with equivalent
position of an unlisted company having
minimum paid-up capital of Tk. 100.00
million or of a listed company; or

1(3)(b)(iii)

Former official of government or statutory
or autonomous or regulatory body in the
position not below 5th Grade of the
national pay scale, who has at least
educational background of bachelor
degree in economics or commerce or
business or Law; or

Not
Applicable

1(3)(b)(iv)

University Teacher who has educational
background in Economics or Commerce or
Business Studies or Law; or

Not
Applicable

1(3)(b)(v)

Professional who is or was an advocate
practicing at least in the High Court
Division of Bangladesh Supreme Court or a
Chartered Accountant or Cost and
Management Accountant or Chartered
Financial Analyst or Chartered Certified
Accountant or Certified Public Accountant
or Chartered Management Accountant or
Chartered
Secretary
or
equivalent
qualification;

Not
Applicable

1(3)(c)

The independent director shall have at
least 10 (ten) years of experiences in any
field mentioned in clause (b);

1(3)(d)

In special cases, the above qualifications
or experiences may be relaxed subject to
prior approval of the Commission.

1.4

No such
approval required

Duality of Chairperson of the Board of Directors and Managing Director or Chief Executive Officer

1(4)(a)

The positions of the Chairperson of the
Board and the Managing Director (MD)
and/or Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the
company shall be filled by different
individuals;

1(4)(b)

The Managing Director (MD) and/or Chief
Executive Officer (CEO) of a listed company
shall not hold the same position in another
listed company;

1(4)(c)

The Chairperson of the Board shall be
elected from among the non-executive
directors of the company;

1(4)(d)

The Board shall clearly define respective
roles and responsibilities
of the
Chairperson and the Managing Director
and/or Chief Executive Officer;
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Condition No.

1(4)(e)

1.5

Compliance Status
(Put √ in the appropriate column)

Title

Complied

In the absence of the Chairperson of the
Board, the remaining members may elect
one of themselves from nonexecutive
directors as Chairperson for that particular
Board’s meeting; the reason of absence of
the regular Chairperson shall be duly
recorded in the minutes.

Not Complied

Remarks
(if any)

No such
incidence
arose

The Directors’ Report to Shareholders

1(5)(i)

The Board of the company shall include
the following additional statements or
disclosures in the Directors’ Report
prepared under section 184 of the
Companies Act, 1994 (Act No. XVIII of
1994):
An industry outlook and possible future
developments in the industry;

1(5)(ii)

The
segment-wise
performance;

1(5)(iii)

Risks and concerns including internal and
external
risk
factors,
threat
to
sustainability and negative impact on
environment, if any;

1(5)(iv)

A discussion on Cost of Goods sold, Gross
Profit Margin and Net Profit Margin, where
applicable;

1(5)(v)

A discussion on continuity of any
extraordinary
activities
and
their
implications (gain or loss);

1(5)(vi)

A detailed discussion on related party
transactions along with a statement
showing amount, nature of related party,
nature of transactions and basis of
transactions
of
all
related
party
transactions;

1(5)(vii)

A statement of utilization of proceeds
raised through public issues, rights issues
and/or any other instruments;

Not
Applicable

1(5)(viii)

An explanation if the financial results
deteriorate after the company goes for
Initial Public Offering (IPO), Repeat Public
Offering (RPO), Rights Share Offer, Direct
Listing, etc.;

Not
Applicable

1(5)(ix)

An explanation on any significant variance
that occurs between Quarterly Financial
performances and Annual Financial
Statements;

1(5)(x)

A statement of remuneration paid to the
directors including independent directors;

1(5)(xi)

A statement that the financial statements
prepared by the management of the issuer
company present fairly its state of affairs,
the result of its operations, cash flows and
changes in equity;

or

product-wise
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Condition No.

Title

1(5)(xii)

A statement that proper books of account
of the issuer company have been
maintained;

1(5)(xiii)

A statement that appropriate accounting
policies have been consistently applied in
preparation of the financial statements
and that the accounting estimates are
based on reasonable and prudent
judgment;

1(5)(xiv)

Compliance Status
(Put √ in the appropriate column)
Complied

Not Complied

Remarks
(if any)

A statement that International Accounting
Standards (IAS) or International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS), as applicable
in Bangladesh, have been followed in
preparation of the financial statements
and any departure there from has been
adequately disclosed;

1(5)(xv)

A statement that the system of internal
control is sound in design and has been
effectively implemented and monitored;

1(5)(xvi)

A statement that minority shareholders
have been protected from abusive actions
by, or in the interest of, controlling
shareholders acting either directly or
indirectly and have effective means of
redress;

1(5)(xvii)

A statement that there is no significant
doubt upon the issuer company’s ability to
continue as a going concern, if the issuer
company is not considered to be a going
concern, the fact along with reasons there
of shall be disclosed;

1(5)(xviii)

An explanation that significant deviations
from the last year’s operating results of the
issuer company shall be highlighted and
the reasons thereof shall be explained;

1(5)(xix)

A statement where key operating and
financial data of at least preceding 5 (five)
years shall be summarized;

1(5)(xx)

An explanation on the reasons if the issuer
company has not declared dividend (cash
or stock) for the year;

1(5)(xxi)

Board’s statement to the effect that no
bonus share or stock dividend has been or
shall be declared as interim dividend;

1(5)(xxii)

The total number of Board meetings held
during the year and attendance by each
director;

1.5(xxiii)(a)

A report on the pattern of shareholding
disclosing the aggregate number of shares
(along with name-wise details where
stated below) held by:
Parent or Subsidiary or Associated
Companies and other related parties
(name-wise details);

1.5(xxiii)(b)

Directors,
Chief
Executive
Officer,
Company Secretary, Chief Financial
Officer, Head of Internal Audit and
Compliance and their spouses and minor
children (name-wise details);

Not Applicable
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Condition No.

Title

1.5(xxiii)(c)

Executives; and

1(5)(xxiii)(d)

Shareholders holding ten percent (10%) or
more voting interest in the company
(name-wise details);

1(5)(xxiv)(a)

In case of the appointment or
reappointment of a director, a disclosure
on the following information to the
shareholders:
A brief resume of the director;

1.5(xxiv)(b)

Nature of his or her expertise in specific
functional areas; and

1(5)(xxiv)(c)

Names of companies in which the person
also holds the directorship and the
membership of committees of the Board;

1(5)(xxv)(a)

A Management’s Discussion and Analysis
signed by CEO or MD presenting detailed
analysis of the company’s position and
operations along with a brief discussion
of changes in the financial statements,
among others, focusing on:
Accounting policies and estimation for
preparation of financial statements;

1(5)(xxv)(b)

Changes in accounting policies and
estimation, if any, clearly describing the
effect on financial performance or results
and financial position as well as cash flows
in absolute figure for such changes;

1(5)(xxv)(c)

Comparative analysis (including effects of
inflation) of financial performance or
results and financial position as well as
cash flows for current financial year with
immediate preceding five years explaining
reasons thereof;

1(5)(xxv)(d)

Compare such financial performance or
results and financial position as well as
cash flows with the peer industry scenario;

1(5)(xxv)(e)

Briefly explain the financial and economic
scenario of the country and the globe;

1(5)(xxv)(f)

Risks and concerns issues related to the
financial statements, explaining such risk
and concerns mitigation plan of the
company; and

1(5)(xxv)(g)

Future plan or projection or forecast for
company’s operation, performance and
financial
position,
with
justification
thereof, i.e., actual position shall be
explained to the shareholders in the next
AGM;

1(5)(xxvi)

Declaration or certification by the CEO and
the CFO to the Board as required under
condition No. 3(3) shall be disclosed as per
Annexure-A; and

1(5)(xxvii)

Compliance Status
(Put √ in the appropriate column)
Complied

Not Complied

Remarks
(if any)

The report as well as certificate regarding
compliance of conditions of this Code as
required under condition No. 9
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Condition No.

Title

Compliance Status
(Put √ in the appropriate column)
Complied

Not Complied

Remarks
(if any)

Meetings of the Board of Directors:

1(6)

The company shall conduct its Board
meetings and record the minutes of the
meetings as well as keep required books
and records in line with the provisions of
the relevant Bangladesh Secretarial
Standards (BSS) as adopted by the
Institute of Chartered Secretaries of
Bangladesh (ICSB) in so far as those
standards are not inconsistent with any
condition of this Code.

1.7

Code of Conduct for the Chairperson, other Board members and Chief Executive Officer

1(7)(a)

The Board shall lay down a code of
conduct, based on the recommendation of
the
Nomination
and
Remuneration
Committee (NRC) at condition No. 6, for the
Chairperson of the Board, other board
members and Chief Executive Officer of the
company;

1(7)(b)

The code of conduct as determined by the
NRC shall be posted on the website of the
company
including,
among
others,
prudent
conduct
and
behavior;
confidentiality;
conflict
of
interest;
compliance
with
laws,
rules
and
regulations; prohibition of insider trading;
relationship with environment, employees,
customers
and
suppliers;
and
independency.

2.0

Governance of Board of Directors of Subsidiary Company

2(a)

2(b)

2(c)

2(d)

2(e)

Provisions relating to the composition of
the Board of the holding company shall be
made applicable to the composition of the
Board of the subsidiary company;

Not
Applicable

At least 1 (one) independent director on
the Board of the holding company shall be
a director on the Board of the subsidiary
company;

Not
Applicable

The minutes of the Board meeting of the
subsidiary company shall be placed for
review at the following Board meeting of
the holding company;

Not
Applicable

The minutes of the respective Board
meeting of the holding company shall
state that they have reviewed the affairs of
the subsidiary company also;

Not
Applicable

The Audit Committee of the holding
company shall also review the financial
statements, in particular the investments
made by the subsidiary company.

Not
Applicable
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Condition No.
3.0

Title

3(1)(a)

3(1)(b)

The positions of the Managing Director
(MD) or Chief Executive Officer (CEO),
Company Secretary (CS), Chief Financial
Officer (CFO) and Head of Internal Audit
and Compliance (HIAC) shall be filled by
different individuals;

3(1)(c)

The MD or CEO, CS, CFO and HIAC of a listed
company shall not hold any executive
position in any other company at the same
time;

3(1)(d)

The Board shall clearly define respective
roles, responsibilities and duties of the
CFO, the HIAC and the CS;

3(2)

3.3

Complied

Remarks
(if any)

Not Complied

Managing Director (MD) or Chief Executive Officer (CEO), Chief Financial Officer (CFO),
Head of Internal Audit and Compliance (HIAC) and Company Secretary (CS)
Appointment:
The Board shall appoint a Managing
Director (MD) or Chief Executive Officer
(CEO), a Company Secretary (CS), a Chief
Financial Officer (CFO) and a Head of
Internal Audit and Compliance (HIAC);

3(1)(e)

Compliance Status
(Put √ in the appropriate column)

The MD or CEO, CS, CFO and HIAC shall not
be removed from their position without
approval of the Board as well as immediate
dissemination to the Commission and stock
exchange(s).

No such
incidence arose

Requirement to attend Board of Directors’
Meetings:
The MD or CEO, CS, CFO and HIAC of the
company shall attend the meetings of the
Board:
Provided that the CS, CFO and/or the HIAC
shall not attend such part of a meeting of
the Board which involves consideration of
an agenda item relating to their personal
matters.

Duties of Managing Director (MD) or Chief Executive Officer (CEO)
and Chief Financial Officer (CFO)

3(3)(a)(i)

The MD or CEO and CFO shall certify to the
Board that they have reviewed financial
statements for the year and that to the
best of their knowledge and belief:
These statements do not contain any
materially untrue statement or omit any
material fact or contain statements that
might be misleading; and

3(3)(a)(ii)

These statements together present a true
and fair view of the company’s affairs and
are in compliance with existing accounting
standards and applicable laws;

3(3)(b)

The MD or CEO and CFO shall also certify
that there are, to the best of knowledge
and belief, no transactions entered into by
the company during the year which are
fraudulent, illegal or in violation of the
code of conduct for the company’s Board
or its members;
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Condition No.

3(3)(c)
4.0

Title

Not Complied

Remarks
(if any)

Board of Directors’ Committee

4(i)

4(ii)

Nomination and Remuneration
Committee.

Audit Committee

5(1)(a)

Responsibility to the Board of Directors:
The company shall have an Audit
Committee as a sub-committee of the
Board;

5(1)(b)

The Audit Committee shall assist the Board
in ensuring that the financial statements
reflect true and fair view of the state of
affairs of the company and in ensuring a
good monitoring system within the
business;

5(1)(c)

The Audit Committee shall be responsible
to the Board; the duties of the Audit
Committee shall be clearly set forth in
writing.

5(2)(a)

Constitution of the Audit Committee:
The Audit Committee shall be composed of
at least 3 (three) members;

5(2)(b)

Complied

The certification of the MD or CEO and CFO
shall be disclosed in the Annual Report.

For ensuring good governance in the
company, the Board shall have at least
following sub-committees:
Audit Committee; and

5.0

Compliance Status
(Put √ in the appropriate column)

The Board shall appoint members of the
Audit
Committee
who
shall
be
non-executive directors of the company
excepting Chairperson of the Board and
shall include at least 1 (one) independent
director;

5(2)(c)

All members of the audit committee
should be “financially literate” and at least
1 (one) member shall have accounting or
related
financial
management
background and 10 (ten) years of such
experience;

5(2)(d)

When the term of service of any Committee
member expires or there is any
circumstance causing any Committee
member to be unable to hold office before
expiration of the term of service, thus
making the number of the Committee
members to be lower than the prescribed
number of 3 (three) persons, the Board
shall appoint the new Committee member
to fill up the vacancy immediately or not
later than 1 (one) month from the date of
vacancy in the Committee to ensure
continuity of the performance of work of
the Audit Committee;

5(2)(e)

The company secretary shall act as the
secretary of the Committee;

No such
vacancy arose
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Condition No.

Compliance Status
(Put √ in the appropriate column)

Title

Complied

5(2)(f)

The quorum of the Audit Committee
meeting shall not constitute without at
least 1 (one) independent director.

5(3)(a)

Chairperson of the Audit Committee:
The Board shall select 1 (one) member of
the Audit Committee to be Chairperson of
the Audit Committee, who shall be an
independent director;

5(3)(b)

In the absence of the Chairperson of the
Audit Committee, the remaining members
may elect one of themselves as
Chairperson for that particular meeting, in
that case there shall be no problem of
constituting a quorum as required under
condition No. 5(4)(b) and the reason of
absence of the regular Chairperson shall
be duly recorded in the minutes.

5(3)(c)

Chairperson of the Audit Committee shall
remain present in the Annual General
Meeting (AGM):
Provided that in absence of Chairperson of
the Audit Committee, any other member
from the Audit Committee shall be
selected to be present in the annual
general meeting (AGM) and reason for
absence of the Chairperson of the Audit
Committee shall be recorded in the
minutes of the AGM.

5(4)(a)

Meeting of the Audit Committee:
The Audit Committee shall conduct at
least its four meetings in a financial year:
Provided that any emergency meeting in
addition to regular meeting may be
convened at the request of any one of the
members of the Committee;

5(4)(b)

The quorum of the meeting of the Audit
Committee shall be constituted in
presence of either two members or
two-third of the members of the Audit
Committee, whichever is higher, where
presence of an independent director is a
must.

5(5)(a)

Role of Audit Committee
The Audit Committee shall:
Oversee the financial reporting process;

5(5)(b)

Monitor choice of accounting policies and
principles;

5(5)(c)

Monitor Internal Audit and Compliance
process to ensure that it is adequately
resourced, including approval of the
Internal Audit and Compliance Plan and
review of the Internal Audit and
Compliance Report;

5(5)(d)

Oversee hiring and
external auditors;

performance

Not Complied

Remarks
(if any)

No such
incidence arose

of
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Condition No.

5(5)(e)

Title

Review along with the management, the
annual financial statements before
submission to the Board for approval;

5(5)(g)

review along with the management, the
quarterly and half yearly financial
statements before submission to the
Board for approval;

5(5)(h)

Review the adequacy of internal audit
function;

5(5)(i)

Review the Management’s Discussion and
Analysis before disclosing in the Annual
Report;

5(5)(j)

Review statement of all related party
transactions
submitted
by
the
management;

5(5)(k)

Review Management Letters or Letter of
Internal Control weakness issued by
statutory auditors;

5(5)(l)

Oversee the determination of audit fees
based on scope and magnitude, level of
expertise deployed and time required for
effective
audit
and
evaluate
the
performance of external auditors; and

5(5)(m)

5(5)(m) Oversee whether the proceeds
raised through Initial Public Offering
(IPO) or Repeat Public Offering (RPO) or
Rights Share Offer have been utilized as
per the purposes stated in relevant offer
document or prospectus approved by the
Commission:
Provided that the management shall
disclose to the Audit Committee about the
uses or applications of the proceeds by
major category (capital expenditure, sales
and marketing expenses, working capital,
etc.), on a quarterly basis, as a part of their
quarterly declaration of financial results:
Provided further that on an annual basis,
the company shall prepare a statement of
the proceeds utilized for the purposes
other than those stated in the offer
document or prospectus for publication in
the Annual Report along with the
comments of the Audit Committee.

5(6)(a)(i)

Complied

Not Complied

Remarks
(if any)

Hold meeting with the external or statutory
auditors for review of the annual financial
statements before submission to the Board
for approval or adoption;

5(5)(f)

5.6

Compliance Status
(Put √ in the appropriate column)

Not
Applicable

Reporting of the Audit Committee
Reporting to the Board of Directors:
The Audit Committee shall report on its
activities to the Board;
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Compliance Status
(Put √ in the appropriate column)

Remarks
(if any)

Condition No.

Title

5(6)(a)(ii)(a)

The Audit Committee shall immediately
report to the Board on the following
findings, if any:
Report on conflicts of interests;

No such
incidence arose

Suspected
or
presumed
fraud
or
irregularity or material defect identified in
the internal audit and compliance process
or in the financial statements;

No such
incidence arose

5(6)(a)(ii)(b)

Complied

Not Complied

5(6)(a)(ii)(c)

Suspected
infringement
regulatory
compliances
securities related laws,
regulations; and

of
laws,
including
rules and

No such
incidence arose

5(6)(a)(ii)(d)

Any other matter which the Audit
Committee deems necessary shall be
disclosed to the Board immediately;

No such
incidence arose

5(6)(b)

5(7)

6(1)(a)

Reporting to the Authorities:
If the Audit Committee has reported to the
Board about anything which has material
impact on the financial condition and
results of operation and has discussed
with the Board and the management that
any rectification is necessary and if the
Audit
Committee
finds
that
such
rectification has been unreasonably
ignored, the Audit Committee shall report
such finding to the Commission, upon
reporting of such matters to the Board for
three times or completion of a period of 6
(six) months from the date of first
reporting to the Board, whichever is
earlier.

No such
incidence arose

Reporting to the Shareholders and
General Investors:
Report on activities carried out by the Audit
Committee, including any report made to
the Board under condition No. 5(6)(a)(ii)
above during the year, shall be signed by
the Chairperson of the Audit Committee
and disclosed in the annual report of the
issuer company.
Nomination
and
Remuneration
Committee (NRC).
Responsibility to the Board of Directors:
The company shall have a Nomination and
Remuneration Committee (NRC) as a
sub-committee of the Board;

6(1)(b)

The NRC shall assist the Board in
formulation of the nomination criteria or
policy for determining qualifications,
positive attributes, experiences and
independence of directors and top level
executive as well as a policy for formal
process of considering remuneration of
directors, top level executive;

6(1)(c)

The Terms of Reference (ToR) of the NRC
shall be clearly set forth in writing covering
the areas stated at the condition No. 6(5)
(b).
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Condition No.

Title

6(2)(a)

Constitution of the NRC:
The Committee shall comprise of at least
three members including an independent
director;

6(2)(b)

All members of the Committee shall be
non-executive directors;

6(2)(c)

Members of the Committee shall be
nominated and appointed by the Board;

6(2)(d)

The Board shall have authority to remove
and appoint any member of the
Committee;

Compliance Status
(Put √ in the appropriate column)
Complied

Not Complied

Remarks
(if any)

In
case
of
death,
resignation,
disqualification, or removal of any
member of the Committee or in any other
cases of vacancies, the board shall fill the
vacancy within 180 (one hundred eighty)
days of occurring such vacancy in the
Committee;

No such
vacancy arose

6(2)(f)

The Chairperson of the Committee may
appoint or co-opt any external expert
and/or member(s) of staff to the
Committee as advisor who shall be
non-voting member, if the Chairperson
feels that advice or suggestion from such
external expert and/or member(s) of staff
shall be required or valuable for the
Committee;

No such
appointment/
co-opt required

6(2)(g)

The company secretary shall act as the
secretary of the Committee;

6(2)(h)

The quorum of the NRC meeting shall not
constitute without attendance of at least
an independent director;

6(2)(i)

No member of the NRC shall receive, either
directly or indirectly, any remuneration for
any advisory or consultancy role or
otherwise, other than Director’s fees or
honorarium from the company.

6(2)(e)

6(3)(a)

6(3)(b)

6(3)(c)

Chairperson of the NRC:
The Board shall select 1 (one) member of
the NRC to be Chairperson of the
Committee, who shall be an independent
director;
In the absence of the Chairperson of the
NRC, the remaining members may elect
one of themselves as Chairperson for that
particular meeting, the reason of absence
of the regular Chairperson shall be duly
recorded in the minutes;

No such
incidence arose

The Chairperson of the NRC shall attend
the annual general meeting (AGM) to
answer the queries of the shareholders:
Provided that in absence of Chairperson of
the NRC, any other member from the NRC
shall be selected to be present in the
annual general meeting (AGM) for
answering the shareholder’s queries and
reason for absence of the Chairperson of
the NRC shall be recorded in the minutes of
the AGM.
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Condition No.

Title

6(4)(a)

Meeting of the NRC:
The NRC shall conduct at least one meeting
in a financial year;

6(4)(b)

The Chairperson of the NRC may convene
any emergency meeting upon request by
any member of the NRC;

6(4)(c)

The quorum of the meeting of the NRC shall
be constituted in presence of either two
members or two third of the members of the
Committee, whichever is higher, where
presence of an independent director is must
as required under condition No. 6(2)(h);

6(4)(d)

6(5)(a)

6(5)(b)(i)(a)

6(5)(b)(i)(b)

Compliance Status
(Put √ in the appropriate column)
Complied

Not Complied

Remarks
(if any)

No such
incidence arose

The proceedings of each meeting of the
NRC shall duly be recorded in the minutes
and such minutes shall be confirmed in the
next meeting of the NRC.
Role of the NRC:
NRC shall be independent and responsible
or accountable to the Board and to the
Shareholders
Formulating the criteria for determining
qualifications, positive attributes and
independence
of
a
director
and
recommend a policy to the Board,
relating to the remuneration of the
directors, top level executive, considering
the following:
The
level
and
composition
of
remuneration is reasonable and sufficient
to attract, retain and motivate suitable
directors to run the company successfully;
The relationship of remuneration to
performance
is
clear
and
meets
appropriate performance benchmarks;
and

6(5)(b)(i)(c)

Remuneration to directors, top level
executive involves a balance between fixed
and incentive pay reflecting short and
long-term
performance
objectives
appropriate to the working of the company
and its goals;

6(5)(b)(ii)

Devising a policy on Board’s diversity
taking into consideration age, gender,
experience,
ethnicity,
educational
background and nationality;

6(5)(b)(iii)

Identifying persons who are qualified to
become directors and who may be
appointed in top level executive position in
accordance with the criteria laid down,
and recommend their appointment and
removal to the Board;

6(5)(b)(iv)

Formulating the criteria for evaluation of
performance of independent directors and
the Board;

6(5)(b)(v)

Identifying the company’s needs for
employees at different levels and
determine their selection, transfer or
replacement and promotion criteria; and
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Condition No.

6(5)(b)(vi)

6(5)(c)

7.0

7(1)(i)

Title

Not Complied

Remarks
(if any)

The
company
shall
disclose
the
nomination and remuneration policy and
the evaluation criteria and activities of NRC
during the year at a glance in its annual
report.

External or Statutory Auditors
The issuer company shall not engage its
external or statutory auditors to perform
the following services of the company,
namely:Appraisal or valuation services or fairness
opinions;

Financial information systems design and
implementation;

7(1)(iii)

Book-keeping or other services related to
the
accountingrecords
or
financial
statements;

7(1)(iv)

Broker-dealer services;

7(1)(v)

Actuarial services;

7(1)(vi)

Internal audit services or special audit
services;

7(1)(vii)

Any service that the Audit Committee
determines;

7(1)(viii)

Audit or certification services on compliance
of corporate governance;

7(1)(ix)

Any other service that creates conflict of
interest.

7(3)

Complied

Developing, recommending and reviewing
annually the company’s human resources
and training policies;

7(1)(ii)

7(2)

Compliance Status
(Put √ in the appropriate column)

No partner or employees of the external
audit firms shall possess any share of the
company they audit at least during the
tenure of their audit assignment of that
company; his or her family members also
shall not hold any shares in the said
company:
Provided that spouse, son, daughter,
father, mother, brother, sister, son-in-law
and daughter-in-law shall be considered
as family members.
Representative of external or statutory
auditors shall remain present in the
Shareholders’ Meeting (Annual General
Meeting or Extraordinary General Meeting)
to answer the queries of the shareholders.
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Condition No.

Title

8.0

Maintaining a website by the Company

8(1)

The company shall have an official website
linked with the website of the stock
exchange.

8(2)

8(3)

9.0

Compliance Status
(Put √ in the appropriate column)
Complied

Not Complied

Remarks
(if any)

The company shall keep the website
functional from the date of listing.
The company shall make available the
detailed disclosures on its website as
required under the listing regulations of
the concerned stock exchange(s).

Reporting and Compliance of Corporate Governance

9(1)

The company shall obtain a certificate
from a practicing Professional Accountant
or Secretary (Chartered Accountant or Cost
and
Management
Accountant
or
Chartered Secretary) other than its
statutory auditors or audit firm on yearly
basis regarding compliance of conditions
of Corporate Governance Code of the
Commission and shall such certificate
shall be disclosed in the Annual Report.

9(2)

The professional who will provide the
certificate on compliance of this Corporate
Governance Code shall be appointed by
the shareholders in the annual general
meeting.

9(3)

The directors of the company shall state, in
accordance with the Annexure-C attached,
in the directors’ report whether the
company has complied with these
conditions or not.
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CEO and CFO’s Certification
Annexure V

Unilever Consumer Care Limited
Declaration by CEO and CFO
As per condition No. 1(5)(XXVI) of CGC

25 February 2021
The Board of Directors
Unilever Consumer Care Limited
House: 2A, Road:138, Gulshan-1, Dhaka.
Subject: Declaration on Financial Statements for the year ended on 31 December 2020.
Dear Sirs,
Pursuant to the condition No. 1(5)(xxvi) imposed vide the Commission’s Notification No.
BSEC/CMRRCD/2006-158/207/Admin/80, Dated 3 June 2018 under section 2CC of the Securities
and Exchange Ordinance, 1969, we do hereby declare that:
(1) The Financial Statements of Unilever Consumer Care Limited for the year ended on 31
December 2020 have been prepared in compliance with International Accounting Standards
(IAS) or International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), as applicable in the Bangladesh
and any departure there from has been adequately disclosed;
(2) The estimates and judgments related to the financial statements were made on a prudent
and reasonable basis, in order for the financial statements to reveal a true and fair view;
(3) The form and substance of transactions and the Company’s state of affairs have been
reasonably and fairly presented in its financial statements;
(4) To ensure above, the Company has taken proper and adequate care in installing a system
of internal control and maintenance of accounting records;
(5) Our internal auditors have conducted periodic audits to provide reasonable assurance that
the established policies and procedures of the Company were consistently followed; and
(6) The management’s use of the going concern basis of accounting in preparing the financial
statements is appropriate and there exists no material uncertainty related to events or
conditions that may cast significant doubt on the Company’s ability to continue as a going
concern.
In this regard, we also certify that :(i) We have reviewed the financial statements for the year ended on 31 December 2020 and
that to the best of our knowledge and belief:
(a) these statements do not contain any materially untrue statement or omit any material
fact or contain statements that might be misleading;
(b) these statements collectively present true and fair view of the Company’s affairs and
are in compliance with existing accounting standards and applicable laws.
(ii) There are, to the best of knowledge and belief, no transactions entered into by the
Company during the year which are fraudulent, illegal or in violation of the code of conduct for
the Company’s Board of Directors or its members.
Sincerely yours,

Khan Salahuddin Mohammad Minhaj
Managing Director and CEO

Hasnain Thoufiq Ahmed
Finance Director and CFO
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Preparing
everyone for
creating true
impact among
communities
Our strategy is doing well by doing good and that requires
collective effort. As communities evolve into more complex
and diversified ecosystems of different generations, economic
backgrounds, and culture, it is more important now than ever
before to prepare ourselves and our customers to make a
sustainable impact.
Through our purpose-led brands, we have developed a
partnership and taken initiative to make sustainable change.
In the coming year, we will continue to raise awareness on
important nutrition and social issues that will help our
customers lead a better and healthier life.

Glimpses of Extraordinary General Meeting
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Independent Auditor's Report to the Shareholders
Statement of Financial Position
Statement of Profit and Loss
Statement of Changes in Equity
Statement of Cash Flows
Notes to the Financial Statements
Proxy Form

Independent Auditors’ Report
To the Shareholders of Unilever Consumer Care Limited
Report on the audit of Financial Statements
Opinion
We have audited the financial statements of Unilever Consumer Care Limited (the Company), which comprise the statement
of financial position as at 31 December 2020, statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive income, statement of
changes in equity and statement of cash flows for the year then ended, and notes to the financial statements including a
summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory information.
In our opinion the accompanying financial statements give a true and fair view of the state of Company’s affairs in all
material respects of the financial position of the Company as at 31 December 2020, its financial performance and its cash
flows for the year then ended in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), International
Accounting Standards (IAS) as adopted in Bangladesh by the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Bangladesh (ICAB),
Companies Act (#18) 1994, Bangladesh Securities & Exchange Rules 1987, and Other rules and regulations applicable for
this Company in Bangladesh.

Basis for opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standard on Auditing (ISAs) as adopted by the Institute of
Chartered Accountants of Bangladesh (ICAB). Our responsibilities under those standards are further described in “Auditors’
responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements” section of our report.
We believe that, the audit evidence we have obtained are sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinion.

Independence
We are independent of the Company in accordance with the International Ethics Standards Board for Accountants’ Code of
Ethics for Professional Accountants (IESBA Code) together with the ethical requirements that are relevant to our audit of the
financial statements in Bangladesh, and we have fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with these
requirements and the IESBA Code.
To the best of our knowledge and belief, we declare that, non-audit services as prohibited by the ethical requirements were
not provided by us to the Company.

Key Audit Matters
Key matters are those matters that, in our professional judgments, were of most significant in the audit of the Company’s
financial statements of the current period. Figures appearing in this report has been rounded off to nearest thousand (Taka).
These matters and any comments we make on the result of our procedure thereon, were addressed in the context of our
audit of the financial statements as a whole, and in forming our opinion thereon, and we do not provide a separate opinion
of these matters. This is not a complete list of all risks identified by our audit.
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Our response to the Key Audit Matters

Key Audit Matters

Transfer of SETFIRST Shares to Unilever Overseas Holdings B.V ( See Note no 1.04 to the financial statements)
SETFIRST Limited (Setfirst) majority shareholder (81.98%) of
the Company informed on 03 December 2018 about their
intention to sell its entire shareholdings in the Company’s
9,875,144 shares (the "Sale Shares") to Uniliver N.V
(Purchaser). The Company informed by issuing a Price
Sensitive Information (PSI) on 22 March 2020 that the
designated Purchaser of the “Sale Shares” changed from
Unilever N.V to Unilever Overseas Holding B.V. The "Sale
Shares" was conducted at prevailing market price (In the
Block market) in compliance of BSEC Order No.
BSEC/CMRRCD/2001-07/04 dated 19 March, 2020 through
Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSE) within 30 working days as per
Rule-4 of the BSEC (Substantial Acquisition of shares and
Takeovers), Rules, 2018.The Board of Directors of the
Company were informed vide a notification letter dated 24
June 2020 that the "Sale Shares" conditions have been
fulfilled between Unilever Overseas Holding B.V and
Setfirst. And this transaction has been approved by the
Board of Directors of Setfirst. The Sale Shares occurred on
28 June 2020 by the City Brokerage Limited who was the
common broker for both parties. The transactional amount
was deposited in Non-resident Investors Taka Account
(NITA) at Standard Chartered Bank which was open in
accordance with Foreign Exchange Regulation Act, 1947.
Further the transactional amount was remitted to SETFIRST
Limited after receiving the Bangladesh Bank's approval as
per Foreign Exchange Regulation Act, 1947. They also got
special exemption for the tax payable on Capital gain on
sale transaction from NBR vide Circular No08.01.0000.045.10.2019.07.09/203 dated 01 January 2020
under Double Taxation Avoidance Agreement (DTAA).

Our audit procedures included, among others, considering
the different types of risk associated with the share
transactions:
•

•

•
•

•

We have obtained and verified the relevant
documents that were produced to us by the
management.
We have assessed the appropriateness of the
procedure that were followed by the company as
prescribed by Regulatory authority.
We have also obtained the Tax exemption circular
issued for this sale transaction.
We have received the City Brokerage House’s
statement regarding the amount of Sale
transaction.
We have obtained the No Objection Certificate
(NOC) from GSK PLC regarding using Trademarks.

Moreover, the GSK Group companies certified that they
have no objection to Unilever PLC utilizing all rights, title
and interest deriving from the Trademarks and Unilever
PLC is free to deal in the Trademarks freely without any
restriction.

Changes of Name ( See Note no 1.05 to the financial statements)
On 30 June 2020, the newly appointed Board changed the
name of the Company from "GlaxoSmithKline Bangladesh
Limited" to "Unilever Consumer Care Limited" subject to
obtaining approval from RJSC as per section 11 of the
Companies Act, 1994, members' approval in EGM and other
applicable regulatory approval. They received the name
clearance certificate on 08 August 2020 following all the
rules and regulations.

We understand the company followed proper procedure
and we have carried out the following exercise:
•
Obtained the EGM minute copy.
•
Examined the application that was sent to RJSC.
Verified and documented the name clearance
•
certificate.

Discontinued operation ( See Note no 43 to the financial statements)
During the year, the company discontinued its operation
on Oral Health Care products which consists of Sensodyne
paste, brush due to change in Ownership from SETFIRST
Limited to Unilever Holding B.V.

We have obtained and evaluated the overall procedure of
the discontinued operation.
We also obtained resolution of the board approving
business discontinuation.
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Revenue Recognition ( See Note no 24 to the financial statements)

At year end the Company reported total revenue of Tk.
3,468,984
Revenue is measured net of discounts, commissions and
rebates earned by the customers on the Company’s sales.
Within a number of the Company’s markets, the estimation
of discounts, incentives and rebates recognised based on
sales made during the year is material and considered to
be complex and judgmental. Therefore, there is a risk of
revenue being misstated as a result of faulty estimations
over discounts, incentives and rebates.
There is also a risk that revenue may be overstated due to
fraud through manipulation of the discounts, incentives
and rebates recognised resulting from the pressure of local
management may feel to achieve performance targets.

We have tested the design and operating effectiveness of
key controls focusing on the following:
•
Calculation of discounts, incentives and rebates;
Segregation of duties in invoice creation and
•
modification; and
•
Timing of revenue recognition.
Our substantive procedures in relation to the revenue
recognition comprises the following:
Obtaining supporting documentation for sales
•
transactions recorded either side of year end as well as
credit notes issued after the year end date to determine
whether revenue was recognised in the correct period;
•
Within a number of the Group’s markets, comparing
current year rebate accruals to the prior year and,
where relevant, completing further inquiries and
testing.
•
Agreeing a sample of claims and rebate accruals to
supporting documentation;
•
Critically assessing manual journals posted to revenue
to identify unusual or irregular items; and
•
Finally assessed the appropriateness and presentation
of disclosures against relevant accounting standards.

Implementation of IFRS 16-Lease ( See Note no 5 to the financial statements)

IFRS 16 – Leases’ becomes effective for annual reporting
beginning on or after 1 January 2019 which replaces the
existing standard IAS 17. The Company decided to adopt
the prospective approach for the transition accounting as
they did not have any lease prior to October 2020. The
application of the new lease standard resulted in the
recognition, for the 01 October 2020 opening balance
sheet, of right of use of asset of TK.313,088 and an increase
in lease liabilities of TK. 313,088.

Our audit procedures included the following:
1. Obtained and read the accounting policy for compliance
with IFRS 16
2. Obtained listing of all contracts from the management
and tested the contracts on a sample basis for impact under
IFRS 16. In respect of the contracts selected for testing:
•

We considered the implementation of IFRS 16 Leases as a
key audit matter, since the balances recorded are material,
management had to apply several judgments and
estimates such as lease term, discount rates,
measurement basis among others and undertake a
significant data extraction exercise to summaries the lease
data for input into their lease calculation model.

•
•

Obtained and read bank borrowing rates
correspondences.
Tested the assumptions used in the calculation
model for the sample contracts selected for testing
Performed test of details on a sample basis on
different categories of lease for valuation of the
right of use of asset and lease liability

•
3. Assessed the disclosures within the financial statements.
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Valuation of Inventory ( See Note no 8 to the financial statements)
The Company had inventory of Tk.390,329 at 31 December
2020, held in factory and 6 depots situated at Gazipur,
Bogura, Chattogram, Barisal, Khulna and Sylhet.
Inventories are valued at the lower of cost or net realizable
value. As a result, the management apply judgment in
determining the appropriate values for slow-moving or
obsolete items.

We challenged the appropriateness of management’s
assumptions applied in calculating the value of the
inventory provisions by:
•
evaluating the design and implementation of key
inventory controls operating across the Company,
including those at a sample of distribution centers and
warehouses;
•
attending inventory counts and reconciling the count
results to the inventory listings to test the completeness
of data;
•
comparing the net realizable value, obtained through a
detailed review of sales subsequent to the year-end, to
the cost price of a sample of inventories and
comparison to the associated provision to assess
whether inventory provisions are complete;
•
reviewing the historical accuracy of inventory
provisioning, and the level of inventory write-offs during
the year; and
•
challenging the completeness of inventory provisions
through assessing actual and forecast sales of
inventory lines to assess whether provisions for slowmoving/obsolete stock are valid and complete.

Payment of Technical Assistance Fees, Trademark and Technology Fees
(See Note no 28.3 to the financial statements)
Due to changes in the ownership, the company needed to
pay Technology Fees, Trademark & Technical Assistance
Fee on Turnover effective from November 2020.
The agreement was made between the company and the
following parties:
•
Unilever Europe Business Center B.V for Technical
Assistance Fee
•
Unilever PLC, UK for Trademark
•
Unilever PLC, UK for Technology

Our audit procedure includes:
•
Obtained copy of the agreement from the company.
•
Recalculated the provision made for Technology,
Trademark and Technical Assistance fee
•
Obtained the Board approval
•
Ensuring that the payment will be made on quarterly
basis through banking channel.

Measurement of deferred tax assets ( See Note no 7 to the financial statements)
The Company reported net deferred tax assets totaling Tk.
29,466 as at 31 December 2020.
Significant judgment is required in relation to deferred tax
assets as their recoverability is dependent on forecasts of
future profitability over a number of years.

We obtained an understanding, evaluated the design and
tested the operational effectiveness of the Company’s key
controls over the recognition and measurement of deferred
tax assets.
We obtained Company’s Tax Department’s opinion to assess
key assumptions, controls, recognition and measurement of
deferred tax assets.
We also assessed the appropriateness of presentation of
disclosures against IAS 12 Income Tax.
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Claims, Litigations and Contingent Liabilities ( See Note no 22 to the financial statements)

Contingent liability is a possible obligation that arises from
past events and whose existence will be confirmed only by
the occurrence or non-occurrence of one or more uncertain
future events not wholly within the control of the Company.
The Company has several legal proceedings, claims and
government investigations and inquiries pending that
expose the Company to significant litigation and similar
risks arising from disputes and regulatory proceedings.
Such matters are subject to many uncertainties and the
outcome may be difficult to predict. The significant
contingent liabilities are as follows:
•

We enquired to those charged with governance to obtain
their view on the status of all significant litigation and
regulatory matters.
We enquired of the Company’s internal legal counsel for all
significant litigation and regulatory matters and inspected
internal notes and reports. We also received formal
confirmations from external counsel.

Counter Guarantee of BDT 583,000 was issued
by the Company to the banks against the Bank
Guarantees issued by those banks to 3 rd parties.

•

There is an Excise Duty claim for BDT 873,000
from respective authority on sale of certain
quantity of Mycil powder affected after 10 September 1981 and the case is presently pending with the
Honorable High Court Division of the Supreme Court
of Bangladesh.

•

The Income Tax authority issued Total demand of
Tk.16,052, for the assessment year 2005-2006 and
assessment year 2006-2007. The Company is
contesting against the verdict of the Taxes Appellate
Tribunal and submitted reference application before
the Honorable High Court Division of the Supreme
Court of Bangladesh.
The VAT authority issued Total demand of Tk 60,823 for
the assessment year 2010-2011.

•

We obtained an understanding, evaluated the design and
tested the operational effectiveness of the Company’s key
controls over the legal provision and contingencies process.

Management’s responsibilities for other information
Management is responsible for the other information. The other information comprises the information in Director’s report
included in the annual report but does not include in the financial statements and our auditors’ report thereon.
Our opinion on the financial statements does not cover the other information and we do not and will not express any form
of assurance, conclusion thereon.

Responsibilities of management and those charged with governance
for the preparation of the financial statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in accordance with
applicable IFRSs and IASs, The Companies Act (#18) 1994, The Bangladesh Securities & Exchange Rules 1987 and other
applicable laws and regulations. This responsibility includes designing, implementing and maintaining internal control
relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements that are free from material misstatement,
whether due to fraud or error; selecting and applying appropriate accounting policies and making accounting estimates
that are reasonable in the circumstances.
In preparing the financial statements, management is responsible for assessing the Company’s ability to continue as a
going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting
unless management either intends to liquidate the Company or to cease operations, or has no realistic alternative but to do
so.
Those charged with governance are responsible for overseeing the Company’s financial reporting process.
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Auditors’ responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (ISA) as adopted by the Institute of
Chartered Accountants of Bangladesh (ICAB). Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the
financial statements as a whole are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditors’
report that includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance but is not a guarantee that an audit
conducted in accordance with ISAs will always detect a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from
fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to
influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these financial statements.
As a part of an audit in accordance with ISAs, we exercise professional judgment and maintain professional skepticism
throughout the audit, we also:


Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error,
design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and
appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risks of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from
fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions,
misrepresentations, or the override of internal control.



Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures that are
appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purposes of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the
Company’s internal control.



Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting polices used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates and
related disclosures made by management.



Conclude on the appropriateness of management’s use of the going concern basis of accounting and, based on
the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists relating to events or conditions that may cast
significant doubt on the Company’s ability to continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material
uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in our auditors’ report to the related disclosures in the
financial statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on
the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our auditors’ report. However, future events or conditions may
cause the Company to cease to continue as a going concern.



Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements, including the disclosures
and whether the financial statements represent the underlying transactions and events in a manner that
achieves fair presentation.

We communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and timing of
the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control that we identify during our
audit.
We also provide those charged with governance with a statement that we have complied with relevant ethical requirements
regarding independence, and to communicate with them all relationships and other matters that may reasonably be
thought to bear on our independence, and where applicable, related safeguards.
From the matters communicated with those charged with governance, we determine those matters that were of most
significance in the audit of the financial statements of the current period and are therefore the key audit matters. We
describe these matters in our auditors’ report unless law or regulation precludes public disclosure about the matters or
when, in extremely rare circumstances, we determine that a matter should not be communicated in our report because the
adverse consequences of doing so would reasonably be expected to outweigh the public interest benefits of such
communication.
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Report on other legal and regulatory requirements
In accordance with the Companies Act (#18) 1994 and the Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Rules 1987 and relevant
notification issued by Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission, we also report the following:
a.

We have obtained all the information and explanations which to the best of our knowledge and belief were
necessary for the purposes of our audit and made due verification thereof;

b.

In our opinion, proper books of account as required by law have been kept by the Company so far as it appeared
from our examination of these books;

c.

The statement of financial position and statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive income, statement of
cash flows and statement of changes in equity dealt with by the report are in agreement with the books of account
and returns; and

d.

The expenditure incurred was for the purposes of the Company’s business.

Dhaka, 02 March, 2021

Hoda Vasi Chowdhury & Co
Chartered Accountants
DVC: 2103020137AS793927
Signed by:
Showkat Hossain, FCA (0137)
Senior Partner
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Unilever Consumer Care Limited
Statement of Financial Position
As at 31 December 2020

Taka in '000
Note(s)

At 31 December
2020

ASSETS
Non-current assets
Property, plant and equipment
Right-of-use asset
Intangible assets
Deferred tax asset
Retirement benefit assets (pension fund)

4
5
6
7
18

Total Non-current assets

2019

83,509
287,777
29,466
-

100,707
14,028
40,451
3,464

400,752

158,650

Current assets
Inventories
Trade and other receivables
Intercompany receivables
Advances, deposits and prepayments
Cash and cash equivalents
Current tax asset

8
9
10
11
12
15

390,329
52,934
28,318
30,950
3,697,148
-

11,501
492,456
833
28,836
3,796,022
17,335

Current assets - discontinued operation (Pharmaceuticals)

44

-

3,117

4,199,679

4,350,100

4,600,431

4,508,750

120,465
1,352,252
5,000
4,831
166

120,465
1,461,383
5,000
4,831
166

1,482,714

1,591,845

226,307
226,307

-

2,604,668
138,432
69,219
10,434
68,657
-

2,794,078
30,210
10,140
82,477

2,891,410

2,916,905

Total liabilities

3,117,717

2,916,905

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

4,600,431

4,508,750

TOTAL ASSETS
EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Equity attributable to the Company's equity holders
Share capital
Retained earnings
General reserve
Revaluation reserve
Capital reserve

19
21
20.1
20.2

Total equity
LIABILITIES
Non-current liabilities
Lease liability-Non current portion

17

Current liabilities
Trade and other payables
Intercompany payables
Current tax liabilities
Unclaimed dividend payable
Lease liability-Current Portion
Liabilities - discontinued operation (Pharmaceuticals)

13
14
15
16.2
17
44

Contingent Liabilities

22

78,331

78,341

Commitments

23

400,496

35,368

Net Assets Value (NAV) per Share

42

123.08

132.14

These financial statements should be read in conjunction with the annexed notes 01 to 51 and were approved by the Board of Directors on February 28,
2021 and were signed on its behalf by:

Company Secretary

Director

Managing Director

Signed in terms of our separate report of even date annexed
Hoda Vasi Chowdhury & Co
Chartered Accountants
DVC: 2103020137AS793927
Signed By:

Dhaka, March 02, 2021

Showkat Hossain, FCA (0137)
Senior Partner
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Unilever Consumer Care Limited

Statement of Profit or Loss and Other Comprehensive Income
For the year ended 31 December 2020

Taka in '000
Note(s)
Continuing Operation
Revenue
Cost of sales
Gross Profit

Operating Expenses
Selling and distribution expenses
Administrative expenses
Other (expense) / income

3,468,984
(1,876,375)
1,592,609

4,041,780
(1,810,943)
2,230,837

26
27
28

(754,984)
(250,977)
(51,296)

(860,643)
(292,344)
(7,182)

(1,057,257)

(1,160,169)

535,352
174,819
(6,792)
703,379
(36,791)
666,588
(169,702)
496,886

1,070,668
168,653
(230)
1,239,091
(60,401)
1,178,690
(161,893)
1,016,797

32,446
-

73,868
(104,930)

529,332

985,735

-

(9,512)
(9,512)

529,332

976,223

433,923
95,409
529,332

808,062
177,673
985,735

29
30
31
33

Profit/(Loss) from discontinued operation (Oral Health Care)
Profit/(Loss) from discontinued operation (Pharmaceuticals)

43
44

Profit after tax
Other comprehensive income net of tax
Re-measurement of pension fund gain/(loss)
Total other comprehensive income net of tax for the year

18.2

Total comprehensive income for the year
Profit for the year attributable to
Setfirst Limited, UK
Unilever Overseas Holdings B.V, UK
Non-Controlling Interest

2019
(Restated)

24
25

Total
Profit from operations
Finance income
Finance expense
Profit before WPPF & taxation
Contribution to WPPF
Profit before tax
Income tax expenses
Profit from continuing operations

2020

19.6

Earning per share for profit from continuing operation
Basic Earnings per Share (EPS)

39

41.25

84.41

Earning per share for overall profit attributable to ordinary
equity holders of the company
Basic Earnings per Share (EPS)

41

43.94

81.83

These financial statements should be read in conjunction with the annexed notes 01 to 51 and were approved by the Board of Directors on February 28,
2021 and were signed on its behalf by:

Company Secretary

Director

Managing Director

Signed in terms of our separate report of even date annexed
Hoda Vasi Chowdhury & Co
Chartered Accountants
DVC: 2103020137AS793927
Signed By:

Dhaka, March 02, 2021

Showkat Hossain, FCA (0137)
Senior Partner
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120,465

4,831

4,831

166

166

166

5,000

5,000

5,000

5,000

General
Reserves
1,123,623

Retained
Earnings

1,352,252

(638,463)

529,332

1,461,383

1,461,383

(638,463)

Company Secretary

Director

Managing Director

1,482,714

(638,463)

-

529,332

1,591,845

1,591,845

(638,463)

(9,512)

985,735

1,254,085

Total
equity

Taka in '000

These financial statements should be read in conjunction with the annexed notes 01 to 51 and were approved by the Board of Directors on February 28, 2021 and were signed on its
behalf by:

Balance at 31 December 2020

Cash dividend for 2019

Other comprehensive income
16.1

120,465

Balance at 01 January 2020

Net profit after tax

120,465

Balance at 31 December 2019

Cash dividend for 2018

4,831

166

Capital
Reserves

(9,512)

4,831

Revaluation
Reserves

Other comprehensive income

120,465

Share
Capital

985,735
16.1

Note(s)

Net profit after tax

Balance at 01 January 2019

Particulars

Statement of Changes in Equity
For the year ended 31 December 2020

Unilever Consumer Care Limited

Unilever Consumer Care Limited
Statement of Cash Flows
For the year ended 31 December 2020

Taka in '000

Note(s)
Cash flows from operating activities
Cash receipts from customers
Payment for cost and expenses
Other income

2020

2019

4,077,454
(3,708,924)
(9,065)

4,678,675
(3,752,570)
4,626

359,465
271,564
(358)
(72,163)
199,043

930,731
86,343
(230)
(19,628)
66,485

Cash generated from operations
Interest received
Interest paid on lease
Income tax paid

30
15

Net cash provided by operating activities (A)

37

558,508

997,216

Cash flows from investing activities
Acquisition of property, plant & equipment
Sales proceed of property, plant & equipment

4
4.4

4,475

(18,726)
38,360

4,475

19,634

(638,169)
(24,558)

(637,773)
(3,113)

(662,727)

(640,886)

Net cash from in investing activities (B)

Cash flows from financing activities
Dividend paid
Lease liabilities paid-Principle

16.3
17

Net cash used by financing activities (C)

Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash equivalents D (A+B+C)
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of the year (E)
Effect in foreign exchange rate on cash & cash equivalent (F)

28.2.1

Cash and cash equivalents at end of the year (D+E+F)
Represented by
Term deposits
Cash in transit
Current account with scheduled commercial banks

(99,744)

375,964

3,796,022
870

3,419,507
551

3,697,148

3,796,022

3,050,000
647,148

3,200,000
5,481
590,541

3,697,148

3,796,022

46.36

82.78

12

Net Operating Cash Flows Per Share (NOCFPS)

38

These financial statements should be read in conjunction with the annexed notes 01 to 51 and were approved by the Board of Directors on February 28,
2021 and were signed on its behalf by:

Company Secretary

Director

Managing Director
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Unilever Consumer Care Limited
Notes to the Financial Statements
As at and for the year ended 31 December 2020

1

The Company and its nature of business

1.01

The Company
Unilever Consumer Care Limited (previously known as GlaxoSmithKline Bangladesh Limited) (the Company) was
incorporated on 25 February 1974 as a public limited company and is listed with Dhaka Stock Exchange Limited.
On 30 June 2020, 81.98% of shares of the Company was acquired by Unilever Overseas Holdings BV, UK as part of
the Share Purchase Agreement signed between SETFIRST Limited and Unilever NV (Unilever NV nominated
Unilever Overseas Holdings BV, UK as buyer of the shares). Consequently, the Company become a subsidiary of
Unilever Overseas Holdings BV, UK. Based on the Board Resolution dated 16 August 2020, the name of the
Company was changed to Unilever Consumer Care Limited.

1.02

Registered office
The address of the Company's registered office is Fouzderhat Industrial Area, North Kattali, P.O Box No. 53.
Chattogram-4217, Bangladesh.

1.03

Nature of business
The principal activities of the Company include manufacturing and marketing of consumer healthcare products
including Health Food Drink and Glucose Powder. Health Food Drink and Glucose Powder are manufactured in
Bangladesh through third party under contract exclusively working for the Company. The business of Oral Health
Care has been discontinued since 30 June 2020.

1.04

Sale of majority shares
SETFIRST Limited (Setfirst) majority shareholder (81.98%) of the Company informed on 03 December 2018 about
their intention to sell its entire shareholdings in the Company (9,875,144 shares) shares (the "Sale Shares") to
Unilever N.V (Purchaser). The Company informed by issuing a PSI on 22 March 2020 that the designated Purchaser
of the Sale Shares changed from Unilever N.V to Unilever Overseas Holding B.V. The "Sale Shares" was conducted
at prevailing market price (In the Block market) in compliance of BSEC Order No. BSEC/CMRRCD/2001-07/04 dated
19 March, 2020 through Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSE) within 30 working days as per Rule-4 of the BSEC
(Substantial Acquisition of shares and Takeovers), Rules, 2018. On June 24, 2020 the Board of Directors of the
Company were informed vide a notification letter dated on the same day by Setfirst Limited that the "Sale Shares"
conditions have been fulfilled between Unilever Overseas Holding B.V and Setfirst. And this transaction has been
approved by the Board of Directors of Setfirst Limited. The Sale Shares occurred on 28 June, 2020 by the City
Brokerage Limited who was the common broker for the both parties. The transactional amount was deposited in
Non-resident Investors Taka Account (NITA) at Standard Chartered Bank Limited which was open in accordance
with Foreign Exchange Regulation Act, 1947. Further the transactional amount was remitted to Setfirst after
receiving the Bangladesh Bank's approval as per Foreign Exchange Regulation Act, 1947. They also got special
exemption for the tax payable on Capital gain on sale transaction from NBR vide Circular No08.01.0000.045.10.2019.07.09/203 dated 01 January 2020 under Double Taxation Avoidance Agreement (DTAA).
Moreover, the GSK Group companies certified that they have no objection to Unilever PLC utilizing all rights, title
and interest deriving from the Trademarks and Unilever PLC is free to deal in the Trademarks freely without any
restriction. Unilever PLC confirms it will not object to other Unilever group companies to utilize the same, including
without limitation Unilever Consumer Care Limited.

1.05

Changes of Name
On 30 June 2020 the newly appointed Board changed the name of the Company from "GlaxoSmithKline
Bangladesh Limited" to "Unilever Consumer Care Limited" subject to obtaining approval from RJSC as per section
11 of the Companies Act, 1994, members' approval in EGM and other applicable regulatory approval.

2

Basis of preparation of Financial Statements

2.01

Principal accounting policies
The specific accounting policies have been selected and applied by the Company's management for significant
transactions and events that have a material effect within the framework for preparation and presentation of
Financial Statements. Financial Statements have been prepared and presented in compliance with IAS 1,
Presentation of Financial Statements. The previous year's figures were re-arranged according to the same
accounting policies. Accounting and valuation methods are disclosed for reasons of clarity. The Company
classified the expenses using the function of expenses method as per IAS 1, Presentation of Financial Statements.
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2.02

Application of standards
The following IASs and IFRSs are applicable for the preparation and presentation of these Financial Statements
for the year under review.

2.03

IAS 1

Presentation of Financial Statements

IAS 2

Inventories

IAS 7

Statement of Cash Flows

IAS 8

Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates and Errors

IAS 10

Events after the Reporting Period

IAS 12

Income Taxes

IAS 16

Property, Plant and Equipment

IAS 19

Employee Benefits

IAS 21

The Effect of Changes in Foreign Exchange Rates

IAS 24

Related Party Disclosures

IAS 33

Earnings Per Share

IAS 36

Impairment of Assets

IAS 37

Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets

IAS 38

Intangible Assets

IFRS 5

Non-Current Assets Held for Sale and Discontinued Operations

IFRS 7

Financial Instruments: Disclosures

IFRS 9

Financial Instruments

IFRS 13

Fair Value Measurement

IFRS 15

Revenue from Contracts with Customers

IFRS 16

Leases

Going Concern
The Financial Statements have been prepared on a going concern basis. The Company reviews its resources
available for continuing operation to assess its financial strength. As at end of December 2020, the company has
adequate resources to continue its operation for foreseeable future. As per management assessment, there is
no material uncertainty related to events or conditions even considering the future impact of the COVID-19
pandemic which may cast significant doubt upon the Company's ability to continue as a going concern. For this
reason the financial statements have been prepared on going concern basis.

2.04

Financial Statements

2.04.1

Composition
The Financial Statements comprise of :

2.04.2

i)

Statement of Financial Position;

ii)

Statement of Profit or Loss and Other Comprehensive Income;

iii)

Statement of Changes in Equity;

iv)

Statement of Cash Flows, and;

v)

Notes to the Financial Statements including a summary of significant accounting policies and other
explanatory information.

Statement of compliance
The Financial Statements have been prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards
(IFRSs) as adopted by Institute of Chartered Accountants of Bangladesh (ICAB) and the relevant requirements of
the Schedule to the Securities & Exchange Rules, 1987, the Listing Regulations of Dhaka Stock Exchange Limited,
1996, Companies (#18) Act 1994, Income Tax Ordinance 1984, Income Tax Rules 1984, Value Added Tax and
Supplementary Duties Act 2012,Value Added Tax and Supplementary Duties Rules 2016 and Other rules and
regulations as applicable for this Company.
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2.04.3

Financial period
This Financial Statements cover the financial year from 01 January to 31 December 2020, with comparative
figures for the financial years from 01 January to 31 December 2019.

2.04.4

Management's responsibilities
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in
accordance with applicable International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), International Accounting
Standards (IAS), The Companies Act (#18) 1994, Bangladesh Securities & Exchange Commission Rules and other
applicable laws and regulations and maintain such internal control as management determines necessary to
enable the preparation of the financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to
fraud or error, selecting and applying appropriate accounting policies and making accounting estimates that
are reasonable in the circumstances.
In preparing the financial statements, management is responsible for assessing the entity's ability to continue
as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and using the going concern
basis of accounting unless management either intends to liquidate the entity or to cease the operation, or has
no realistic alternative but to do so. Those charged with governance are responsible for overseeing the entity's
financial reporting process.

2.05

Basis of measurement
The financial statements of the Company have been prepared in accordance with International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS) as adopted by the Instituted Chartered Accountants of Bangladesh (ICAB).These
Financial Statements have been prepared on accrual basis except the Statement of Cash Flows under the
'historical cost' convention except for certain fixed assets which were revalued in 1978.

2.06

Functional and presentation currency
These Financial Statements are presented in Bangladeshi Taka which is the functional and presentational
currency. Figures have been rounded off to the nearest thousand Taka, unless stated otherwise.

2.07

Use of estimates and judgments
The preparation of Financial Statements in conformity with IFRS requires management to make judgments,
estimates and assumptions that influence the application of accounting and reported amounts of assets,
liabilities, income and expenses. Judgments and estimates are based on historical experiences and other factors,
including expectations that are believed to be reasonable under the circumstances. Hence, actual experience
and result may differ from these judgments and estimates.
Estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed on an ongoing basis. Revisions to accounting estimates are
recognized in the period in which the estimate is revised if the revision affects only that period, or in the period of
the revision and future periods if the revision affects both current and future periods. Information about
significant areas of estimation, uncertainty and critical judgments in applying accounting policies that have the
significant effect on the amounts recognized in the Financial Statements are mentioned below:

Property, Plant & Equipment

Policy
3.01

Note
4

Property, Plant & Equipment-Depreciation

3.01.3

4

Impairment of Property, Plant & Equipment

3.03

4

Impairment of Intangible Assets

3.03

6

Amortization of Intangible Assets

3.02.3

6

Measurement of Right of Use Asset

3.17.2

5

Measurement of Lease liabilities

3.17.3

17

Current tax

3.06.1

32

Deferred Tax

3.06.2

7

3.05

18

Employee Benefit liabilities
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2.08

Estimation of uncertainties relating to the global health pandemic from COVID -19 (COVID-19)

Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) is an infectious disease caused by a newly discovered virus (COVID-19) and
declared a global pandemic by the World Health Organization (WHO) with serious adverse impact on economy
and business. Supply Chain disruptions in Bangladesh as a result of the outbreak started with restrictions on
movement of goods, closure of borders etc., in several area followed by a nationwide lockdown from the 26th of
March 2020 announced by the Bangladesh Government, to stem the spread of COVID-19. Due to this the
operations in many of UCL’s manufacturing, distribution center's, warehouses and extended supply chain
partner locations got temporarily disrupted.
In light of these circumstances, the Company has considered the possible effects that may result from COVID-19
on the carrying amounts of financials assets, inventory, receivables, advances, property plant and equipment,
intangibles etc. as well as liabilities accrued. In developing the assumptions relating to the possible future
uncertainties in the economic conditions because of this pandemic, the Company has used internal and external
information such as our current contract terms, financial strength of partners, investment profile, and future
volume estimates from the business etc. Having reviewed the underlying data and based on current estimates
the Company expects the carrying amount of these assets will be recovered and there is no significant impact on
liabilities accrued. The impact of COVID-19 on the Company’s financial statements may differ from that
estimated as at the date of approval of these financial statements and the Company will continue to closely
monitor any material changes to future economic conditions.

3

Summary of significant accounting policies

3.01

Property, Plant and Equipment (PPE)

3.01.1

Recognition and measurements (PPE)
Items of Property, Plant and Equipment (PPE) are measured at cost less accumulated depreciation and
accumulated impairment losses, if any, as per IAS 16 Property, Plant and Equipment. The cost of PPE comprises
of its purchase price, import duties, non-refundable taxes and any other cost directly attributable to bring the
asset to a condition for its intended use.
Property, Plant and Equipment is stated at cost or valuation less accumulated depreciation and impairment, if
any. Effective from January 2013, all personal computers (Desktop, Laptop, Note Book, and Monitor) are charged
off as revenue expenditure. PC's purchased up to 31 December 2012 were capitalized and will continue to be
depreciated over the remaining useful life of the PCs.
Maintenance and normal repairs are expensed as incurred while major renewals and improvements are
capitalized.

3.01.2

Subsequent costs (PPE)
The cost of replacing part of an item of property, plant and equipment is recognized in the carrying amount of
the item if it is probable that the future economic benefits embodied within the part will flow to the Company
and its cost can be measured reliably. The costs of the day-to day servicing of property, plant and equipment are
expensed when incurred.

3.01.3

Depreciation (PPE)
Depreciation is provided on straight line method at the annual rates shown below and leasehold land is
amortized annually in such a manner that at the end of the period of lease, the land is fully amortized :
Category of PP&E
Freehold buildings
Leasehold land
Plant and machinery
Furniture, fixtures and equipment
Computers
Vehicles

Rate (%)
2.5
2.5
5, 10 & 33.33
10,12.5 & 15
25, 33.33 & 100
25

Depreciation on additions made during the year is charged from the date in which the newly acquired assets are
ready for use in operation.
Depreciation on disposal of Property, Plant and Equipment is made up to the date prior to the disposal.
Depreciation method, useful lives and residual values are reviewed at each reporting date.
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3.01.4

Gains or losses on disposal/ derecognition (PPE)
An item of property, plant and equipment is derecognized upon disposal or when no future economic benefits
are expected from it's use or disposal. Any gain or loss on derecognition of an item of property, plant and
equipment is determined as the difference between the net disposal proceeds and the carrying amount of the
asset and is recognized in the Statement of Profit or Loss and Other Comprehensive Income.

3.02

Intangible assets

3.02.1

Recognition and measurement of Intangible Assets
Intangible assets that are acquired by the company and have finite useful lives are measured at cost less
accumulated amortization and accumulated impairment loss, if any. Intangible assets are recognized when all
the conditions for recognition as per IAS-38 Intangible Assets are met. The cost of an intangible asset comprises
its purchase price, import duties and non-refundable taxes and any directly attributable cost of preparing the
asset for its intended use.
Intangible assets represent cost incurred for acquiring and developing computer software for Enterprise
Resources Planning (ERP) of the company where the software supports a significant business system and the
expenditure leads to the creation of a durable asset. ERP system software generally involves significant
customization prior to implementation and is expected to have a useful economic life of eight years.

3.02.2 Subsequent costs of Intangible Assets
Subsequent costs are capitalized only when they increase the future economic benefits embodied in the
specific intangible asset to which they relate. All other costs are recognized in the Statement of Profit or Loss
and Other Comprehensive Income as incurred.

3.02.3

Amortization of Intangible Assets
Amortization is calculated to write off the cost of the intangible assets, using the straight-line method, over their
expected useful lives. The normal expected useful life of the computer software is as follows:
Category of PPE
Commercial ERP
Software other than ERP

3.02.4

Years
8
7

Gains or losses on disposal/ derecognition
An intangible asset is derecognized on disposal, or when no future economic benefits are expected from it's use
or disposal. Gains or losses arising from derecognition of intangible assets, measured as the difference between
the net disposal proceeds and the carrying amount of the assets, are recognized in the Statement of Profit or
Loss and Other Comprehensive Income.

3.03

Impairment of PPE & Intangible
The carrying values of all PPE are reviewed for impairment on annual basis to assess whether there is any
indication that the assets might be impaired. Any provision for impairment is charged to the Statement of Profit
or Loss and Other Comprehensive Income in the year concerned.

3.04

Basis of valuation of inventories
Inventories are measured at the lower of cost and net realizable value (NRV) under IAS 2. If the NRV falls below
cost, the inventory is written down to its recoverable amount and the shortfall charged to Statement of Profit or
Loss and Other Comprehensive Income. Valuation method of inventories is First in, First out method (FIFO).
The cost of inventories includes all costs of purchase, costs of conversion and other costs incurred in bringing the
inventories to their present location and condition.
Net realizable value is the estimated selling price in the ordinary course of business less the estimated costs of
completion and the estimated costs necessary to make the sale.

3.05

Employee Benefits
(i) Short-term benefits
Short-term employee benefits are expensed as the related service is provided. A liability is recognized for the
amount expected to be paid if the Company has a present legal or constructive obligation to pay this amount as
a result of past service provided by the employee and the obligation can be estimated reliably.
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(ii) Defined benefits plans
a) Workers' Profit Participation Fund
The Company operates fund for workers as “Workers’ Profit Participation Fund” and the Company provides 5% of
its profit before charging such expense as workers' profit participation fund in accordance with "The Bangladesh
Labor Act 2006" (as amended in 2013 and in 2015).
(b) Gratuity fund
The Company has a gratuity fund for its non-management employees and any other employee who might be
part of any future voluntary retirement scheme as per the gratuity fund trust deed & rule. At present there is no
non-management employee and the company do not have intention of offering any voluntary retirement
scheme in foreseeable future.
(c) Pension fund
The Company has discontinued with the pension fund which was being operated for its eligible permanent
management staff who joined on or prior to 01 September 2012.
(d) Provident fund
The Company maintains contributory recognized provident funds for its eligible permanent employees.
(e) Group Insurance
The Company has also a group life insurance scheme for its permanent employees, premium for which is charged
out to Statement of Profit or Loss and Other Comprehensive Income annually as per insurance policy.

3.06

Taxation
Income tax expense represents the sum of the current tax and deferred tax. Current tax assets and current tax
liabilities are offset when there is a legally enforceable right to set off the recognized amounts and there is an
intention to settle the asset and the liability on a net basis. Deferred tax assets and deferred tax liabilities are
offset when there is a legally enforceable right to set off current tax assets against current tax liabilities; and the
deferred tax assets and the deferred tax liabilities relate to income taxes levied by the same taxation authority.

3.06.1

Current tax
Provision for current year's taxation is based on the elements of income and expenditure as reported in the
Financial Statements and is computed in accordance with the provisions of the Finance Act 2020 or Income Tax
Ordinance and Income tax Rules. Current tax is the expected tax payable/ receivable on the taxable income/ loss
for the year using applicable tax rates for the relevant period, and any adjustment to taxes in respect of previous
years. Interest expenses and penalties, if any, related to income tax are included in finance cost and other
expenses respectively. Interest Income, if any, related to Income tax is included in Other Income.

3.06.2

Deferred tax
Deferred tax is recognized in respect of temporary differences between the carrying amount of assets and
liabilities for financial reporting purposes and the corresponding amounts.
A deferred tax liability is recognized based on the expected manner of realization or settlement of the carrying
amount of assets and liabilities, using tax rates enacted, or substantively enacted, by the end of the reporting
period.
Deferred tax assets are recognized only to the extent that it is probable that future taxable profits will be
available against which the asset can be utilized. Deferred tax assets are reviewed at each reporting date and
reduced to the extent that it is no longer probable that the related tax benefit will be realized.

3.07

Foreign currencies translation/transaction
Foreign currency receipts and payments during the year are translated at the exchange rate ruling on the
transaction date. However, assets and liabilities at the reporting date are converted at the rate prevailing on
that date.

3.08

Revenue from Contracts with Customers
Revenue is recognized when invoices for products and service are made and the significant risk and reward of
ownership are transferred to the distributor, recovery of the consideration is probable, associated costs and
possible return of goods can be estimated reliably, there is no continuing management involvement with the
goods, and the amount of revenue can be measured reliably. The five step model has been complied in case of
revenue recognition.
The five step model consists of:
1. Identification of contract(s) with a customer
2. Identification of performance obligation
3. Determination of transaction price
4. Allocation of transaction price to separate performance obligations
5. Recognition of revenue when entity satisfies performance obligations
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3.09

Dividend distribution
Dividend distribution to the Company's shareholders is recognized as a liability in the Financial Statements in the
period in which the dividends are approved by the Company's Annual General Meeting (AGM).

3.10

Events after the reporting period
Events after the reporting period that provide additional information about the Company's position at statement
of financial position date are reflected in the financial statements. Events after the reporting period that are not
adjusting events are disclosed in the notes, when material.
There is no material events that had occurred after the date of statement of financial position till the date of
issue of these financial statements, which could affect the figures stated in the financial statements.
The dividends for 2019 paid in 2020 were Taka 638,463 (Taka'000) (Tk 53.00 per share). A dividend, in respect of
the Board of Director in their 300th meeting held on 28th February 2021 for 2020 of 440% cash dividend i.e. Tk. 44
per share of Tk. 10 each, amounting to a total dividend of Taka 530,044 (Taka'000) is to be proposed at the 48th
Annual General Meeting on 29th April, 2021. These financial statements do not reflect this dividend payable.

3.11

Earnings per Share (EPS)
The Company calculates its Earnings per Share in accordance with International Accounting Standards (IAS-33)
which has been shown on the face of Statement of Profit or Loss and Other Comprehensive Income.

3.11.1

Basic earnings
This represents earnings for the year attributable to ordinary shareholders. As there were no preference shares
requiring returns or dividends, minority interest or extraordinary items, the net profit after tax for the year has
been considered as fully attributable to the ordinary shareholders.

3.11.2

Basic Earnings per Share
This has been calculated by dividing the basic earnings by the weighted average number of ordinary shares
outstanding during the year.

3.11.3

Diluted Earnings per Share
During the year, no diluted Earnings per Share is required to be calculated per year, as there was no scope for
dilution.

3.12

Materiality and aggregation
Each material class of similar items are presented separately in the Financial Statements. Items of dissimilar
nature or function are presented separately unless they are immaterial.

3.13

Discontinued operation
Pharmaceutical segment of the company have been identified as discontinued operation in 2018 and financial
statements have been prepared in accordance with IFRS 5 where applicable. Ref: Note - 44
Oral Healthcare segment of the company have been identified as discontinued operation from June 30, 2020 and
financial statements have been prepared in accordance with IFRS 5 where applicable. Ref : Note - 43

3.14

Provision, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets
Accruals and provision and contingent liabilities have been recognized according to IAS 37: Provision,
Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets.
i) A provision is recognized in the statement of financial position when the Company has a legal or constructive
obligation as a result of past event, it is probable that an outflow of economic benefit will be required to settle
the obligation and a reliable estimate can be made of the amount of obligation in compliance with IAS 37:
Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets.
ii) Contingent liability is a possible obligation that arises from past events and whose existence will be
confirmed only by the occurrence or non-occurrence of one or more uncertain future events not wholly within
the control of the entity.
iii) Contingent asset is a possible asset that arises from past events and whose existence will be confirmed only
by the occurrence or non-occurrence of one or more uncertain future events not wholly within the control of the
entity.
As at 31 December 2020, the company has Contingent liability and the company does not have any Contingent
assets. Ref: Note - 22
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3.15

Cash and Cash Equivalent
Cash and cash equivalents are cash, balances with bank and short-term deposit (three months or less from the
date of placement), highly liquid investments that are readily convertible into cash without any restrictions
except for the amount of WPPF and Dividend payable kept under Bank accounts with HSBC and Standard
Chartered Bank.

3.16

Financial Instruments

3.16.1

Financial Assets
Non-derivative financial assets are categorized into "Financial Asset at Fair Value through Profit and Loss
(FVTPL)", "Held to maturity financial assets", "loans or receivable" or "available for sale financial assets".
Short term investment are categorized as held to maturity financial assets. Short term investment are term
deposits with scheduled commercial bank.
Trade receivables are categorized as loans and receivables. Trade receivables are recognized in the original
invoice amount without any impact of impairment.
The Company has no other financial assets except short term investment and trade receivable.

3.16.2

Financial Liabilities
Financial liabilities are categorized into financial liabilities at fair value through profit and loss or other financial
liabilities. The Company’s financial liability include mainly trade and other payables.

3.17

Adoption of IFRS 16: Leases
IFRS 16: leases is effective for annual reporting periods beginning on or after 1 January 2019, the Company has
chosen to apply IFRS 16 Lease on 1 October 2020 because they did not have any lease before this day. As per IFRS
16, a contract is, or contains, a lease if the contract conveys the right to control the use of an identified asset, for
a period, in exchange for consideration. The distinction between operating and finance leases is eliminated for
lessees under IFRS 16, and a new lease asset (representing the right to use the leased item for the lease term)
and lease liability (representing the obligation to pay rentals) are recognized for all leases. The standard includes
two recognition exemptions for lessees – leases of 'low-value' assets and short-term leases (i.e., leases with a
lease term of 12 months or less). At the commencement date of a lease, a lease is recognized as a liability to make
lease payments (i.e., the lease liability) and an asset representing the right to lease the underlying asset during the
lease term (i.e., the right-of-use asset). Lessee is required to separately recognize the interest expense on the
lease liability and the depreciation expense on the right-of-use asset.

3.17.1

Leases
In the context of the application of IFRS 16, right-of-use assets and lease liabilities were recognized. The Company
transitioned to IFRS 16 from the October 2020 as the company did not have any lease prior to this day. At inception
of a contract, the Company assesses whether a contract is, or contains, a lease. A contract is, or contains, a lease
if the contract conveys the right to control the use of an identified asset for a period of time in exchange for
consideration. To assess whether a contract conveys the right to control the use of an identified asset, the
Company uses the definition of a lease in IFRS 16.

3.17.2

Right of Use Assets
The right of use asset is initially measured at cost, which comprises the initial amount of the lease liability
adjusted for any lease payments made at or before the commencement date, plus any initial direct costs incurred
and an estimate of costs to dismantle and remove the underlying asset or to restore the underlying asset or the
site on which it is located, less any lease incentives received. The right of use asset is depreciated using the
straight line methods from the commencement date to the earlier of the end of the useful life of the right of use
asset or the end of the lease term. In addition, the right of use asset is adjusted periodically for remeasurements
of the lease liability.
The Company recognizes right-of-use assets at the commencement date of the lease (i.e., the date the underlying
asset is available for use). Right-of-use assets are measured at cost, less any accumulated depreciation and
impairment losses, and adjusted for any remeasurement of lease liabilities. The cost of right-of-use assets
includes the amount of lease liabilities recognized and lease payments made at or before the commencement
date less any lease incentives received.
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3.17.3

Lease Liabilities
The lease liability is initially measured at the present value of the lease payments that are not paid at the
commencement date, discounted using the interest rate implicit in the lease or, if that rate cannot be readily
determined, the Company uses government treasury bill rate of the previous quarter (the quarter ended before
the lease commencement).
Lease payments included in the measurement of the lease liability comprise the following: - fixed payments,
including in-substance fixed payments; - variable lease payments that depend on an index or a rate, initially
measured using the index rate as the commencement date; - amounts expected to be payable under a residual
value guarantee; and - the exercise price under a purchase option that the company is reasonably certain to
exercise, lease payments in an optional renewal period if the company is reasonably certain to exercise an
extension option, and penalties for early termination of a lease unless the company is reasonably certain not to
terminate early.

3.17.4

Short- term leases and leases of low- value assets
The company not applying the recognition and measurement requirements of IFRS 16 to short-term leases
(leases of less than 12 months maximum duration). It also not apply the recognition and measurement
requirements of IFRS 16 to leases for which the underlying asset is of low value (i.e. less than USD 5,000 when new.
Lease payments on short-term leases and leases of low-value assets are recognized as expense on a straightline basis over the lease term.
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3.18
3.18.1

Impact analysis of adopting IFRS -16
Impact on Statement of Financial Position
Taka in '000
At 31 December 2020
Note(s)

As
reported

Adjustment

Without
adoption
of IFRS 16

ASSETS

Non-current assets
Property, plant and equipment

4

83,509

-

83,509

Right-of-use asset

5

287,777

(287,777)

-

Intangible assets
Deferred tax asset
Retirement benefit assets (pension
fund)

6
7

29,466

(188)

29,278

18

-

-

-

400,752

(287,965)

112,787

8
9
10
11
12
15

390,329
52,934
28,318
30,950
3,697,148
-

16,509
-

390,329
52,934
28,318
47,459
3,697,148
-

44

-

-

-

4,199,679

16,509

4,216,188

4,600,431

(271,456)

4,328,975

120,465
1,352,252
5,000
4,831
166

1,698
-

120,465
1,353,950
5,000
4,831
166

1,482,714

1,698

1,484,412

226,307

(226,307)

-

226,307

(226,307)

-

2,604,668
138,432
69,219
10,434
68,657

17,263
(1,886)
(62,224)

2,621,931
138,432
67,333
10,434
6,433

-

-

-

Total liabilities

2,891,410
3,117,717

(46,847)
(273,154)

2,844,563
2,844,563

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

4,600,431

(271,456)

4,328,975

Total Non-current assets
Current assets
Inventories
Trade and other receivables
Intercompany receivables
Advances, deposits and prepayments
Cash and cash equivalents
Current tax asset
Current assets - discontinued operation
(Pharmaceuticals)

TOTAL ASSETS
EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

Equity
Share capital
Retained earnings
General reserve
Revaluation reserve
Capital reserve

19
21
20.1
20.2

Total equity

LIABILITIES

Non-current liabilities
Non-current liabilities

Current liabilities
Trade and other payables
Intercompany payables
Current tax liabilities
Unclaimed dividend payable
Lease liability-Current Portion
Liabilities - discontinued operation
(Pharmaceuticals)

17

13
14
15
16.2
17
44
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3.18.2

Impact on Statement of Profit or Loss and Other Comprehensive Income
Taka in '000
For the year ended 31 December 2020

Note(s)

As reported

Without
adoption
of IFRS 16

Adjustment

Continuing Operation
Revenue

24

3,468,984

-

3,468,984

Cost of sales

25

(1,876,375)

(6,434)

(1,882,809)

1,592,609

(6,434)

1,586,175

Gross Profit

Operating Expenses
Selling and distribution expenses

26

(754,984)

-

(754,984)

Administrative expenses

27

(250,977)

(358)

(251,335)

Other (expense) / income

28

(51,296)

-

(51,296)

(1,057,257)

(358)

(1,057,615)

535,352

(6,792)

528,560

Total
Profit from operations
Finance income

29

174,819

-

174,819

Finance expense

30

(6,792)

6,792

-

703,379

-

703,379

(36,791)

-

(36,791)

666,588

-

666,588

(169,702)

1,698

(168,004)

496,886

1,698

498,584

43

32,446

-

32,446

44

-

Profit before WPPF & taxation
Contribution to WPPF

31

Profit before tax
Income tax expenses

33

Profit from continuing operations
Profit/(Loss)
Discontinued operation (Oral Health
Care)
Discontinued operation
(Pharmaceuticals)
Profit after tax
Other comprehensive income net of
tax
Re-measurement of pension fund
asset

529,332

1,698

531,030
-

18.2

Total other comprehensive income
net of tax for the year

-

-

-

-

-

-

Total comprehensive income for the
year

529,332

1,698

531,030
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3.18.3

Impact on Statement of Cash Flows

Taka in '000
For the year ended 31 December 2020
Note(s)

As
reported

Adjustment

Without
adoption
of
IFRS 16

Cash flows from operating activities
Cash receipts from customers
Payment for cost and expenses
Other income
Cash generated from operations
Interest received
Interest paid on lease
Income tax paid

30
15

Net cash provided by operating
activities (A)

4,077,454
(3,708,924)
(9,065)
359,465
271,564
(358)
(72,163)
199,043

(24,916)
(24,916)
358
358

4,077,454
(3,733,840)
(9,065)
334,549
271,564
(72,163)
199,401

558,508

(24,558)

533,950

-

-

-

4,475

-

4,475

4,475

-

4,475

Cash flows from investing activities
Acquisition of property, plant &
equipment
Sales proceed of property, plant &
equipment
Net cash from in investing activities (B)

4.4

Cash flows from financing activities
Dividend paid
Lease liabilities paid-Principle

16.3

(638,169)

-

(638,169)

17

(24,558)

24,558

-

Net cash used by financing activities (C)

Net increase/(decrease) in cash and
cash equivalents D = (A+B+C)
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning
of the year ( E)
Effect in foreign exchange rate on cash
& cash equivalent ( F)

24,558

(638,169)

(99,744)

-

(99,744)

-

3,796,022

870

-

870

3,697,148

-

3,697,148

3,050,000
-

-

3,050,000

647,148

-

647,148

3,697,148

-

3,697,148

3,796,022
28.2.1

Cash and cash equivalents
at end of the year (D+E+F)
Represented by
Term deposits
Cash in transit
Current account with scheduled
commercial banks

(662,727)

12

129

130

-

82,394

As at 31 Dec 2020

1,010,938

-

1,491
59,479

Furniture, Fixture &
Equipment
-

-

7,398

Plant & Machinery

-

-

45,747

12

Freehold buildings

Leasehold Land

4,831

-

-

296,763

Furniture, Fixture &
Equipment
Vehicles

At valuation - in 1978
Freehold land

-

429,434

Plant & Machinery

951,459

-

-

142,028

619

Leasehold Land

-

Additions

Freehold buildings

221

Opening

Freehold land

At cost

12,051

-

-

-

-

-

12,051

10,272

1,779

-

-

-

-

Disposals/
Transfers

998,887

59,479

1,491

7,398

45,747

12

4,831

939,408

72,122

294,984

429,434

142,028

619

221

Closing

Gross book value at cost / Valuation

621,338

1,466
53,903

6,678

45,747

12

-

73,500
567,435

133,172

283,366

77,169

228

-

Opening

15,031

-

-

-

-

-

3,732
15,031

3,608

4,347

3,232

112

-

Charged

9,884

-

-

-

-

-

9,261
9,884

623

-

-

-

-

Adjustments

Depreciation

The following is the Statement of Property, Plant & Equipment as at and for the year 2020

4.1

Ref: 3.01

Property, Plant and Equipment

4

626,485

53,903

1,466

6,678

45,747

12

-

572,582

67,971

136,157

287,713

80,401

340

-

Closing

288,893

25
745

720

-

-

-

288,148

151,940

136,208

-

-

-

Opening

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Charged

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Disposals

Impairment

288,893

745

25

720

-

-

-

288,148

-

151,940

136,208

-

-

-

Closing

83,509

4,831

-

-

-

-

4,831

78,678

4,151

6,887

5,513

61,627

279

221

Carrying
value as at
31 Dec 2020

Taka in '000

131

4.3

4.2

-

18,726

59,479

1,535,797

543,585

-

-

-

-

-

-

27

Administrative expenses

947,463

53,903

1,466

6,678

45,747

12

-

893,560

98,988

149,911

570,229

74,219

19,149

-

-

-

-

-

-

19,149

8,916

2,801

4,219

3,198

15

-

-

213

Charged

Opening

8,369
15,031

5,630
1,032

2020

345,273

-

-

-

-

-

-

345,273

34,404

19,539

291,082

248

-

-

Adjustment

Depreciation

12,613
19,149

4,195
2,341

2019

621,339

53,903

1,466

6,678

45,747

12

-

567,436

73,500

133,173

283,366

77,169

228

-

Closing

474,205

745

25

720

-

-

-

473,460

-

184,644

288,816

-

-

-

Opening

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Charged

185,313

-

-

-

-

-

-

185,313

-

32,705

152,608

-

-

-

Disposals

Impairment

(*) Plant & Machinery, Furniture, Fixture and Equipment except Freehold land, Freehold building and Vehicles of pharmaceutical operation have been impaired in 2018.

25.2
26

Note(s)

1,010,938

59,479

1,491

7,398

45,747

12

4,831

951,459

82,394

296,763

429,434

142,028

619

221

Closing

Cost of sales
Selling expenses

The depreciation charge has been allocated to

As at 31 Dec 2019

-

1,491

Furniture, Fixture &
Equipment

-

7,398

Plant & Machinery

-

-

-

45,747

12

4,831

Freehold buildings

Leasehold Land

Freehold land

At valuation - in 1978

47,567
543,585

6,000

18,726

123,961

442,864

1,476,318

341,730

Furniture, Fixture &
Equipment
Vehicles

5,192

653

-

-

Disposals/
Transfers

52,501

867,106

Plant & Machinery

-

-

-

Additions

7,534

142,681

619

Leasehold Land

Freehold buildings

221

Opening

Freehold land

At cost

Gross book value at cost / Valuation

The following is the Statement of Property, Plant & Equipment as at and for the year 2019

288,892

745

25

720

-

-

-

288,147

-

151,939

136,208

-

-

-

Closing

100,707

4,831

-

-

-

4,831
-

95,876

8,894

11,651

9,860

64,859

391

221

Carrying value
as at 31 Dec
2019

Taka in '000

132

4.5

4.4

543,585

24,135
25,361

2,308

1,226

2019

-

2,308

28.1 & 28.2
44.4

2020

12,999

13,162

(826)

258

405

Carrying
value

2,167

1,011

1,156

Carrying
value

Notes

530,586

34,405

443,690

442,864
47,567

52,243

248

Accumulated
depreciation &
Impairment

9,884

9,261

623

Accumulated
depreciation &
Impairment

52,501

653

Other income of Discontinued operation (Pharmaceuticals)

Other income

The disposed has been allocated to

As at 31 Dec 2019

Vehicles

Plant & Machinery
Furniture, Fixture &
equipment

Building

Cost

12,051

As at 31 Dec 2020

Items

10,272

1,779

Cost

Vehicles

Furniture, Fixture &
equipment

Items

The following Property, Plant & Equipment were disposed off during the year

-

38,360

23,422

11,727

3,211

Sale
proceeds

4,475

4,041

434

Sale
proceeds

25,361

10,260

12,553

2,953

(405)

Profit/(Loss)
on
disposal

2,308

3,030

(722)

Profit/(Loss)
on disposal

Third Party
Third Party
Management Staff

Auction
Company Policy

Write off
Auction

Company Policy

Particulars of
purchasers

Management Staff

Company Policy

Mode of
disposal

Management Staff

Particulars of
purchasers

Company Policy

Mode of
disposal

Taka in '000
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Ref: 3.17

Intangible Assets

As at 31 Dec 2019

As at 31 Dec 2020

Corporate Office &
Warehouses
Factory premises

Ref: 3.02

27,755
285,333
313,088

-

-

-

Additions

-

Opening

As at 31 Dec 2020

At cost
Manufacturing ERP
Software
Commercial ERP Software

-

-

54,520

62,174

-

Additions

7,654

Opening

62,174

54,520

7,654

Disposals/
Transfers

-

-

-

Closing

Gross book value at cost / valuation

20,682

13,028

7,654

Opening

Gross book value at cost / Valuation

1,726

1,726

-

Charged

22,408

14,754

7,654

Disposals

Amortization

-

313,088

285,333

27,755

Closing

-

-

-

Closing

-

-

-

-

Opening

27,465

27,465

-

Opening

-

-

-

Charged

27,465

27,465

-

Taka in '000

-

-

-

Carrying
value
As at
31 Dec 2020

-

-

-

Taka in '000

-

287,777

268,530

19,247

Carrying value As
at 31 Dec 2020

Closing

-

25,311

16,803

8,508

Closing

Disposals

Impairment

-

25,311

16,803

8,508

Charged

Depreciation

In 2020, The Company has taken lease of Five Warehouses, One Factory and also renewed Two lease agreement of Corporate Office in Gulshan.

Right of use assets

6.1 Statement of Intangible Assets as at and for the year 2020

6

5
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-

-

-

Disposals/
Transfers

62,174

54,520

7,654

Closing

18,092

10,438

7,654

Opening

Items

54,520
54,520

Cost

42,219
42,219

Accumulated
depreciation &
Impairment

12,301
12,301

Carrying
value

The following Intangible Assets were disposed of during the year

27

Note(s)

The amortization charge has been allocated to

Commercial ERP Software
As at 31 Dec 2020

6.4

-

-

54,520

62,174

-

7,654

Additions

2,589

2,589

-

Charged

-

-

-

Disposals

Amortization

20,681

13,027

7,654

Closing

27,465

27,465

-

Opening

-

-

-

Charged

-

-

-

Disposals

Impairment

27,465

27,465

-

Closing

-

(12,301)
(12,301)

Profit/(Loss) on
disposal

2,589

Sale
proceeds

2,589

1,726

2019

1,726

2020

Taka in '000

Write off

Mode of
disposal

14,028

Taka in '000
Particulars of purchasers

NA

14,028

Carrying
value As at
31 Dec 2019

Taka in '000

The ERP systems used by the Company was SAP system particularly customized to be suitable for the Integrated Group Reporting Systems of GSK. The ERP system became obsolete post integration with
Unilever Overseas Holdings BV on 30 June 2020. As a result, the ERP has been written off during the year. The company is now using the software supplied by Unilever Plc, UK under a Technical Fee
agreement.

As at 31 Dec 2019

At cost
Manufacturing ERP
Software
Commercial ERP Software

Opening

Gross book value at cost / valuation

Statement of Intangible Assets as at and for the year 2019

Administrative expenses

6.3

6.2

7 Deferred tax liability

Taka in '000
At 31 December

7.1 Year 2020
Deferred tax relating to items of profit or loss
Property Plant and Equipment
Provision for pension fund
Right of use asset
Lease liability

Carrying amount
on reporting date

4

78,464

195,577

(117,113)

-

-

-

18.1
5
17.1

Taxable temporary
difference/ (Deductible
temporary difference)

Tax base

287,777

-

287,777

(288,530)

-

(288,530)
(117,866)

Net taxable temporary difference
Applicable tax rate

25.00%

Deferred tax liability relating to items of
profit or loss at the end of the year (a)
Deferred tax liability relating to items of
profit or loss at the beginning of the year
Deferred tax expense/ (income) recognized in profit or loss

(29,466)
37,280
7,814

Deferred tax asset relating to items directly recog nized in other
comprehensive income
Actuarial gain/ (loss) directly recognized in other comprehensive income

-

Deferred tax liability/ (asset) relating to items directly recognized in other
comprehensive income at the end of the year (b)

-

Deferred tax liability/ (asset) relating to items directly recognized in other
comprehensive income at the beginning of the year

3,171

Deferred tax income recognized in other comprehensive income

3,171

Net Deferred tax (assets) / liability (a+b)

(29,466)

7.2 Year 2019
Deferred tax relating to items of profit or loss
Property Plant and Equipment
Provision for pension fund
Net taxable temporary difference

4&6
18.1

114,735
142

263,998
-

Applicable tax rate

25.00%

Deferred tax liability relating to items of
profit or loss at the end of the year (a)
Deferred tax liability relating to items of
profit or loss at the beginning of the year
Deferred tax expense/ (income) recognized in profit or loss
Deferred tax asset relating to items directly recognized in other
comprehensive income
Actuarial gain/ (loss) directly recognized in other comprehensive income
Applicable tax rate
Deferred tax liability/ (asset) relating to items directly recognized in other
comprehensive income at the end of the year (b)
Deferred tax liability/ (asset) relating to items directly recognized in other
comprehensive income at the beginning of the year
Deferred tax income recognized in other comprehensive income
Net Deferred tax (assets) / liability (a+b)

(149,263)
142
(142,121)

(37,280)
150,626

(187,906)

113,346

(116,989)

(116,989)
25.00%
(29,247)
26,076
(3,171)
(40,451)

10,985
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7.3 Deferred tax expense/ (income) recognized 7.1- 7.2

Taka in '000

Note (s)

8

Inventories

2020

2019

Ref: 3.04

Finished goods
Work in progress
Stock in transit
Raw and packing materials

9

As at 31st December

139,552
7,546
152,680
90,551

11,501
-

390,329

11,501

48,596
4,338

391,373
101,083

52,934

492,456

Trade and other receivables
Trade receivables-unsecured considered good
Accrued interest on FDR

The Company changed its distribution from Single National Distributorship to multiple distributorship. Under current
distribution model, significant sales is made on cash rather than on credit. As a result, the Trade Receivable as on 31
December 2020 has reduced significantly. Credit sales is allowed for a period of 2 to 3 days credit to a very limited
distributors depending on their sales and payment performances.

10 Intercompany receivables

36.2.1

Receivable from Unilever Bangladesh Limited
Receivable from SmithKline Beecham Bangladesh
Limited

28,318
-

833

28,318

833

The receivable from Unilever Bangladesh Limited resulted from agreed settlement of project expenses incurred as part
of integration post acquisition of shares. The invoice has been settled during February 2021.
Receivable from SmithKline Beecham Bangladesh Limited, which was an inter-company prior to integration with
Unilever OHBV, has been settled in June 2020.

11 Advances, deposits and prepayments
Advance to employees
Prepayments
Unadjusted VAT Current Account
Security deposits*

11.1

16,434
10,261
1,879
2,376

5,274
19,315
1,879
2,368

30,950

28,836

7,379
802
400
1,680

15,933
2,086
496
800
-

10,261

19,315

3,050,000
647,148

3,200,000
5,481
590,541

3,697,148

3,796,022

* Security deposits have been paid for rent and utility services.

11.1

Prepayments
Vendor advance
Insurance premium
LC opening charges
International Club subscription
VAT Current A/C adjustable

12 Cash and Cash equivalents

Ref: 3.15

Term deposits
Cash in transit
Current account with scheduled commercial banks

12.1
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Taka in '000

Note (s)

As at 31st December
2020

12.1

2019

Current account with scheduled commercial banks
HSBC
Standard Chartered Bank Limited
Standard Chartered Bank Limited-FC Account
Sonali Bank Limited
Citi Bank NA

231,213
406,064
9,804
67

453,815
110,008
23,620
3,031
67

647,148

590,541

Cash and cash equivalent balance in HSBC Bank includes WPPF payable for the year ended 2020 amounting 36,791 (BDT '000)
and balance in Standard Chartered Bank includes unclaimed dividends payable amounting 10,434 (BDT '000).
Cash and cash equivalent represents cash in hand, cash at bank and short term deposits with scheduled banks. Current
account balances are invested in short term deposits at competitive rates.

13

13.1

Trade and other payables
Trade payables
Advance from Customer
Provision
Withholding tax payable

13.1

WPPF payable
Expenses and other finance
VAT Payable

13.3

13.2

1,825,613
3,180
690,386
2,711

1,655,320
879,859
14,251

36,791
45,987
-

60,401
171,233
13,014

2,604,668

2,794,078

475,763
214,623
690,386

587,891
291,968
879,859

Provision
Provisions for contract manufacturing
Provisions for distributor's claims

13.2.1
13.2.1

13.1.1 Provision for contract manufacturing
As UCL engages in contract manufacturing, the company agrees to cover for probable claims, including control lapses, arising
from such arrangement. UCL standing on the prudent side, makes suitable provisions to cover such claims.

13.1.2 Provision for distributor’s claims
The agreement between UCL and the distributor requires UCL to give protection to its distributors from certain losses, if arise.
Out of a notice from the distributor indicating a probable claim this provision was made. Management has reviewed the risk
associated with this nature of claim and concluded above balance to be required for foreseeable future.

13.2

WPPF payable
Opening balance
Addition during the year
Paid during the year

13.2.1 Allocation of WPPF payable
Prior year
liability during the year

31

60,401
36,791
97,192
(60,401)
36,791

60,401
60,401
60,401

36,791

60,401

36,791

60,401
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Taka in '000

Note(s)

At 31 December
2020

14

Intercompany payables

2019

36.2.2

Unilever India Export Limited
Unilever Europe Business Center B.V
Unilever PLC, UK
SmithKline Beecham Bangladesh Limited

105,323
12,039
21,070
138,432

30,210
30,210

Payable to Unilever India Export Limited represents payable against import of Dry Mix Ingredients (DMI)
outstanding as on 31 Dec 2020. Payable to Unilever Europe Business Center B.V stands for accrual for Technical
Assistance Fee. Payable to Unilever PLC is for Trademark and Technology Fee.
Payable to SmithKline Beecham Bangladesh Limited, which was an inter-company prior to June 2020, has been
settled in June 2020.

15

Current tax liabilities/(assets)
Opening balance
Charge during the year

32

Paid during the year

16

Final for
2019

Total Declared Divided

523,384

77,106
16,167
4,051

81,400
11,298
4,051

17,755
638,463

18,330
638,463

10,140
962
(668)
10,434

9,450
746
(56)
10,140

10,140
638,463
(10,434)
638,169

9,450
638,463
(10,140)
637,773

Dividend paid during the year
Opening balance of unclaimed dividend
Dividend declared for the year
Closing balance of unclaimed dividend

17

523,384

Unclaimed dividend payable
Opening
Add during the year
Paid during the year

16.3

Final for
2018

Dividend Declared
a. Setfirst Limited, UK
GBP 4,459,380.56 [2018: GBP 4,385,887.98]
b. Investment Corporation of Bangladesh (ICB) &
ICB Unit & ICB Mutual Fund
c. General Public
d. Shadharan Bima Corporation
e. Other local financial /securities companies

16.2

(46,254)
48,547
2,293
(19,628)
(17,335)

Dividend
Shareholding details

16.1

(17,335)
158,717
141,382
(72,163)
69,219

16.1
16.2

Lease liability
Opening balance
Addition during the year
Paid lease liability during the year
Closing balance

313,088
(24,558)
288,530

-
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Taka in '000

Note(s)

At 31 December
2020

17.1

Amount payable under lease:
Lease liability-Current Portion
Lease liability-Non current portion

17.2

-

17.1
30

62,223
6,434
68,657

-

-

(3,464)
(3,464)

-

823
(4,287)
(3,464)

-

Retirement benefit obligations/(assets)
Net pension fund

18.1

62,223
226,307
288,530

Total Lease liability - Current Portion
Lease liability -Current Portion
Lease Interest liability

18

2019

18.1

Pension fund
Net pension fund
Defined benefit obligation (a)
Plan assets (b)
Net funded status

The actuarial valuation of pension fund was carried out at May 31, 2019. The Projected Unit Credit Method,
using the following significant financial assumptions has been used for the actuarial valuation:
%
%
Discount rate
5
Expected rate of increase in salaries
7
Expected rate of return on plan assets
5
Age difference between member and spouse
10 years
Movement in the present value of defined
benefit obligation
Opening balance
Current service cost
Interest cost
Actuarial (gain)/ loss on obligations
Benefits paid

823
(823)

234,939
559
4,895
7,294
(246,864)

-

823

4,287
(4,287)
-

251,165
5,233
(5,389)
142
(246,864)
4,287

18.1

-

(7,294)

18.1

-

(5,389)
(12,683)
3,171
(9,512)

Present value of defined benefit obligation (a)
Opening balance
Expected return on plan assets
Actuarial gain/(loss)
Contribution by employer
Surplus transferred to company
Fair value of plan assets (b)

18.2

Net actuarial gain/ (loss)
Actuarial gain/ (loss) on obligations
Actuarial gain/ (loss) on fair value of plan
assets
Deferred tax on actuarial gain/ (loss)

7

The fund has been closed to new entrants since 1 September 2012. Subsequently the Trustee Board decided to
close the fund by settling the dues to existing pensioners. Actuarial valuation of the liability of each individual
member was performed resulting in Tk. 3.4 million surplus. Consent of all members were obtained but three who
could not be traced. The company paid off the benefits to the all the pensioners who provided their consent
regarding winding off of the Fund. The remaining liability of Tk. 823,000 of three members are retained as liability
in the Company's books of account to settle whenever claimed. The surplus of Tk. 3.4 million returned to
Company's account. The fund has been closed upon giving notification to National Board of Revenue (NBR).
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Taka in '000

At 31 December
2020

19

Share capital (Ordinary shares)

19.1

Authorized
20,000,000

19.2

Shares of Tk 10 each

2019

200,000

200,000

4
49,440
49,444

4
49,440
49,444

37,876
33,145
71,021

37,876
33,145
71,021

120,465

120,465

Issued, subscribed and fully paid - up
No of
Shares
350
4,943,949
4,944,299

Issued for cash
Shares of Tk 10 each in 1974
Shares of Tk 10 each as rights issue

Issued for consideration other than cash
3,787,650
3,314,500
7,102,150

Shares of Tk 10 each in 1974
Shares of Tk 10 each as bonus issue

12,046,449

19.3

Position of shares holding

Ref: 1.04

The composition of share holders at 31 December were:
2020
% of
Holdings
a. Setfirst Limited, UK
b. Unilever
Overseas Holdings B.V.
c. Investment
Corporation of
Bangladesh (ICB) & ICB
Unit and Mutual Funds
d. Shadharan Bima
Corporation
e. Local Financial
Institutions & other
Companies
f. General
Public
g. Foreign
Shareholders

2019
No. of
Shares

% of
Holdings

2020

2019

No. of
Shares

0.00%

-

81.98%

9,875,144

-

98,751

81.98%

9,875,144

0.00%

-

98,751

-

11.41%

1,373,917

12.68%

1,527,581

13,739

15,276

76,437

0.63%

76,437

764

764

1.52%

182,613

2.46%

296,231

1,826

2,962

4.18%

503,224

1.88%

226,122

5,032

2,261

0.29%
100%

35,114
12,046,449

0.37%
100%

44,934
12,046,449

351
120,463

449
120,463

0.63%

In 2019, Foreign Shareholders were reported under General Public category. In 2020, number of Foreign Shareholders are
reported under separate category while restating 2019's numbers.
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19.4 Classification of shareholders by holding
2020
Holdings (shares)

No. of
holders

Less than 500

2019

Total no
of shares

% of
holding

No.
of holders

Total no
of shares

% of
holding

2656

124,221

1.03

1,166

75,553

0.63

500 - 5,000

107

121,347

1.01

111

154,270

1.28

5,001- 10,000

8

66,715

0.55

7

51,268

0.43

10,001 -20,000

3

45,806

0.38

8

105,480

0.88

20,001- 30,000

2

44,728

0.37

3

68,249

0.57

30,001 - 40,000

-

-

-

3

101,757

0.84

40,001 - 50,000

1

46,751

0.39

1

46,751

0.39

50,001 -100,000

3

232,956

1.93

2

171,956

1.43

100,001 - 1,000,000
Over 1,000,000

2
2

461,672
10,902,253

3.83
90.50

2
2

368,912
10,902,253

3.06
90.50

2,784

12,046,449

100.00

1,305

12,046,449

100.00

19.5 No. of shares held by the members of the Company Executive Committee
No. of shares
2020
No. of shares held by the members of the Company Executive Committee

2019

NIL

NIL

19.6 Profit attributable to
Taka in '000
In terms of share
percentage holding

Setfirst Limited, UK
Unilever Overseas
Holdings B.V.
Non Controlling
Interest

At 31 December

%
2020

%
2019

2020

0.00%

81.98%

-

808,062

81.98%

0.00%

433,923

-

18.02%

18.02%

95,409

177,673

100%

100%

529,332

985,735

2019

Taka in '000

Note(s)

20

At 31 December
2020

2019

4,831
4,831

4,831
4,831

Reserves

20.1 Revaluation reserve
Opening balance
Transfer for depreciation charged including impairment
Closing balance

4.1

The balance represents surplus arising fromhe
t revaluation of fixed assets (land) carried out in 1978.

20.2

Capital reserve
Opening balance
Provided during the year
Adjusted during the year

166
-

166
-

166

166

-

-

166

166

This is the balance of surplus of assets over liabilities as at 28 February 1974 after issue of shares there
against.
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Taka in '000

As at 31st December

21

2020

2019

18.2
16.1

1,461,383
529,332
(638,463)

1,123,623
985,735
(9,512)
(638,463)

1,352,252

1,461,383

496
87
583

14
579
593

Retained earnings
Opening Balance
Net profit after tax transferred from Income statement
Other comprehensive income
Cash dividend for 2019 (2018: Tk. 638,463 BDT'000)

22

Note(s)

Contingent liabilities
a.

Guarantees issued by the Company's scheduled bank to
third parties on counter - indemnities given by the
Company against the bank's limit of Tk. 20 million.

Less than 1 year
1 to 5 years

b.

Excise duty on sale of certain quantity of Mycil powder
effected after 10 September 1981 which would be payable
if the case presently pending with the hon'ble High Court
Division of the Supreme Court of Bangladesh is decided
against the Company.

873

873

c.

The income tax authority imposed total demand of Tk
16.05 million for the assessment years 2005-2006 and
2006-2007. The Company does not accept such demand
as its obligations. Reference applications have been
placed before the High Court Division against the decision
of the Taxes Appellate Tribunal.

16,052

16,052

d.

The Chattogram local VAT authority imposed total
demand of Tk 60,822,774 for the audit year 2010-2011 as
short fall of payment of VAT on sales.

60,823

60,823

78,331

78,341

Management conducted an extensive review of all pending litigations and claims. Based on the current
development and marit thereon, Management doesn't foresee any liability for the VAT claim amounting 60,823
(BDT '000) and efforts will continue with VAT authority for a formal closure.

23

Commitments
a.

b.

Capital expenditure
Contracted but not provided for in these accounts
Authorized but not contracted
L/C outstanding

400,496

35,368

400,496

35,368
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Taka in '000
Note(s)

24 Revenue

2020

2019

Ref: 3.08
Unit

Powder Product

Ton

Quantity
2020

2019

7,231

7,395

3,468,984
3,468,984

4,041,780
4,041,780

Revenue figure for 2019 has been restated to reflect continued business operation's revenue.
In 2019, Total revenue was 4,474,898 (BDT'000) of which 4,041,780 (BDT'000) was relaed to continued operation and the rest 433,118
(BDT'000) was related to discontinued operation-Oral Health Care, Ref: Note - 43
Revenue represents product invoiced during the year to customers / distributor net of value added tax, rebates, all discounts and
commission.

25 Cost of sales
Opening stock of finished goods
Manufactured products
Imported products
Addition during the year
Manufactured during the year
Imported during the year

25.1

Closing stock of finished goods
Manufactured products
Imported products
Cost of sales

18
11,482
11,500

6,423
15,093
21,516

1,892,415
112,012

1,789,812
11,115

2,004,427

1,800,927

136,709
2,843
139,552
1,876,375

18
11,482
11,500
1,810,943

Increase in Cost of Sales is mainly driven by increased price of Dry Mix Ingredients (DMI) and skimed milk powder, increased duty on DMI
(from 15% to 25%). Moreover, there was one-off release in COGS line during 2019 as disclosed in the Financial Statements of 2019.
Cost of sales figure for 2019 has been restated to reflect continued business operation's cost. In 2019, Total cost of sales was 2,010,657
(BDT'000) of which 1,810,943 (BDT'000) was related to continued operation and the rest 199,714 (BDT'000) which included in 359,250
(BDT'000) was related to discontinued operation-Oral Health Care , Ref: Note - 43.5

25.1 Cost of products manufactured during the year
Raw materials consumed
Imported
Indigenous
Packing material - indigenous
Manufacturing overhead

25.2

25.2 Manufacturing overhead
Conversion cost
Salary & wages
Depreciation on RoU
Depreciation on PPE
Warehousing & Logistics

5
4.3

1,285,457
34,902
237,505
334,551
1,892,415

1,128,902
35,722
295,950
329,238
1,789,812

234,295
55,746
16,803
5,630
22,077

292,615
32,428
4,195
-

334,551

329,238

Increase in Salary & wages are reclassification from administrative expenses for the people cost who are involved in supply chain
activities. Warehousing and logistics cost were introduced in 2020 due to distribution model change. However, it has not affected the
gross margin as the sales price has also improved due to changes in distribution model.
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Taka in '000

Note(s)

2020

2019

Salaries, wages and welfare

160,198

134,801

Retirement benefit expense

3,606

3,572

Fuel and utilities

1,227

2,309

63

-

495

384

1,032

2,341

3,821

1,650

27,020

41,249

Entertainment

1,384

1,993

Vehicle expenses

5,016

7,588

Information and communication expenses

3,184

4,522

547,938

660,234

754,984

860,643

26 Selling and distribution expenses

Repairs and maintenance
Insurance
Depreciation on PPE

4.3

Rents, rates and taxes
Travel, training and conference

Advertisement and promotion

In 2019, Selling and distribution expenses were Tk.990,476(BDT'000) of which 860,643(BDT'000) was related to continued
operation and 129,833 (BDT'000) which included in 359,250 (BDT'000) was related to discontinued operation-Oral
Health Care, Ref: Note - 43.5

27 Administrative expenses
Salaries, wages and welfare

153,558

208,109

Retirement benefit expense

3,178

2,841

Fuel and utilities

2,182

3,206

Repairs and maintenance

5,476

6,843

Insurance

3,285

3,141

Depreciation on PPE

4.3

8,369

12,613

Amortization

6.3

1,726

2,589

5

8,508

-

38,645

25,447

5,693

11,441

308

12

Motor running expenses

2,758

1,946

Information and communication expenses

2,295

3,574

Directors' fee

1,100

514

12,610

8,382

660

670

626

1,016

250,977

292,344

Depreciation on ROU
Rents, rates and taxes *
Travel, training and conference
Entertainment

Professional fees and consultancy fees
Auditor's remuneration
Advertisement and promotion

27.1

* Rent, rates and taxes include Subscription
and Membership fees
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Taka in '000

Note(s)

27.1

2020

2019

660

600

-

70

660

670

Auditors' remuneration
Audit fee
Audit of provident, pension and workers' profit
participation & welfare funds and special certifications*

*Audit of provident, pension and workers' profit participation & welfare funds and special certifications are done
on actual payment basis.
In 2019, Administrative expenses were Tk.322,047(BDT'000) of which 292,344 (BDT'000) was related to continued
operation was and 29,703 (BDT'000) which included in 359,250 (BDT'000) was related to discontinued operation-Oral
Health Care Ref: Note 43.5

28

28.1

Other income / (expense)
Other income

28.1

4,960

1,822

Other expenses

28.2

(56,256)
(51,296)

(9,004)
(7,182)

4.4

3,030

1,226

Scarp sales

502

596

Management fee
Income from Provident Fund (forfeited balances of
beneficiaries)

383

-

1,045

-

4,960

1,822

(870)

786

Other income
Profit on sales of PPE

28.2

Other expenses
Realized & unrealized exchange (gain)/loss

28.2.1

Loss on Sale of PPE

4.4

722

-

Loss on intangible asset write off

6.4

12,301

-

28.3

33,108

-

10,995

8,218

56,256

9,004

Technical Assistance Fees, Trademark and Technology Fees
Professional fees and consultancy fee

Professional fees and consultancy fees include restructuring project related expenses. Considering the one-off nature,
this have been presented in Other expense.

28.2.1 Realized & unrealized exchange (gain)/loss
Realized exchange (gain)/loss
Unrealized exchange (gain)/loss

28.3

1,337
(870)

(551)

(870)

786

Technical Assistance Fees, Trademark and Technology Fees
Technical Assistance Fees-Unilever Europe
Business Center B.V
Trademark-Unilever PLC, UK
Technology-Unilever PLC, UK

12,039

-

9,030

-

12,039

-

33,108
Technical Assistance Fees, Trademark and Technology Fees are under agreement between Unilever Europe Business
Center B.V, Unilever PLC, UK and the Company effective from November 2020. Unilever Europe Business Center B.V
stands for Technical Assistance Fees, Unilever PLC for Trademark and for Technology Fees.
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Taka in '000

Note(s)

29

2020

2019

174,819

168,567

-

86

174,819

168,653

Interest expenses on Lease

6,792

230

Paid during the year

(358)

(230)

6,434

-

703,379

1,239,091

Profit/(Loss) from discontinued operation (Pharmaceuticals)

-

(104,930)

Profit/(Loss) from discontinued operation (Oral Health Care)

32,446

73,868

735,825

1,208,029

36,791

60,401

Profit before tax (entity- Continue and Discontinue operation)

699,034

1,147,628

Add: Addable/Inadmissible items

251,492
950,526

171,445
1,319,073

(315,659)

158,120

Taxable income

634,867

1,160,953

Less: Set off of last year loss

634,867

(932,148)
228,805

Less: Set off of unabsorbed depreciation

634,867

(34,614)
194,191

25.00%

25.00%

158,717

48,547

Finance income
Term deposit and special notice deposit
Housing loan to employees

30

Finance expenses

17.2

31

Contribution to WPPF
Profit before taxation & WPPF

Profit before contribution to WPPF and Income Tax
WPPF (5 % of Profit before Income Tax )

32

Computation of total Income Tax liability

Less : Admissible items

Applicable tax rate
a.

Tax charge

b.

Minimum tax @ 0.60% of gross receipts as per section
82C( 4) (b) (i) of ITO 1984

c.

3,911,339

Tax deducted at source as per section 82C & sub section 2 ( a)

Applicable Income tax expenses (Higher of a or b or c)

33

4,645,373

0.60%

0.60%

23,468

27,872

72,163

19,628

158,717

48,547
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33

Income tax expense

Taka in '000
Note(s)

33.1

2020

2019

Current tax

32

158,717

48,547

Deferred tax

7.3

10,985

113,346

169,702

161,893

Reconciliation of effective tax rate
Note(s)

Percentage
2020

Taka
2019

Profit before tax

2020

2019

666,588

1,178,690

23.81%

4.12%

158,717

48,547

1.65%

9.62%

10,985

113,346

25.46%

13.74%

169,702

161,893

Expected income tax using
tax rate applicable

25.0%

25.00%

166,647

294,672

Set off of prior year loss

0.00%

-20.51%

-

(241,690)

Tax on non deductible expenses

0.46%

9.24%

3,055

108,911

25.46%

13.74%

169,702

161,893

23.81%

4.12%

158,717

48,547

1.65%

9.62%

10,985

113,346

25.46%

13.74%

169,702

161,893

Current tax expense

33

Deferred tax expense
Total tax expense

Total
Represented by:
Effective current tax
Effective deferred tax

34

Remuneration of Directors, Managers and Offic ers

Taka in '000

2020

Remuneration
Housing:
Rent
Utilities

2019

Directors

Managers
& Officers

Directors

Managers
& Officers

Total

Total

76,718

245,433

322,151

88,139

364,577

452,716

3,074

33,446

36,520

7,105

40,102

47,207

378

3,591

3,969

1,374

3,146

4,520

3,452

37,037

40,489

8,479

43,248

51,727
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Taka in '000
2020
Directors

Managers
& Officers

Total

Directors

Managers
& Officers

Total

1,672

14,412

16,084

773

16,669

17,442

1,689

9,251

10,940

1,203

12,783

13,986

Medical

178

11,069

11,247

345

14,405

14,750

Other

300

1,625

1,925

506

6,438

6,944

3,839

36,357

40,196

2,827

50,295

53,122

84,009

318,827

402,836

99,445

458,120

557,565

4

141

145

4

175

179

Contribution to
retirement benefit
scheme
Leave passage

Total
Number

34.1

2019

The Company based on respective employment terms having specified limits
provides the following benefits:
• Directors: The expatriate Managing Director (for up to June 2020) and the other Executive Directors were provided
with free furnished accommodation and full time vehicle. Executive Directors were provided with a full time vehicle
with a driver's costs and certain house furniture and equipment or applicable allowance.
• The number of employees (including the executive directors) reflected is the average number of employees
engaged during the year.
• There were changes in board composition in June 2020 where 3 (three) Executive Directors including managing
director have resigned and were replaced by new Managing Director and 3 (three) Non-Executive Directors from 30
June 2020.
• Remuneration of Chairman of the Company is included in Director's remuneration
• Overall remuneration expenses has been decreased by 28% over last year due to fall in average number of
employees by 34
• All the managers, in defined grades, are provided with full time car and certain house furniture and equipment.

35

Number of employees engaged
The company employed a weighted average of 145 (2019 : 179) permanent employees and a varying number of
temporary workers throughout the year. As at 31 December 2020, 137 permanent employees were engaged. All
permanent employees receive total remuneration in excess of Tk. 36,000 per annum.

36

Related Party Disclosures
During the year, the Company carried out a number of transactions with related parties in the normal course of
business and on an arms' length basis. The name of these related parties, nature of these transactions and their
total value have been set out in accordance with the provisions of IAS-24: Related Party Disclosures.

36.1

Parent and ultimate controlling party
During 2020, a majority of the Company's shares were acquired by Unilever Overseas Holdings B.V, UK (who is a
subsidiary of Unilever Plc, UK) from Setfirst Limited. As a result, the new ultimate controlling party of the Company
is Unilever Overseas Holdings B.V, UK. The previous ultimate controlling party was Setfirst Limited, UK.
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36.2

Intercompany Balances

36.2.1

Intercompany Receivable

Name of the party

Ref :10

Nature of
Transaction

Opening
Balance as
on 31.12.2019

New
Transaction
during the
year

Settlement
during the
year

Closing
Balance as on
31.12.2020

-

3,586

(3,586)

-

-

5,297

(5,297)

-

1. Settlement of
last year receivable
GlaxoSmithKline Services
Unlimited, UK

2. Employee
hosting service fees

GlaxoSmithKline
Biologicals SA

Employee hosting
service fees

SmithKline Beecham
Bangladesh (Pvt.) Limited

Inter Company
Services

833

336

(1,169)

-

Unilever Bangladesh
Limited

Cost
reimbursement

-

28,318

-

28,318

Total Intercompany
Receivable

36.2. 2

833

Intercompany Payable

Name of the party

28,318

Ref: 14

Nature of
Transaction

Opening
Balance as
on 31.12.2019

New
Transaction
during the
year

Settlement
during the
year

Closing
Balance as on
31.12.2020

SmithKline Beecham
Bangladesh (Pvt.) Limited

Inter Company
Services

30,210

-

(30,210)

-

Burroughs Wellcome & Co.
(Bangladesh) Ltd.

Purchased of
Finished Goods

-

176,903

(176,903)

-

Unilever India Export
Limited

Purchased of raw
materials

-

256,930

(151,607)

105,323

Unilever Europe Business
Center B.V

Technical
assistance fee

-

12,039

-

12,039

Unilever PLC

Trademark and
Technology Fee

-

21,070

-

21,070

Total Intercompany
Payable

30,210

138,432
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Reconciliation of net operating cash flow
Taka in '000
Note(s)

2020

2019

529,332

985,735

(174,819)

(168,653)

6,792

230

169,702

161,893

531,007

979,205

Profit after tax
Finance income

29

Finance expense

30

Income tax expense

33

Profit before interest and taxes
Adjustment for:
Depreciation / Amortization

4, 5 & 6

42,068

21,739

(Gain)/Loss on sale of fixed assets

4.4 & 6.4

9,993

(25,361)

-

(12,683)

52,061

(16,305)

583,068

962,900

(378,828)

49,585

313,178

311,523

Trade and other payables

(157,953)

(393,277)

Cash generated from operating activities

(223,603)
359,465

(32,169)
930,731

271,564

86,343

Actuarial loss

18.2

Net cash flow before changes in working capital
Changes in:
Inventory

8

Trade and other receivables

Interest received

38

Interest paid on finance lease

30

(358)

(230)

Income tax paid

15

(72,163)

(19,628)

Net cash generated by operating activities

199,043

66,485

Net cash provided by operating activities

558,508

997,216

558,508

997,216

12,046

12,046

46.36

82.78

Net operating Cash Flows per share
Net cash from operating activities (a)
Weighted average number of ordinary shares (b) ('000)

Net operating Cash Flows per share (a/b)

38.1

Clarification on significant changes in Net-Operating Cash Flow per Share (NOCFPS)
NOCFPS reduced in 2020 due to lower profit and higher tax payment partially offset by higher interest received.
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Earning per Share for profit from continuing operation
Profit from continuing operations (a)
Weighted average number of ordinary shares (b) ('000)
Basic Earnings per Share (a/b)

496,886

1,016,797

12,046

12,046

41.25

84.41
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40

Expenditure incurred in foreign currency
Foreign travel for the Company's business

154

2,615

154

2,615

Taka in '000
Note(s)

41

2020

2019

529,332

985,735

12,046

12,046

43.94

81.83

Earnings per Share from overall operation
There is no dilutive effect on the basic Earnings
per Share of the Company, which is based on:
Overall Profit for the year attributable to the ordinary
shareholders (a)
Weighted average number of ordinary shares (numbers in
thousand '000) (b)
Basic Earnings per Share (Taka) (a/b)
Diluted Earnings per Share (Taka)
No Diluted EPS is required to be calculated for the year as there was no scope for dilution during the year under
required.

41.1

Clarification on significant changes in Earnings per Share (EPS)
EPS in 2020 decreased due to reduction in profit for the period. The reduction in profit mainly resulted from lower
sales revenue impacted by COVID-19, higher inflation in key raw materials’ price and 10% increase duty on Dry
Mix Ingredients (15% to 25%), partly offset by savings from
marketing and operating expenses.

Taka in '000
Note(s)

42

2019

4,600,431

4,508,750

(3,117,717)

(2,916,905)

1,482,714

1,591,845

12,046

12,046

123.08

132.14

Net Assets Value (NAV) per Share
Total assets
Total liabilities
Net assets (a)
Weighted average number of ordinary shares
('000) (b)
Net Assets Value (NAV) per Share (a/b)

42.1

2020

Clarification on significant changes in Net Asset Value (NAV) per Share
Reduction in 2020 NAV resulted mainly due to reduction in cash balance resulted from lower profit . The reduction
in profit mainly resulted from lower sales revenue impacted by COVID-19, higher inflation in key raw materials’
price and 10% increase duty on Dry Mix Ingredients (15% to 25%), partly offset by savings from marketing and
operating expenses.

43

Discontinued operation (Oral Health Care)

43.1

Description
Unilever Overseas Holding B.V acquired the shares of the Company from Setfirst as part of the global deal for
divesting the Nutrition portfolio of Unilever Consumer Care Limited . The deal is only applicable for Health Food
Drink and Glucose Powder and not for any product of Oral Health Care category. As a result, the portfolio of Paste
and Brush business of the Company has been discontinued post integration with Unilever effective from 1st July
2020.
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43.2

Financial performance and cash flow information
The financial performance and cash flow information presented are for the year ended 31 December 2020 and the
year ended 31 December 2019.
Revenue
Other income
Cost and expenses

43.3
43.4
43.5

262,576
(230,130)

433,118
(359,250)

Profit/(Loss) before income tax

32,446

73,868

Profit/(Loss) from discontinued operation

32,446

73,868

Net Cash flow from operating activities
Net Cash flow from investing activities
Net Cash flow from financing activities

32,446
-

73,868
-

Net increase in cash generated by discontinued operation

32,446

73,868

Income tax on discontinued operation has been considered at entity level under the Note 32
Cash receipt from customer includes 32,446 (BDT '000) as a cash receipt from Oral Health Care operation.

43.3

Revenue
Local
Export

262,576
-

433,118
-

262,576

433,118

Taka in '000
Note(s)

43.4

Other income
Profit on disposal of Property, Plant & Equipment
Scrap sales and other income

43.5

2020

2019

-

-

-

-

145,866
23,260
470
223
589
352
3,133
2,643
171
667
454
541
51,761

199,714
36,746
687
591
733
378
2,904
5,646
215
1,022
868
109,746

230,130

359,250

-

-

Cost and expenses
Cost of sales excluding overhead
Salaries, wages and welfare
Retirement benefit expense
Fuel and utilities
Repairs and maintenance
Insurance
Rents, rates and taxes
Travel, training and conference
Entertainment
Motor running expenses
Information and communication expenses
Professional fees and consultancy fees
Promotional and distribution expenses

Cost of sales and Promotional and distribution expenses are directly attributable to OHC business. Other items of
expenses (operating expenses) are allocated be tween HFD & IPD and OHC in proportion to their sales contribution. The
justification of allocating the operating expenses is that the Company employed common infrastructure facility to run
the businesses of HFD, IPD and OHC. As a result, there are elements of expenses that cannot be directly identifiable to be
attributable to each category.
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44

Discontinued operation (Pharmaceuticals)

44.1

Description
The following assets and liabilities were related to th e discontinued operation as at 31 December 2020. In July 2018 the
Board of Directors proposed to close the manufacturing and commercial operations of the pharmaceutical business of
the Company. Subsequently the proposal was approved at the Extra Ordinary G eneral Meeting (EGM) held on 14th
October 2018.
Majority of the Company’s dues to and from other parties were settled during 2018. The Company continued the
settlement process throughout 2019 and part of 2020 by ensuring sufficient appropriate accuracy. D uring the year 2020,
all the dues have been settled with respective party which resulted in following status of the discontinued operation..

44.2

Financial performance and cash flow information
The financial performance and cash flow information presented are for the year ended 31 December 2020 and the
year ended 31 December 2019.
Taka in '000
Note(s)

2020

2019

Revenue
Other income

44.3
44.4

-

37,169

Cost and expenses

44.5

-

(142,099)

Profit/(Loss) before income tax

-

(104,930)

Income tax expenses*
Profit/(Loss) from discontinued operation

-

(104,930)

Net Cash flow from operating activities
Net Cash flow from investing activities
Net Cash flow from financing activities

-

(110,175)
24,135
-

Net increase in cash generated by discontinued operation

(86,040)

*Income tax on discontinued operation has been considered at entity level under the Note 32

44.3

Revenue
Local
Export
Total

44.4

-

-

-

24,135
13,034

Cost of sales excluding overhead
Employee benefit including severance pay

-

94,236
42,791

Repair maintenance and other expenses

-

Travel and conference

-

Promotional and distribution expenses

-

Professional and consultancy fees

-

Rent and office expenses

-

Promo Support

-

Other income
Profit on disposal of Property, Plant & Equipment
Scrap sales and other income

44.5

4.5

37,169

Cost and expenses

-

(7,096)
3,282
(388)
2,170
8,340
(1,237)
142,098

The following assets and liabilities were related to the discontinued operation as at 31 December 2020
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Taka in '000
Note(s)

44.6

-

-

Trade and other receivables

44.7

-

3,117

Liabilities related to discontinued operation
Trade and other payables
Obligation under finance lease

44.8

-

82,477
-

-

82,477

-

(79,360)

-

-

Trade receivables
Intercompany receivables
Loan to employees

-

2,982
-

Prepayments

-

135

-

3,117

-

216
82,261

-

82,477

Inventory
Raw materials
Finished goods

44.8

3,117

-

Total liabilities related to discontinued operation

44.7

2019

Asset related to discontinued operation
Inventories

Total asset related to discontinued operation

44.6

2020

Trade and other receivables

Trade and other payables
Trade payables
Expenses and other finance

Cash received from customer includes 3,117 (BDT '000) as a cash receipt from pharmaceutical operation. Cash paid
to cost and expenses includes 19,832 (BDT '000) as a cash paid from pharmaceutical operation and rest of the
amount are transfered to other payable under continue operation.

45

Remittances of foreign currency
Dividend

16.1

523,384

523,384

Dividends were remitted through banking channel after receiving due permission from Bangladesh bank and also
NBR in respect of payment of due tax on dividend.

46

Financial risk management objectives and policies
The Board of Directors has the overall responsibility for the establishment and oversight of the Company’s risk
management framework. The Board is responsible for developing and monitoring the Company’s risk management
policies. The Company has also formed 'Risk Management & Compliance Board (RMCB)'.
The objective of the RMCB is to review and assess the quality and effectiveness of the risk management system and
ensure that the risk policies are effectively managed and incorporated in the management structure of the
Company. It also oversees the risk management strategies to achieve current and accurate compliance with
operational and legal requirements and identification of foreseeable trends that could significantly impact the
Company’s overall business objectives.

47

Credit risk
Credit risk represents the accounting loss that would be recognized at the reporting date if counter parties fail
completely to perform as contracted. It mainly comprises of trade receivables, advances to suppliers, trade
deposits and bank balances. The Company's maximum exposure to credit risk at the reporting date is as follows:
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Taka in '000
Note(s)

2020

2019

11

16,434

5,274

11.1

7,379

15,933

Security deposits

11

2,376

2,368

Trade receivables

9

48,596

391,373

12

3,697,148

3,796,022

3,771,933

4,210,970

> 30 days

Total

0%

0%

-

Gross carrying amount

-

-

-

Loss allowance provision

-

-

Advances to employees
Advances to suppliers

Cash and cash equivalent

Analysis of trade receivables as on 31 December 2020:
Expected loss rate

< 30 days

-

-

* The past due amount has been realized in January 2020

48

Liquidity risk
Liquidity risk is the risk that the Company will not be able to meet its financial obligations as they fall due. The
table below summarizes the maturity profile of the Company's financial liabilities as at the reporting date.

Taka in '000
Financial liabilities
2020
Finance lease

Less than 1
year

Greater than 1
year

Carrying
amount

62,223

226,307

288,530

Trade and other payables

2,604,668

-

2,604,668

2019
Finance lease
Trade and other payables

2,794,078

-

2,794,078

Maintaining sufficient cash, the availability of funding through an adequate amount of committed bank facilities,
the Company manages the liquidity risk.

48.1

Market risk
Market risk is the risk that the fair value of future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate because of
changes in market prices such as foreign exchange rates, interest rates and other price risks. The objective of market
risk management is to manage and control market risk exposures within an acceptable range.

48.1.1

Foreign currency risk
The risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate because of changes in foreign
exchange rates. The Company's exposure to the risk of changes in foreign exchange rates relates primarily to
Company's operating activities with the foreign suppliers.
The Company's exposure to foreign currency risk in major currencies at their gross values is as follows:
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Taka in '000

Trade and other receivables

Cash and bank balances

Trade and other payables

Note

2020

2019

USD

-

-

GBP

-

-

USD

-

-

GBP

-

-

USD

-

-

GBP

-

-

The Company did not experience with any unusual profit or loss causing from foreign exchange fluctuation till date.
The following is the demonstration of the sensitivity to a reasonably possible change in exchange rate of all
currencies applied to assets and liabilities as at reporting date represented in foreign currencies, with all other
variables held constant, of the Company's profit/loss before tax.

Change in exchange rate
Effect on profit/loss before tax (Taka'000)

48.1.2

1%

1%

-

-

Interest rate risk
Interest rate risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate because of
changes in market interest rates. The Company's exposure to the risk of changes in market interest rate relates
primarily to the Company's short-term deposits and running finances.
At the reporting date, the average interest rate of the Company's interest bearing financial instruments was as
follows:
Effective rates %
Financial assets - Term deposit
Financial liabilities

Amount in '000

2020
1.7- 4%

2019
3.1 - 9%

2020
3,050,000

2019
3,200,000

0.00%

0.00%

-

-

The Company’s policy is to keep its short-term running finances at the lowest level by effectively keeping the positive
bank balances. Further, the Company also minimizes the interest rate risk by investing in fixed rate investments like
term deposit receipts.

48.1.3

Other price risk
Price risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate because of changes
in market prices ( other than those arising from interest rate risk and currency risk). The Company is not exposed to
any equity price risk, as the Company does not have any investment in equity shares. The Company also is not
exposed to commodity price risk.
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Revenue from contract with customer
The Company has recognized the following amount in the statement of profit and loss and other comprehensive
income
Taka in '000
Note

Revenue from contract with customer

2020

3,731,560

2019

4,474,898
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Segregation of revenue from contracts with customer

Taka in '000
Powder

2020
Revenue from external customer

3,468,984

Oral
262,576

Timing of revenue recognition at a point in time

2019
Revenue from external customer

Total
3,731,560
-

4,041,780

433,118

Timing of revenue recognition at a point in time

4,474,898
-

Contract assets and liabilities
The Company has recognized no contract assets and liabilities.
Accounting policy
The Company sells a number of oral and healthcare products to distributor. Sales are recognized when products
are delivered to distributor and there is no unfulfilled obligation that affects the recognition of sales and revenue.
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Comparatives
Previous year's figures and account titles in the Financial Statements have been rearranged and reclassified, and
restated wherever necessary for the purpose of comparison, however creating any impact on the profit and value
of assets and liabilities as reported in the Financial Statements for the current year. Revenue under note - 24, Cost
of sales under note - 25, Selling and distribution expenses under note - 26 and administrative expenses under note
- 27 figure for 2019 have been restated to reflect continued business operation.
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General
(i) Previous year's figures and phrases have been rearranged and reclassified, and restated, wherever considered
necessary to conform to the current year's presentation.
(ii) Figures in the Financial Statements have been rounded off to the nearest Thousand Taka unless stated otherwise.

Company Secretary

Director

Managing Director
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Unilever Consumer Care Limited
Registered Office: Fouzderhat Industrial Area, North Kattali, Chattogram
Corporate Office: House: 2A, Road: 138, Gulshan: 1, Dhaka 1212

PROXY FORM
I/We, the undersigned being a Shareholder of above-named Company hereby appoint
Mr. _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
of ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
another Shareholder of the Company, whom failing Mr. _____________________________________________________________________
of ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

another Shareholder of the Company, as my proxy to vote and act for me, and on my behalf, at the 48th Annual
General Meeting of the Company to be held on Thursday, the 29th April, 2021 at 11:00 a.m. through Digital Platform
and at any adjournment thereof.

Dated this _______________________________day of __________________________________________________________________________ 2021

(Signature of the Proxy)
Dated:

Signature of the Shareholders)
Dated:
Folio No / BO ID :

Note:
A Shareholder entitled to attend and vote at the Annual General Meeting may appoint a Proxy, another Shareholder of the
Company to attend and vote in his/her stead. The “Proxy Form”, duly filled, signed and stamped at BDT 20 must be sent
through email at UCL.bangladesh-info@unilever.com not later than 48 hours before the time appointed for the meeting.
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